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Abstract 
To solve reservoir operation problerns it is necessary to take into account thai natural processes 
nich as inflows, groundwater contribution, evaporaîion, rainfdl, m o f f  which are the inputs to 
the system, are uncertain events. The methods here proposed consider the stochasticity of the 
inputs. The uncertaiaty of events like evaporation, rainfall, groundwater contribution, ninoff, is 
incorporated in eittier the net inflows or the net basin supplies. 
In order to recognize the intrinsic stochastic features of the naturai inputs and take them 
into consideration explicitly, Stochastic Dynamc Programming is wployed to generate long-tenn 
opmation policies. Because of the well-known "curse of dimensionali~", that can affect the 
optimization of large systems, the technique Multi-Level ApproWnate 
Aggregation/Decomposition - Stochastic Dynemic ProgrammiDg (MAM-SDP) Methodotogy is 
anployed. The performance of this technique can be enhaaced by using the suggesteâ altemate 
approximation to the conditional distribution of the releases fim die reservoh. So far, MAM- 
SDP perfoms physicd diagnosis to determine the aggregation scheme. A mtsns of applyuig 
Principal Componcnts Analysis is presented, therefore adding a d i f f m t  perspective to solving 
the problem, i.e., statistical decomposition, 
This work also aims at obtalliing the relationship performance of the system vasus its respective 
variance. To this effect, an d o n  of the Expected Rctum-Variance of Retum Rule was 
developed, applied to a multistage decision type of problem. This technique was d e d  Two-Pass 
Mean-Variance Approadi. The algorithm for doing so is describeû It was possi'blc to show a 
signifiçant range of pedo~ll~illces and the variances associated with them for the operation of 
resewoir systems. 
This work ench with the application of the techniques above rnmtimcd to a r d  case study. In i~ 
an altemaîe closeû-loop type opaanon policy is presented for the North American Grwt Lakes. 
These policies and those fhm the Two-Pass Meamvariance Approach are then compared with the 
ones obtained fiom a simpMed mode1 of the actuai operation, baxd on heuristics. Two sets of 
synthetic Net Basin Supplies for the five lakes an stded,  genQBting two différent sets of release 
policies. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1. INTROOUCTION 
As the world population grows and its water demand become more divemified, it is necessaxy to 
develop more efficient ways of planning, designing, and managing those resources. Therefore, 
those involved in the Water Resources management developed and adopted many d i f f i t  
stances of coping with this increasing demand using systefnic approaches and opîimhtion 
techniques. 
Regarding the case of reservoir operations, those prmted  below are among the most 
used methods in the existing L i t m e .  The following list of Linear and Dynamc Programming 
Methods as presented in Yeh (1982, 1985), Yakowitz (1982) and Pereira and Pinto (1985) is next. 
1. LINEAR PROGRAMMING METHODS (LP Models) 
* Detexmiaistic LP 
* Chance Constrallied LP 
* Stochastic LP 
* for Markov Processes 
* withreçourse 
Baideas Decomposition Aigorithm 
2, DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING MODELS (DP Models) 
* Incremental DP (IDP) 
Discrete Diff~rt~ltial DP (DDDP) 
Incremental DP and Successive Approximations (DiPS) 
* Reliability-Coastrained DP 
Diff~cntial DP (DDP) 
Progressive Optimlllity Algorithm 
Each of these methoûs can be used on its own or in c o m b ~ c m  with others dcpaidhg cm 
the characte&cs of the reservoir system being studied 
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When dealing with water resources systtems one must be aware of the amount of 
uncertainty related to the n a d  procases such as evaporaiion, rainfall, and temperature. Possible 
alternatives that try to deal with the uncertainty are the use of expected values, medians or even 
criticai values in a deterrninistic model. However, under certain conditions, hese procedures m q  
lead to a poor performance of the mathematical model proposed, reducing drastically its ability to 
produce satisfactory resdts. 
Therefore, it is important to recognize the intrinsic stochastic feanins of the natumi 
siream flows and atternpt to set up a moâel in which these conditions are taken into consideration 
expticitiy. Nonlinearity is another feature that must be regarded dong with the stochastic 
characteristics of the inflows. These two features resulted in the success of the approach origmdly 
fonnulated by Richard Behan ( 1 95 7), namely, Dynamic Programming (DP). 
The DP approach was v a y  successfiil bcceuse it demmposes highly cornplex problcms, 
with a great nurnber of variables, into a series of small subproblems thaî can be solved recursively. 
Usually, a problem may be solved by DP in a number of different ways. The critexion used to 
choose among the different ways is to hy to idmtify the one thar is more efficient iiom the 
computational viewpoint. 
Un& Linear Rogramming (LP) methoch, witb many software packages available in die 
market, a DP problem âequently haP to bc solved star&ing fiom the formulation of a fimdamental 
algorithm, mtil it is haliy codai in a compter. Thus, additional effort and computational M s  
are required to use this flexible approach. A Stochastic DP method accounts for the probability 
distribution of the natud s t r d o w .  Tbe cost of a more realistic model is its increased 
complexity and dimeflsionality. 
This document focuses mostly on one of the wailablt tools tEuit deal with the tradcoff 
betwcen computational tractability and the accuracy in modcling. It is d e d  Mdti-Levcl 
AggregaîiodDecomposition Methodology using Stochastic Df (MAM-SDP), Ponnambalam and 
Adams (1993). The major objective of the present work is to asstss the cxisting relatioaships 
behveen the expected reîums versus variance of h e  expcct#l retums when operat@ multiple 
reservoir systems. The relationships betwcm me arpe*od wsts and tbm respactivc variances rirs 
studied as weU. Once this relationship has ôeen establishoci a d  validateci by mcaas of 
mpcirimenting with a Single Rcservoi. Systern, it is extcndad to the Muitireservoir Case. Ab, an 
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analysis of how this rapport affects the reliability of the system is presented. A f k  the iiterature 
review and the extensive testing of the methodology proposed, the rnethod is then applied to the 
North American Great Lakes System, as a case study. 
1.2 Scope and Outline 
This work c o n m  the ûptimization of the Operaiion of Mdtireservoir Systems. The 
methodology used was Stochastic DP (SDP) because it has been shown to be the most suitable for 
obtaining closed-loop type policies, Turgeon, (198 1). Also, the opthnidon policies obtauied are 
tested under Stochastic Simulation of the Operation of the Multircservoir System in order to ûave 
an accurate evaluation of its performance and shortcomings. 
in SDP, our main objective was not only to get the optimal trajectory of controls, but to 
have these controls as a function of time and storage as weli. In order to overcome probIems 
inherent to the well-hown "mrse of dimensionality", the Aggre@on/Decornposition 
Methodology, Turgeon (1 980, 198 1) and Ponnambalam (1987), was employed. Al the models set 
up were developed in ~atlab@, which is a high level language that allows very concise 
programming instructions. One of the major SadeofTb, however, is the long computing t h e 9  
especially withui the ''for" loops. On the otha hancl, ~atlab' cornes with a large library of 
functions and routines th@, dong with the concise programming instructions, reduccs the cading 
effort. This redution in coding &ort is an important issue whcn considering the extent of the 
present ta&. Exampies were taken fkom the iiterature on the subject to test the models. The main 
purposes of employing tbwe standard test problems are the evaiuation of the model's p c r f ~ ~ n ~ n c e  
and validation of the methodology. CMy after subjccting the modcls to these analyses it was 
dccided to submit them to the r d  case application. The test-exmples were previousiy used ôy 
Chow and Cortez-Rivera (1974), Murray and Yakowik (1979), Chara and Pant (1984) and 
Ponnambalam and Adams (1993). During the test part, the probability distribution and 
discretkation scheme suggested in Turgeon (1981) was useci. Duhg the r d  case study, a more 
reiEnd approach had to be employed. As a merms of vaiiRliting the r d &  cornparison between 
present opcraticm plicies is d 
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Chapter 2 reviews the ncisting Literanire on the subject. The first section presents in a brief fashion 
the Rcscrvoir Operation Problem, which htroduces the problems involving the operation of 
reservoir systems. Mer presniting a simple analogy beniveen ïnventory Storage Theory and 
Storage Reservoir Theory, the Detemiinistic and Stochastic solution approaches are discussed. 
The differnces amongst open-loop and closed-loop type policies, under the light of Control 
Theory are briefiy stated. The mathematid formulations for solving Single and Multiple 
Reservoir Systems problems using the DP approach are describeci, as well as the advantages of 
water resource systun mode1 simulation for more precise anaiysis of the proposed control 
policies. (See Ponnambalam a d  Adams (1 988).) 
In the second section of Chapter 2, the type of policies tbat are obtained in an opcration 
optimization hework and explain the reason why the work is mostly concemeci witb a specific 
kind of optimization is reviewed. The type of poücy that is the most suitable to long-tenn 
operation is the closcd-bop. This is obtained fiom a Dynam~c Rogrmmhg optimizaîion 
( d e t d s t i c  or stochastic) but it is unially computationaily expensive. Important factors to 
consider when employing SDP in the Opthnimion of Reservoir Systems are the discretization 
schemes and the choice of a suitable convergence test. The long-tam optimization is part of an 
overall optimuaton scheme that includes real-time operation optllnization, and g e n d y  a mid- 
t am operation optimizacion that fûnctions as a bridge between the two distinct tirne horizons. 
Because the interest is to optimize large systems employing SDP, the third section revicws 
the various methodoIogies that use aggregation to d u c e  the size of a large problan so that it 
becornes computasionally tractable. This revicw is not comprehensive and it focuses on the 
m*hodologies thsi provide the necesary theoretical background to the MAM-SDP, which is one 
of the objectives of our study. It stam with the Composite Representatîon developed by 
ANanitidis and Rosing (19704 1970b) and the Decomposition Method for Long-Term 
Scheduling for Reservoir in Series by Turgcon (1981). As MAM-SDP, devclopcd by 
Ponnambalam and A h  (1993) is the chosen medioâology, the Rnew ends with it Chqtcr 2 
closes with a bncf introduction to the S t d m d c  Extension of the Bendm Algorithm, This 
algorithm provicies a feaslile implerncntatîon for the optimization of the operation of lngc 
resavoir systGms. This is because it dccmposcs the global opîimktion problcm into d e r  
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successive one-stage subproblems. Again, the analogy with DP is evident. A cornmon feature to 
MAM-SDP and the Stochastic Extension of the Benders Decomposition is the possibility to speed 
up the computations by means of siaidtaneous execution. As both techniques are used for the 
optimization of the operation of reservoir systems, the former providing state derived policies and 
the latter open-loop type policies, they wouid provide complementmy and usefiil infornation on 
the long-tenn operatmg policies. Because these calculations can be solved in a p d e l  processing 
environment thaî will allow a signifiant reduction in computing t h e .  
Chapter 3 presents the proposed method and samples results h m  the tests conducted 
using the presented research. It is ou. purpose to improve the suboptimai poiicies obtained by the 
original MAM-SDP and a better approximation to the Conditional Distribution of Releases. 
Principal Components Analysis has been employed as au additional means to define the 
aggregation scbeme for solving mdtiresewoir operation problems within the MAM-SDP 
fimework. Different possibilities of aggregation are studied and d e s  of the results with 
standard test problems shown. Further, the Expected Retum-Variance of Retuni Rule is employed 
for multistage decision type of probiem and an algorithm for doing so is described. It was possible 
to present a signifiant range of performances and the variances associated with them for the 
operation of nservoir system. It is e x p ~ e d  that the meîhodology shown in this work could be 
applied successfblly to different types of o p t h h i o n  problems involving Stochastic Dynam.ic 
Programming. 
Chapter 4 presents an altemate closed-loop operation policy fot the North Amencan Great 
Lakes employing the methodologies described in Chapters 2 and 3, the latter developcd in îhis 
work. Two synthetic sets of Net Basin Supplies for the five lakes are studid and two Mirent 
sets of policies an suggested. The results arc then comparexi with a simplified version of the 
actual operation by means of Stochastic Simulation. Once the optimizaiion mode1 is thus 
vaiidated, and the superiority of state derived long-term operation policies acknowledgcd, the 
Two-Pass Mean-Variance Appmach is then applied, This approach is used to gcnmtc a set of 
combinations of the optimization of the objective funciion, i.e., minimhion of tûe annual 
accumuiated distance h m  the mget lcvcis, and their respective variances (in the pttsctlt case, 
shown a9 standard àeviation). The implicit tradeoff in reducing the variauces of the apectd cost 
is th& inmase. 
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Finaily, the concIusions and suggestions for extendhg the present research are in Chapter 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Reservoir Operation Problem 
2.1 .l Introduction 
There are several reasons for building a dam and consequently creating reservoir storage. 
Reservoirs are regdatory devices that act like a "buffer" to an input which is d e d  by randomness. 
Some major reasons for constnicting a reservoir can be listed as: 
creation of water head for hydroclectric power generation; 
regularization of the releases for either hydroelectric power, irrigation purposes, water 
supply, navigation or improvement of watu quality; 
attenuate the eff- of big peaks of rainfdl that inight lead to flooding of 
downstream ara; 
creation of a place for water based d o n ;  
aeation of lakes pools for maintenance of fish andor wild life in specific anas; and 
a combination of any of the items above in auy order or number. 
in his classic work, Moran (1959) defines the nsnvoir problem as a "sui generis" type of 
Inventoiy Storage problem because the output (demand, in the inventory problem) is not 
considered as random, but rather the input. which is rqresented by the W w s .  As noted by that 
author, another way of considering the problern is by means of the Thcory of Queues. An anaiogy 
can be drawn with the reservoir problem regarding the mernbers of the queue that are lining up for 
service as the inputs and its length as the storage. The release policy csn be translated as the 
senrice d e  .
Both Inventory Storage Theory and Stcmge Reservoir Thcory can bc asmiated with one 
auother by a duai rclatimhip, the former having random output and the latter random inpia. This 
dual relationship can bc briefly stated as folIows. Consida, for the Rmoir Stonige case, the 
vay simple muai model, with the Vwables as explainecl below. 
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Sm - capacity of dam (maximum storage admissible); 
I f  - random input to reservoir during time interval 1; 
St+' - storage at the end of time r (i. e, after the release); 
R' - release during tirne penod r ,  
where R = rnk(Q, I r  + S I ) ,  Q being a definite quaatity. 
The variables above can be associated with the following for the lnventory Storage 
Problem: 
S, - store capacity (finite); 
I' - random demand in the t h e  interval r; 
R' - quantity being stored in the t h e  interval t;  
Namely, the decision d e s  for R are given by 
1 .  Reltase Q < S, if there is at lean the amount Q nord in the dam; 
2. Release I t + S '  ifQ>Ir+S' 
Also, let us define deficit @ne signifjhg storage space available in the dam) as 
Deft = S- - S' 2.1. 1 
which is a random value and it can be reinterpreted as the stock in a store or warehouse for the 
ïnvaitory Storage case. huing each time intervai Z, there is a demand f associated wiîh it 
Therefore, 
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1)if Sm- - S r  2 I t ,  2.1.2 
it is possible to satisQ the demand and the stock is given by S ,  - 1' - S t .  From the 
reservou operation point of view, this means that it is possible to store the comiug Uiflow 
and, in the inventory problem, the space st i î i  available in the warehouw would be quai to 
that amount. 
it is not possible to satisQ the demand and the stock is equal to zero. This event has 
correspondence with overflow or spilî. At the end of each period, the amount of stock 
renewal can be given as min (Q, S, - I t  - Sc ). See the release nile in the previous page. 
For the cases where it is not possible to satisw the demand, it should rem& under this 
condition. In the stoage case, this is equivalent to spill. 
ïhis simple example illustrates the dual relationship between the dsm storage problem 
and the hventory problem and was f int  presented by Mom (1959). 
Although intuitive and trivial nowadayq it has not always bwi obvious that if the design 
nipply was of greater magnitude than the average hg-texm inflow to the reservoir, the problem 
had no feasible solution. This is because the initiai question posed by researchm and engineers 
aiike in the area of wata resources management was "how big nnrrt a mervoir be if i t  isfid by a 
n a W  stream, in order to be able to provide a steady suppiy of water of a prescribed 
magnitude? " A relatively more recent preoccupation was that men for au average draught d e r  
than the average infiow, the rrscrvoir was not dways able to conti.nuously provide the supply. The 
difference between both questions is that whiîe the firn poses an mconstrained problem, the 
second one addresses the issue of reliability. 
KlemeS (1987), in his excellent extendeci review of Applied Storage Reservoir Theory, 
points out that since the begimhgs of the 'ïheory of Storage Reservoir, two fashions of 
approaching the resemoir problems were clearly de-: 
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deterministic approach 
stochastic approach 
2.1.2 Deterministic Approach 
According to KlemeS (1987), the firn ngorous attempt to systemathe the Resavoir Storage 
Theory was estabfished by Rippl in 1883. The major contribution in Rippl's work was to 
recognize the cumulative effect of two or more consecutive dry years, instead of just taking into 
account the worst case, or the &est year in record. Besides that, he also set up a solution method 
that cornputes the minimum storage requirements for a given specified target draught. KlemeJS 
. . 
(1979), describes it as a "backward moving, forward looking recursive sequential maximization". 
With the necessary adjustments, this method is still in use, and available in software packages as 
the "sequent peak algorith". 
Although KlemeS (1987) reckons those achievernents as Rippl's most important 
contributions, he is still betta hown in the present as the creator of the "masscwve technique" 
and not as the person who figured out thaî the best way of represénting "the series of reservoir 
inflows as residual mass F w e  computed with respect to the desired lesexvoir draA or target 
release." An important fmor for the fast acceptance of the mass-curve technique by the technical 
world of that period was the ease of graphitai implementation of the meth06 However, this is not 
crucial to the method today because cornputers allow us to pedom the calcuiations in a numaical 
faShion V ~ I Y  efficiently. 
Rippi's rnethoâ has at least two disadvantages which can be sxmmmhd as foiiows: 
I. Histoncal records were used in the methodology but, of course, the &turc infiows are 
unknown. This means that just one realization of the stochastic process is usecl, and 
important Staastical information regarding the proce~s not explicitîy consîdered. As 
Butcher and F o r d .  (1970) put it, this is a problem inhercnt to al1 detcrministic 
methodof ogics, 
2. The siamng point for the reservoir working cyde to generally does not coincide with 
the sEarting point of the recorded past inaows. The consequence of diis is thaî the first 
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computed cycle is g e n d y  incomplete, adding more uncertainty on the storage 
capacity thus obtained. 
To attenuate the effects of item 2 mentioned above, two practices were adopted. 
4 The European School used what was called %O-cyclen computation, making the 
ending storage equal to the initial one. In this situation there is a cIosed water balance. 
On the other han& the American School used to start the computations with full 
reservoir, as appears in Hazen's papa (1 9 14). 
Thomas and Burden (1963) introduced the ''two-cycle" dong with the well-known 
"sequent peak algorithm, which is essentially Rippl's method modified. Kleme3 (1987) notes 
very appropriately that even though they acknowledged the origmahty of the method to Rippl 
himself, the "sequent peak dgorithm" is commonly understood as their original contribution. 
Findy, when studying the optimai storage capacity for the Iarge Aswan Dam, a h h g  at 
the complete regulation of the Nile River, Hurst (195 1) realized that his computations wodd not 
point to an asymptotic value for convergence. The availability of long series of recordeci inflows 
showed that the convergence was not possible. The immediate implication is the acknowleâgment 
that it is Whially impossible to constnict a failure proof storage reservoir. Hipel and M c L d  
(1994) present an appraisal of the research developed conceming the Hurst phenornenon and the 
Hurts sîatistics. Hurst (195 l), when caldaîing the storage required to yicld an average annu81 
discharge employed whaî is known as the cumuiaîeà range. This "is obtained by computing the 
cumulative sums of the deparhire of the annuai totals from the mean muai total discharge", Hurst 
(195 1). The required storage is the difference between the maximum and the minimum cumulative 
totals. This fange can then be normalized by the gened standard deviation, i.e., rescaled and 
adjusted by meam of a constant coefficient. From Hipcl and Mc- (1994), the asymptotic 
formula for identically independendy distributed mdom vanables wiîh finite variance is 
where 
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&' - cumulated rescded adjuneci range (maximum adjustment to a level of development), 
E - expectaion operator. 
The exponent of N, the size of the available tirne series, has a limiting vaiue of $5. 
However, Hurst, for an annuai time seaies of size 690 obtained a much greater value of 0.73. The 
ciifference between the limiting value and the one obtained by is called the Hurst phenornenon. 
2.1.3 Stochastic Approach 
Before bnefly reviewing the deveIopment of the stochastic approach in the 1st hundred years, it is 
advisable to justifL the use of stochastic methods instead of the detenninistic ones. This is because 
the uacertainty defitely makes the problems much more difficult to deal with. 
The preferred agproach used by engineers when designing is to employ either the average 
values (mean, median) or the critical ones (the worst cases). This is recommended when the 
variations around these values are of small magnitudes and can be neglected. However, as 
explained in Loucks, Stedinger, and Haith (19% l), and Wagner (1 975) it is erroneous to assume 
that 
That is to Say, the expected value of a nonlinear fimction (even if the dynamics is linear 
the existence of riorage bounds would d c e  it nonlinear) does uot coincide with the mapping of 
the expected values of the variates. For more details the reader is r e f d  to Fletcher and 
Po~ambahm (1 998). 
Contmy to the determinstic approacb, which was slowly and steadity devcloped sincc 
the introduction of Rippl's method, the stochastic approach appeared in a sudden fashion. Hazgi's 
paper (1914) pionemd with the iatroduction of statistical concepts such as risk of failure year, 
storage-yield-reiiability (S-Y-R) and the idea of stocbastic simulation for the s t r d o w  series. 
For diis purpose, he used s~andardized sfiameow values, in a sense that they represented the 
average values for an cntin region In this way, some g e n d  cornmon statisticai parameters were 
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preserved, producing results cornparatively acceptable. Besides, in order to assess different mean 
flows, he used the coefficient of variation, by normalizing the standard deviations by their 
respective means. 
Suddler (1927) pushed the envelope created by Hazen, improving the computation of the 
failure periods and the simulation of streamflows using probabilistic models. Barnes (1954) 
refuied Sudder's work using different types of probability disaibutions to the streamflow data 
and improving the sampling methodology. Working directly with the probability distribution of 
inflows, Kritskiy and M d e l  (1935) obtained the statiouary value of reservoir reliability 
employing a model with random annuai inflows. 
ûnly five years later, in 1940, Savarendciy (1995) proposed a "numerical sequential 
scheme for obtaining stationary distribution of storage for the case of random infiows and a given 
ciraft'' Kritskiy and Menkel immediately incorporated a graphical version of it into their own 
model. It is of interest to note thaî, Savarenskiy, an engineer, was the nrst to define empty 
reservoir as a state, when computing the transition probabiiities, somethmg that became an issue 
only later, by maîhematicians in the search for ngorous representation of empty and fidl reservoir 
states. 
Moran (1954), an Australian statistician and probabilist, proposeci the foliowing matrix 
formulation for the discretized stationary distribution of storage. The now classical Moran annual 
model is given by 
p = 4, where 
p - vector of stationary distribution of storage, 
P - transition probability ma* obtained fÎom the distribution of inputs. 
One year later* Moran (1955), extendcd his annual modcl to a0 &iw number of 
seasons, where each season has its own m d x  of transition probabilities. in contrast with the fbt 
model where a two-step procedure was uJed (i.e., in the fhst step only the inputs wac taken into 
account, whereas in the second, only the release), hae the net storage changes were d d a s d  
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The model is now 
and as the previous one, solved for 
with n standing for the nurnber of states 
Making 
p = p p -  ...p(2,pft) 
and we obtain equation 2.1.5. 
One of the ways Morm (1954) proposed for cornputhg equaîion 2.1.8, multiplying 
several times P by p until the former converges to the steady-state values, w k e  al1 the rows are 
composed by vectors of equal values, is still practical in the present tirne with the help of 
cornputers. hterestingiy enough, this formulation is the analyûcal analogue of the graphical 
method us& by Kntskiy and Menkel (1995), also in 1940, when adapting Savarenkiy's 
f o d a t i o n .  These two seminal papers for the theory of stochastic reservoir wexe translated to 
English by KlemeS (1995) and recently published. Moran (1959) also stressai out the differences 
between discrete models, employed to solve applied problems, object of this wo& and the more 
mathematical approaches that use continuou models. 
Following Moran's work, Gould (196 1) disaggregated the muai flows into mondily ones 
and Lloyd (1963) and Kaczmarek (1 963) solved the operation problem for seriaiiy correlateci 
inflows, a i l  situations r e f d g  to single reservoir case. 
2.1.4 Types of Policy 
There are two ways of obtainii>g control releaoe policies in a reservoir system, adip Single 
Reservoir System or Muitlleservoir System. FÿsS an introduction to the control theory model is 
deScnbed followed by an analogy with Markov Decision Processes, which is the niain interest of 
this work. Then the types of poücies that are possible to obtain fiom these systems are defhed as 
wefl as iheir possible applications. 
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2.1.4.1 Model Formulation 
To obtain control release policies according to the control theoxy mode1 it is necessuy to present 
the following dennitions. Given state space S7 conrrol set U, and disturbance set which are 
subsets of Rk, grn and 4 respectively, the state of the systern at time l+ f ,  s"', is related to the 
state of the systern at time t, s', to the controi used at time f ,  u', and to the disturbance at time f ,  d, 
through the "law of motion" which is also known as the system equation. It is assumed that the 
distribution of R is given by a probability hction q(3. This disturbancew' is the reahtion of 
the randorn variable fi. 
For a given state sl, the decision rnaker or controila takes a decision u', fiom the 
admissible set of decisiom and, as a result, the system obtains a reward, g'(sl,u'). These decisions 
are taken açcording to the decision d e s  which are fimîtions cf: S +A, denning the k h i  of action 
for given states at epoch f .  Also, for each s E S, d(s) E A, Depending on the definition of the 
problem, it can incur in a cost. The evohtion of the process is detennined by the disturbance, and 
consequent decisions and states. The illustration of this process foiiows. 
Figur, 2.1.1. Weme of tbe Coatroi Decision Procm 
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wheref is a vector-valued b c t i o n  mapping S x U x Li! into S. Putthg the above in a Markov 
decision process formulation, we get: 
Decision epoch: 
States: 
Now, let A = us& A,. in 0 t h  words, the set of allowable actions when the systern is in 
state s is given by A s .  n»R dehe an action a, aa A. Thmfore, for possible actions when the 
system is in s: 
A, = LI,, Us being the possible decisions (control actions). 
Transition probabilities: 
The major Merence when approachmg a problem either as a control problem or as a 
Markov decision process are the iransition probabilities. Whiie thcy have to bc computed in the 
former, they are decisive for the Mer. 
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2.1.4.2 Open-Loop Policy 
Reservoir systems are subject to the periodic behavior of the weather dong the year. This behavior 
results in a cyclic pattern of the Uiaows. The most simple type of control policy is the one that 
accounts only for the time period and the &en initiai condition. This type of policy provides a 
decision rule in which d = a, for all S E  S and a é A. It does oot take into account the state of 
system at given tirne, therefore does not depend on observations to make a decision. Revisions of 
the policy are not possible once this one is defined. It is easier to implement than othm but the 
policies are u s d y  consemative, thus suboptimal. It is suitable for rd-time or short-tenn 
decision processes, especidy because it enables fast computations, being comparatively les  
expensive than those mentioned below. Linear and Nonlinear Programming are examples of 
optimization rnethods that provide the operator wiîh Open-Loop type poiicies. 
To attenuate the lack of state information in an open-loop type of policy, in repetitive 
çontrol strategies, some feedback is returned to the system operator who notes the effcct of the 
applied policy and corrects it when needed. The feedback is usually composai of idormation on 
the state of the system and prediction of the disturbances. These predictions have to be accurate, 
what can be accomplished by estabiishing short time horizons. 
2.1.4.3 Adaptive Control 
Adaptive Control is a h  hown as ciosed-loop policy. The optimai decision niles are obtained 
considering the present state of thc systcm rit a given time t. To make a paxailel between the open- 
loop and closed-loop type poücies, it sufncts to expaad the idea of cornputhg the former type 
for a i l  possible initial conditions. A h ,  taking into account the state, which is fcedback, it adapts 
the decitions acarduig to the state. If the resuvoir is above the expect4 level, the policy wodd 
dlow the dispatcher to release more and vice-versa. With the additional decision i n f i o n ,  the 
stabiiization of the systcm for diffezcnt situations fiom those initially considercd is fast= and 
more efficient, 
The computations are much more complar and some kind of compfomise i s  usually 
required As a co~lscqllc~lce, sub-optimal policies are expectd Aithough feadback gives 
robusbiess to the formnlation, a necessq assumpticm is the complete knowladge of the statistical 
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characteristics of fiiture observations, provided by the probability distribution functions of the 
disturbances. 
2.1.5 Single Reservoir 
Figure 2.1.2. System of i Single Reservoir 
in a system consisting of a single rcservoir, the transfer fiom one state to the other is 
represented by the foliowing continuity equation 
subject to the constraints on States or storages: 
S., 5s' rs, 
and the constraints on decisions or teleases: 
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where 
S - storage (state), 
I - lnflow (disturbance), 
d - Release (decision), 
e - al1 losses, Uicluding evapotransphfion, seepage, and others, 
l -  period. 
The accmulated retum for a given t h e  interval is givea by 
where 
$' - stands for the nate at the beginning of period t, 
# - renini (which can be givm e i k  as a reward bction or a cost function with respect the 
decisions or the States or a combination of both), 
T - end of the total tirne period considemi. 
2.1.6 Multiple Reservoir System 
The types of rcscrvoirs that might appear in Ibis work cau have the foiiowing configurations. 
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The tramfer equation becomes 
st' = skf-' + lkr + d k /  -dkt  -ekr  
do' being a dummy variable with value zcro. 
In P a d e l  : 
Figure 2.1.4. Systcm of Reservoin in P a d d  
The msfer equation becomes 
A more generai type of tramfer equation, c m  be written as foiiows 
where 
J - totai n m b a  of contributhg innows to mervoir; 
M - total number of contributing releases to reservoir coming nom upstream ones. 
Or, of a mixai type (ushg a configuration mat is vay common in wata fesources 
litcrahae, with smaii adaptations). This is an arbitrsry configuration, it is used h m  just as en 
exampl e: 
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Figure 2.1.5. Systtm of kervo im with Micd Configuration 
An4 assuming the rewards are separable by reservoir, the total retum for an arbitrary time 
interval is 
where 
2.1.7 Water Resource Systems Simulation 
To cvaluate the pcrformauce of the m o i r  system and its control policies, it is mtaatmg to set 
up a dematical modei that repiicates the desirrd operation Using the historiai da@ is possible 
to observe how the mode1 would have behaved in the past. Howcva. as the length of the 
recordings wciy excceds two hundred years, the historiai chta is nothing but one of the possible 
reaüzatiom of the stochastic process that gencrated the âisturbances. A more thorough adys is  
would cover at lest some of the ai i  possible processes. Thus, one must obtain the statisticaî 
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parameters of the process and set up a mathematical model that generates synthetic data with the 
same stochastic characteristics of the historical one. With long synthetic strearnflow sequences one 
can analyze the response of the system to inputs chat might contain longer and more exlrerne 
conditions than those recorded in the past, Askew, Y eh, and Hall. ( 197 1 b). 
There are two reasons for the use of simulation models in Waîer Resources, namely: 
A. To overcome mathematical difficulties in setting up the model, the simplincaîions 
assumeci are such that the modeler believes it does not correspond to the a d  
problem. 
B. The inherent complexity of the analytical model is so great that mdces it 
mathemaîically intractable. 
The purpose of this work is to analyze the performance of the control policieddecisious 
under a more dwianding environment that tries to mulate, wiuiin the Limitations imposeci by the 
simplifLing assumptiom, the opemttion of the system. Nevertheless, these control 
policies/decisions were deriveci fiom an optimization model as will be described in the next 
chapters. 
The idea of using the Monte Car10 Method, which was termed by von Neumann, in the 
19403, orighated fiom a very simple statistic concept. 
Let us suppose the foîiowing integrai is to be evaluated 
Also, let us define the random variable x, with d o r m  distribution in the f f i e d  intend, 
i.e., (O, 1). Now, forming the random variable y = g(3, the payoff fiindon of the system design, 
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It follows that q,, = 1, q, is the expected value (mean) of y. Where I = E{g(x)]. E being 
the expectation operator. A valid manner of evaluating I is repeating the experiment several times, 
observing the values xi and computing the respective g(xJ. We can say that 
and n is the number of times the experirnent is repeated (&equmcy interpretation) and the 
equation above refming to obtriininp the estimate of expected value for the random variable y. 
(See Papoulis, (1 99 9.) 
Suppose now th& it is possible to reproduce n d c a l l y  an experiment a large number of 
times, and x represents a physical quantity. Also, define xi as the values that x assume during this 
experiment. Then 
Therefore, d e r  generating synthetic streadow SeQuences, it is possible to tvaluate and 
assess the performance of the model without having to rccourse to the actual operation. Because a 
detailed compta program is able to reproduce mathdcal ly  most of the cornplex interactions 
that occur within the system allowing the assessrnent of weaEaiesses and eventual pitfalls. 
However, as is al- necessary to introduce at least some a p p r o ~ o n s ,  the modeler must 
always exercise critical adysis and carefùiiy assess theh e f f i  in the numerical d t s . .  
The syathetic sîreamflow g a i d o n  techniques available dow îhe mearcher to test his 
model for typa of seqwnces that might not have occuned in the histoncal records ofstreamaows 
but rn Weiy to happen in the foresaable futan. With this regard, it is noteworthy to mention that 
the ment publication by Hipel and Mc- (1994) covao a broad spectmm of the tecbniquts 
uscd to simulate multiperiod and multisite time series. 0 t h ~  interesting contri'butions are the 
technical reports fiom the Water Resources Center, Caiifornia, ôy Asfin: and Yeh (1971) and the 
one by Asùew and Yeh (1970a). nie former, although datai, has a good synthesis of what has 
been done up to that year whiIe the lattex focuses mostly in tûe simulation of critical @ods. 
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2.2 Stochastic Dynamic Prognimming 
2.2.1 Dynamic Programming 
The Dynamic Progranunhg (DP) method, initidy formulated by Richard Bellrnsn, is a multistage 
decision process optimization. According to his wife, Nina Bellman (1989), the author himself said 
that rather than Dynamic Progamrning it is a Theory of Mdtistage Decision Processes. The 
reason for the now popular name was the need for funds. As programming has a more pfactical 
connotation than thcory, it facilitated the access to scarce grants. DP has the advantage of 
decomposing highly complex problems into a solvable set of subproblems. It has been widely used 
in water resources systems optimization, especiaiiy because it is easy to consider in the DP 
formulation the intrinsic non-linear and stochastic characteristics of the naîurai streatnflows. Since 
the method's nrst appearance in the literature, there were so many possible ways of implementing 
this formulation, that it has been said that formulating a prob1em in DP is an art rather than a 
science. Because of that, the choice of the most convenient formulation is not a trivial task and it 
usuaiiy affects the results obtained. 
The variables that appear in this work are of a continuous type, such as reservoir storage 
levels, inflows, t h e ,  and releascs. For p d c a l  reasons the type of dynamic programming used is 
the discrete dynamic programming and, the finer the discretization of the çontinuous variables, the 
more accurate the resuits. On the other hancl, this procedure will incrase the computational burden. 
Thnefore, a compromise between the k z a t i o n  and the desired accuracy is an important 
consideration. 
Consida the foiiowing network It is required to h d  an optimal paîh fiom node 1 to node 
27. There is an a95ociated cost CU to go from node i to node j. Note that at ea& no& there are five 
possible States (or nodes) to go in the next stage. 
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Stage 2 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stoge 5 Stage 6 Smge 7 
Figure 2.2.1. Optimai Path Example 
i f  explicit eaumeration is uscd, diere are 5' (3125) possible patbs in the above example 
and 5 conditions are requued for calcuiatiug the wst of each path. This would require 56 additions 
(15625) and ~ ~ - 1  cornparisons (3124) to determiLle the optimal path. However, using the DP 
Methodology, the optimal path cau be found using only 1 10 decision paths. But how? 
2.2.2 Properties of Dynamic Programming Applications [adapted from Hillier and 
Lieberman (1 990)] 
1. The problem can be divided into *es with a policy decision . . rcquired 8t eadl stage. 
DP problems require mriking a seauence of interrelated decisioly and each decwon is 
taken at a pec& q. 
a naniral stage in most dynamic programmjng problems is the discretc time t at which 
the desisions are taken.. 
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2. Each çtaae haç a number of states associateci with it. 
0 a state simply represents the possible condition at which a system can bc. It can be 
finite or infinite. 
3. The decision taken at any stage describes how the qstem moves fiom the curent state to the 
next one in the following stage. 
a transition equaîion di& relates current state, decision with the next state as well as any 
uncuntroliable input (disturbancc, as in prcvious Section) is used For example, in the 
reservoir case, storage in the next period = present storage + infrow - decision or 
[state" '/ i, [state<l. 
sometimes it is possible to associate the transition fiom one staae to the next, gohg 
kom state i to state j us@ probability distribution. 
4. The DP Method is designed to fiud an ovtimai wliq for the overall problem, that is, an 
optimal decision for each state at each stage wdl be available at the end of the procedure. 
decision in @od t as a fûnction of  state in the beginning of period t for aU states and 
t h e  f .  
given m e n t  state, an optimal policy for the rernaining stages is independent of the 
policy adopted in previous stages. this is called the Principle of ûptirnaiity for DP as 
narned by Behan,  in 1957, while working for the Rand Corporation, in California It 
mes th* 
"The optimai set of decisions in a multistage pmcess ha$ the propew thut whatever 
the initid stage, stute and decisimu are, the remaining decisions, @en the M e n t  
stage, must fonn a sei of optimal decisions for the tvmaining pro6 lem. " 
or, the m e n t  statc is the d t  o f the past states and decisions. Thdore, the 
immediate and fiiîure oDtimal decisiong must depend only on the ment  state and 
shouid be optimal for the remaining problem Ptartuog fiom the çurrrnt statc. 
if the condition above is not fbUed then the problem camiot be set as a dynamic 
programming problem, because a necessary condition for a probkm to be solved by 
DP is that it can be separable by stages. Anotha ncccssary condition to assure the 
decomposabiliîy of the N-stage problein is diat the objective fimction be a 
monotoically n w d d g  functicm. I f  these two conditions ho14 then there are 
sufncient conditions for the decornposition (Nemhriii';plr, 1966). 
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5. The most common solution procedure is starting the computaîions firom the last stage and then 
proceeding backw ards. In some cases, the forward computation is possible. However, when 
dealing with Stochastic DP, îhe backward algorithm is mandatory This because we need to use 
the conditional expectation &om the decision epoch onward, proceeding forward wouid require 
enurneration of al1 possible outcornes and consequent derivation of the probabilities. 
6. A recursive equation that can be used to determine an optimal policy in stage n is avdable 
given an optimal policy in stage n + 1. 
The general form for the recursive equation is: 
f ' n ( ~ / '  = mm{fn(s" Pd,)); 
which can be understood as 23.1 
f '.(s) = immediate benefit + maximum fùture benefit (or benefit - to - go) 
f ' n  (s) = min{fn (Sn Pdn)}; 
which can be understood as 
f '. (s) = hunediate cost + fùture minimum cost (or wst - to - go) 
Where: 
n - index for ment stage (n = 1, 2, 3, ... , N); 
N - total number of stages; 
s, - current state for stage n; 
d,, - decision variable for stage n; 
d* - op- value of t& (siva sn!); 
C, - immediiate c ~ J t  wim decision Xn and cwait scatc Sn; 
fn(sn dJ - contribution of stages n. n+I. ... , N to the objective fiinction ifthe systcm staxts in- 
Sn at stage n, the immediate decision is dm and o p t i d  decisions are taken subsequdy. 
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Consider the scheme that foiiows as an illusbation for the one reservoir case, at different 
stages (epochs) t :  
1 d 
Figure 2.2.2. Generai Scbeme for DP in Rcscrvoir Opemtioo Problems 
The stages are 1, 2, 3, ... , t, ... , T and let us define, 
so - initial state of  the system; 
s" - state of the system at the bcguiniag of pexiod t; 
d - decision taken duriag stage t; 
i, - input to the system, net natural infîow during period t, 
#- immediaîe cost (reîurn or benefit) + g'(sf-', d); 
T - finai stage. 
Now looking at the muhistage process: 
Given the process is at the cumnt state d-', the accumulaid optimal retumf'(SCI) is
f Or(sr-') = opt {rt + rr+'+ ...+ r T } ;  
6 ,$"'.&' 
Also, for the iast stage: 
f "(sT- ' )  = optr = gr(sT-l,dT); 
d 
And the next one (proceeding backwards): 
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Where: 
sT-l - sT-2 + T-1; 
f '(s"' ) = opt{rf + je'-'(sr )); 
Li' 
but 
f e t - ' ( ~ t )  = opt (r t  + rt+'+-+rt}.  
'j'" 
nimefore, d, . . ., d deciions are calculated one at a t h e  in eaçh stage. 
Coutinuous variables iike resexvoir storage, idow,  the, release are used for reservoir 
problems. Thus, for computationai convenience, it is necesary to discretize them. The diagram 
below represents the discretization of resenroir storages in differemt levels. 
s "- m e n t  state is rcpresentcâ 
by the index t. 
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For the next stage (period t), similarly, sj represmts the possible states. Thus, in Discrete Dynamic 
Progranunhg (DDP), the objective fimction is: 
f ' t ( ~ ' - l i )  = opt {r' +(st- ' t ,dtr)  + f ' " l ( ~ t j ) } ;  
d'r 
Having as transition equation: 
Where: 
s - storage, 
I - naîural i d o w ,  
d - decision (release). 
The basis for the formulation above lies into the s e p d o n ,  or decomposition, of the T- 
stage problem into T separated subproblems. The concept is applicable only for cases where the 
problem is separable into stages. The transition equation wiii estabiish the relation between the 
states. The foundaîion for the decomposition cornes fiom the Rinciple of ûptimrility as enuuciated 
by Beilrnan (1957). 
Probabiiistic Qmmic Programming (PDP) ciiffers fkom deterministic DP in î h î  the state at the 
next stage is not campletely determined by the state and policy decision at the current stage. 
M e r ,  there is a probability distribution for what the next s~ate wiU be. However, this probability 
distribution is conipletely detexmincd by the state and policy decision at the current stage. 







Probability Contribution Stage n+ l 
fkom stage n 
 
Figure 2.2.4. Stochastic DP 
Where: 
s, - number of possible States at stage n+ l ( j  = 1,2,. . . , S);  
pi] - probability biat the system moves fiom stage n, naie s with decision dn to nate j in stage n+ 1; 
CU - contribution of stage n to the objective fùnction given that the sysystcm goes to state j departhg 
fiom state i. 
For instance? suppose that the objective hinction is die mhimhion of the expected sum 
of the contributioos fiom the individuai stages. It foîîows th&: 
with 
Observation: This minhidon is taken over the f b l e  values of x,]. 
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The difference between the probabilistic mode1 and the stochastic one Lies in "p/, where 
pq is the probability îhaî the system goes to state j. Givem that the m e  is s and the decision d for 
stagenand j = 1.2 ,....S. 
2.2.4 Stochastic Dynamic Programrning 
If the natural inflows (0 thaî discharge into a resewoir are Markovian then it is possible to assume 
them as states, as is the case of the reservoir storages. In the reservoir operation case, it is possible 
to assume the storage level at the beginning of the period together with the naturai idiows during 
the period as a state. A decision is taken as a hction of the m e n t  state that will cause a transition 
to a new state in the next stage. This decision is the release fiom the reservoir (in a mulireservoir 
case, fiom the reservoirs). The definition of a Markov Process, as appears in Bartlett (1955), pg. 
"A Markov Process, ... is cl stochastic process for which the values of the mndom 
variable S. (reservoir storage level si tirne tJ at any set of times ta (a = I ,  2. ..., n) depend 
on the values 4 Sb ut any previour set of times tb (6 = 0, -1, -2, ...,-i) only through the 
lasr available value So. When the randorn variable S takes oniy discreie values, the 
process is referred to as u Markov chain. " 
Note the similarity between the definitions of Markov Processes and the Principle of 
Optimality of DP, because the latter states that the "immediaîe and future optimal decisios must 
depend ody on the current state and must remain optimal for the remaining of îhe problem starting 
from the ment staîe". (See page 27.) 
Another possibility is to assume the natural inflows and storage as distinct states, but that 
wiîi increase the complexity of the problem. However, with this approach it is possible to account 
for serial dependence between inflows. In Turgeon (1981) thae is a b i e f  review on how to deal 
with this situation. For the sake of simplicity, it is possible to consider monibty inflows, which 
have raadom and seamna1 influences, as stochastic but assume them as independent in the.  
However, this must be acknowladgd as an approximation. Transitions arc associatad with 
probabilities for a b i t e  number of stages and states. An important assumption tegatdiag the 
transitions is the independence of the current dbcisions fkom the previous mes, othcrwisc the 
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problem is not separable in stages, violating a necessary assumption for the use of the Rinciple of 
Op timality . 
in a detenninistic approach, the DP aigorithm rnay be solved recursively e i t k  in a 
forward fashion or moving backwards. However, in the stochastic case, it is neces- that the 
solution is obtained rnoving backwards dong the stages ( t h e  periods). The backward recursive 
equation is analogous to the detenninistic one. It has the form of the o p ~ o n  problem 
I,'(s,'-') = opt(rf + x;-lpf (i ,  j , d f ) *  f , " ' ( ~ , ' ) )  
deD 
subject to 
S, =sir-' + l f  - d f  
in the above problem the foiîowing notation is used 
& j - - W  
fl@fi) - optimai mpected r e m  
d - decision (release) over the CUrrent period r @en it started in scate i in period 1, 
# - expected inmediare retum, 
&ij.,di) - probability mat the system sta» moves fiom state i to state j given d, 
('(~9 - assumeci known for dfs. 
Ancl, in the transition equation (comtnhts) 
27,' - storage at the end of paiod t, 
s," - storage et the beginmg of period f, 
f' - net inflow to the mervoir in @od t. 
Another way of rewriting the @on above îs using the routing method. Fire  fiom 
equation 2.2.5, tht foilowing is tnie 
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which is the expression for the expected prcscnt r e m .  This implies that equation 2.2.8 has the 
fom 
Also, p'(ij,d') is the probability that I f  = 1,' = S,' - s,'-' + d' , 1 being the state of the 
discretized inflow. Now, it is possible to rewrite the equation above as 
where L is the number of discretized states of the inflow probability distribution. 
Extending the formulation above to the multireservoir caset the foiiowing opthkation 
problem is d v e â  Here, the variables of the trausition equation have their subsaipt of  
discretization suppressed and instead present the subscript for the reservoir indexes as a matter of 
convenience. 
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F{ - optimal total expected return fkom the process for state i; 
E - expecîation operator; 
rf - irnmediate r e m  fiom state i in period r to state j in period t+ I due to the ovaail decision 
Ff - total accumuiaîed return for state j over T-(t+ 1) penods; 
Sk - "orage in the reservoir; 
dk - release fiom k<h reservoir; 
Ik - net inflow to P reservoir, 
Ck - the set of releases flowiag into reservoir R 
The release policies (decisions) obtained for each reservoir of the system is obtained now 
as a fùnction g of aii the storages ~ 2 - 1 .  
It is easy to observe that the ciimensionality of the problem has increaseâ considerabty 
compand to the onereservoir system case. In the derivation of the recurrence equations above, it 
was always assumed the independence between the inflows. This assumption, which yiclds an 
elegant mattiernaîical formulation and simplifies the wmputations, is g e n d y  reasonable for b'me 
intervals of a month. However, for a real case snicfy, ibis would not be satisfhctory. 
The almmate method for the rrciasive equation of the DP wili have the form 
Cpt  (i, j,d')[gt ( i ,  d' ) + F,"~] 
j 
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Note that for the sake of simplicity and coherence with the notation to be used M e r  
head in this work, the S is dropped as a reference for state and replaceci by the more general 
indices i and J. This is because state will be associated with storage and, in this specific case, it is 
referred to the state of the system as a whole. 
According to Ponnambalam ( 1  987), extending the routing methoci to the multireservoir 
case will lead to the following: 
which is the expression for the totai expected retums over T-t + I stages given dexision vector dt, 
where 
LI, L2, . . ., LN - maximum number of discrete States, 
I1f lJ ,  4 0 ,  . . . , - nahiral inflows to corresponding reservoir, 
p$/;),. . ., 9 - conditional probabiiities of the dismte inflow mes, 
g'(i . di) - immediate rmim, the system being in state i, ai the begming of time t. 
dt - decision vector. 
Pomambaiam (1987) compares and disnisscs the computstiond cos& of using eithcr the 
routing or the altexnaîe method, for the single end multireservoir cases. nie use of interpolation to 
obtain the maximum (or minimum) fuMe benefit increases the computational costs, especiaily 
k a u s e  ibis happas in the innemost loop. in the prescnt work, this approach was used insbad of  
romding to closest state. To &ce the computationai burden that will resuit in an hcrease of the 
cornputhg tirne, as much preprocessing as possible was used, kforc entering the internai loops. 
The conscquent traieoff is the n a d  for more onluie memory. 
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2.2.5 Discretization Approaches 
The variables involved in Reservoir Operation problems are of continuous type. They are time, 
storage, inflows, releases, and probabilities. Because the continuous variables present in the storage 
problem are discretized, the type of SDP used is discrete. A weful  approach to discretize al1 these 
variables must be taken such that they would represent as closely as possible the natural conditions, 
althougb always bearing in mind that this procedure is always an approximation and not the exact 
reproduction of the real situation. Below, generai comments are made about the how they can be 
discretized and the scheme chosen for the test problems presenteû firrther in Chapta 3. 
2.2.5.1 Time 
For a long-term optimbtion, ttic time periods chosen are n o d y  months or seasons. A h ,  when 
several consecutive dry periods arc Likely to happen with no significant values for a singie month, it 
is computationaily convenient to aggregate two (or even more) months in just one season. That 
wouid help reduce the complexity of the problem without cornpromising the cxpected accuracy. In 
the test problems, there are either 12 stages (months) or less seasons in a cycle (y-). For medium- 
term or short-tenn optimization, the time steps employed are equal to wedrs and days respectively. 
For long-term problems, the optimal value of the objective hc t ion  wiii be accumulated 
throughout the whole cycle. For medium-temi, short-tenu and real-time opthkîions, the entire 
period of time is generaily considered. 
For the test problems, presentcd in Chapter 3, the Mows  were assume& to take only five discrete 
values dimng the stochastic ophhation part. For the sake of Simplicity, they wae assumed to be 
n o d y  indcpendcntly distnbuted around the given mean values, as in Turgeon (198 1). To obtah 
the disturbances that were assumed to be composeci by G d a n  noise (0,d). the ~atllrh' random 
n u m k  genemtor routines were employed For the real case shidy, Chapter 4, haer discretizgtion 
schemes had to be useâ, and will be discussed with more detail later. 
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2.2.5.3 Releases 
With respect to the releases, or decision variables, a very flexible approach was considered. Due to 
the variability of sizes of possible feasible releases, especidy regarding the aggregate and the non- 
aggregate parts, the dscretization intemai varied accordingly. This happened because the d i f f i c e  
in sale fiom a non-aggregate reservoir to an aggregate one is sometirnes very sigmficant. In test 
cases where the problem involved an adaptation of hydropowa or irrigation optimization, where 
the objective fundon was directly a fiinaion of releases, more attention was paid to finci 
discretization. For the real case study, it is a fuaction of storages and, although obviously siill 
related to the reteases, more attention was paid to the storage discretization (for the discussion on 
aggregation, see the following two chapters, 3 and 4). 
2.2.5.4 Storages 
As KlemeS. (1977) mentions, the dûcretization of the storages is a concem that has afsompanied 
the evolution of Applied Storage Reservoir Theory. Because the expected acciwcy of the rcnilts 
can be dirdy proportional to the number of discretized states, this conceni is more than 
justifiable. The expected traâeoff is nanirally a more expensive computation. It is of interest to the 
author to determine which relationship computational ccd8ccuf8cy is the mon appropriate without 
compromising too rnuch to the dimensionality problem. 
In the case of a Single Reservoir System, considering the computationai power nowadays, 
this choice does oot pose too big a problem. But, when it cornes to extendhg the solution method 
to the multiresemoir poblem, it is an issue of carrful thought The computations eady fd to the 
'curse of dhensionaüty'. 
As in Kleme3 (1977), h i d e  the 'ciirsc of dimemioaality', otber aspects an also relevant 
for the choice of the discretustion scheme. They can be sunmiarued as bclow. 
"Optimization is based on ccmpWson, and cornparison is meanin&i d y  ifthe r d t s  being 
compared have at least approximateiy equal accuracy." 
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0 "The value of an optimality criterion, e.g., expected loss. or gain, does not depead on the ri& of 
failure aione but also on the probability of spills and generally on probabiiities of ail storage 
states." 
"To acquire betta insight into a problem, it is often necessary to extend the range of a certain 
variable beyond the range of the usual practical interest." 
"An inadquate number of storage states, besides causing a decrease in accuracy, may result in 
a graduai coiiapse of the opthkation scheme." 
That author also adds that that the probabilities of three types of events are important when 
working with the reservoir problem. They are: 
1 .  the probability of empty reservoir, i-e., risk of failure P(S=O); 
2. the probability of full reservoir, Le., probability of spillage P(S=SJ; 
3. the probability thai neither of  the above occurs, i.e., that the resavoir is able to supply 
the target release, P(O<S<S J. 
The most common used discretization schemes are Listed below, with the help of the 
diagrams. Two epoçhs are presented, t and the following one, t+ 1. A is the size of the discretization 
intaval and q reprwmts the state (storage) of the system. According to each author, w is the 
minimum required change in the state of the system to make it move to an adjacent stage. 
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Savarens kiy's 
Figure 2.2.5. Savareaskiy's Discretization Scheme 
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Frorn the diagrams above it is easy to note that the two discretkation schemes differ in 
how they treat the boundaries for the resexvoir. In Savarenskiy, when leaving either Sn = S or SI = 
0, any net storage change would cause a transition to a diffaent state, although this may not be ttue 
for any of the rernaining states. On the contrary, in Moran's scheme, for any of the states, to cause 
a transition to another state in the next stage, it is necessary to have w 2 N 2  which is more 
consistent than îhe former one. This causes the boundaries to be "sharp" in Savarenskiy while they 
may show an error 4 O SE (LW, in the second. 
In his thesis, Ponnambalam (1987) presents an alternative to both schemes above, where 
the class intexval for the boundary states is equal to 1 4  instead of AQ. The adjacent states 
therefore have class equal to 3N4. In this case, while the boundaries are "sharper" than in Moran's 
work, they still preserve a non-zero class for the boundary m e s .  Also, the A intemal is smaller 
than the one cornputed for Savarenskiy's. The computation of the A interval is done accordhg to 
the foiiowing. 
Savarenskiy 's 1 Moran's 1 Ponnambalam's 
The diffêrences for the computatious using the schemes above are not signifïcant for 
discfetization schemes thai are not warse, i.e., when n > 6. However, if reducing the number of 
states is an important issue, these questions must be addrtsscd. For more d d s  on this discussion, 
the reader is referred to the works of KlerneS (1977% 1977b), Doran (1975), and Ponnarnbalam 
(1987)- 
in this work the author introduces extensions of Savmenkiy's, Moran's and 
Ponnambalam's schernes, such t h  to the original number of states some more are added to the 
upper boundary, that is to say, the state equivalent to full mervoir. That wiii d o w  the inclusion of 
the Iaasitions betwcen two or more consecutive stages where spi11 occurs and wouid othcrwise be 
considered as infc8sible states. Using this approach wilt avoid the colîapse of the solution, what 
happens when vectors represetlting the fiture 8ccumulated c o d m a r â s  are cornposed uniquely by 
what would be infe851ble states accordhg to the previous aggregation schemes. 
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Two schemes were derived from those presented before and they are used in this work. 
They are: 
Type 1 : 
Type 2: 
Figure 2.2. 7. Type 1 Discrttiutioa Scheme 
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The reasons for the introduction of the suggested discretizaîioa schemes are two. First, the 
estimation of non-exact transitions. instead of approximating the states to the nemest one or 
interpolating between states that are reached through a non-exact transition, interpolation of the 
accumulated friture costlbenefit was ernployed. Therefore, the effccts of the discretization schemes 
would only be felt when deriving the conditional distribution of releases, what is necessary for the 
MAMSDP methodology (see Section 2.3 and Chapter 4). Second, the use of the above would 
sbplify the computatioos without compromising the results. 
The ikst proposed scheme, although consistent in sizing the dismete intewals, aliows the 
inclusion of some releases that might occur simultaneously with reservoir overflow or spill. Zn the 
second one, the last range before full reservoir has size N 2  while the one immediately after has 
3N2. This bruigs some uiconsistency in terms of sizing but, on the other han& permits setting the 
range SI + S. in a fashion that comprises the whole storage , i.e., fiom ernpty to full resavoir, and 
their respective expected conditional releases. 
The minimum permissible storage level is the lower boundary for the states and the fidl 
reservoir level tbeir upper boundary. The non-feasible points wae discardecl, or values qua1 to 
either -a, or +a, were assigned to them. Thus, the searchable range is an admissible set of states. 
2.2.6 Steady-State Optimization 
2.2.6.1 Bellrnan's Value Iteration Method and Howard's Policy lteration 
Method 
Howard (1960) presented Value Itemion Meîhod 0 and Policy Iteration Methoà 
(PI.) to solve the SDP problem. The nrst one is computationaüy equivalent to the SDP Method, 
and requires the same dculation effofi Whai evdiiriting PIM, the author points out that the 
method is not welî suiteci to processes that have a detennined t ermination horizon. Namtly, short- 
tem horizon processes. 
The objective of the optimizstion is to get the operation policy such that m the long-tum, 
or steady-state case, the expected retums are maxmuzed, . . or the losses m h i m k i  As mentimed in 
the above pmagraph, the two diffcrrsit solution methods for obtaining the optimaî gain of the cycle 
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are the VIM - in the function space - and the PiM - in the policy space. For more details, see 
Howard (1960). Because the optimal policy can be used to find the optimal values and vice-versa, 
one rnethod is called the dual of the other. In both methods, either the fundional values or the 
operating policies are approximated iteratively, therefore they are named methods of successive 
approximations. As a brkf inîrodution to the methods, the dgorithms for both of them are 
succinctly presented below. For the unichain models, with completely ergodic Markov proceses, 
the Value Iteration algorithm follows. 
Step 1 - Select an initial value for the objective function, let us assume 4 = O. Define tolerance 
s > O and set t equal to T. 
Step 2 - For each S ~ p ,  this being the set of possible of states the system may assume, compute 
fl(SJ employing the recursive formula 
Step 3 - 1f i f 1  -/I 1 < 8 go to Step 4. Otherwise, decnase t by I and retum to Step 2. 
Step 4 - For each S ~ p ,  choose 
and stop. 
Coniments: 
For sake of simpücity a simple convergence test was employed in the example above. 
More sophisticated ones can be employed improving the algorithmic efncimcy. For 
more details, sec Putterman (1994). 
Another feature was the use of a non-paiodic process. Whcn it is necessary to 
compute the gain/cost diiring a cycle with period the convergence crituion ihen 
becornes 
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The asymptotic gain/cost within one cycle being defhed as g and the right hand side of equation 
The Poiicy Iteration Method is easily Urmiinated by the algorithm shown below. 
Step 1 - Value Detennination Operaiion 
For a given policy d, solve the equation 
for ail f '(s) and initidy setîing 4 = 0. 
Step 2 - Policy Improvement Routine 
For each stan S, find the alternative d that yields the optimum for the following equation 
using the f '(s) obtained with the policy fiom the previous iteration. 
Step 4 - Terminate the i t d o n  process. 
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The PIM presents the following propdes. 
The soluîion for the sequential decision proctss cm be obtained by solving a set of 
hear equations as given by equation 2.1.5. 
O The convergence towards the optimal value is monotonie. 
The final policy obtained will provide the optimal solution for the problem, 
considering that an optimal solution exists, within a reduced number of iterations. 
The mathematical proofs for the above are in Howard (1960). 
2.2.6.2 White's Bounded Value Iteration Method, [White, (1963)] 
The Value Iteration Methods can be subdivided into Beliman's Value Iteraîion Method and White's 
Bounded Value Iteration Method. The Policy Iteration Methods have two Mer classifications 
which are the one developed by Carton (1963) and Riis (1965), and that of Loucks and Falkson 
(1970). The first method needs no decomposition either in time or space, gummteeing an optimal 
global solution while the latter pcrforms decomposition in the, thus not guaranteeing the global 
optimal solutions. Both methods mentioned are extensions of Howard's policy iteration method, 
Howard (1960). 
The rnethod employed in this work, for obtahing steady-state policies, was White's 
Bounded Value I t d o n  Method, according to the approach proposed by Su and Deininger (1972). 
This because, in practice, presents quick convergence in gain more ofien than Belhan's VIM and 
demands l e s  computational effort. 
White's Bounded ViM is eapy to understand and simple to implementt It consists of 
choosing an arbitrary state at the end of the cycie (because th backward rsc\asion is used, the nrst 
period is at the end of cycle) and subtract the feasible correspondhg gain (accumulateâ expected 
r e t m  after one cycle) h m  ail the other consicid gains at M m t  -es. A convergence 
critaion, 4 is employed to detemine when to stop the iterations. When dit absolute diffaencc of 
gains betwcen two cycles is less than the assumed E, the i t d m  termina&. 
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I t  can be used either in maximization or niinimization and the optimal poticy is the one at 
the last iteration. According to the work of Su and Deininger (1972), when convergence in gain is 
attained, the policies had already convergecl. It is important to make a proper choice of this 
arbitrary state. It cannot have zero gain and must be a feasible state. In the situation where these 
two conditions are not satisfied, the iterations terminate without the d e s i d  convergence. 
2.2.7 Real - Time Optimization 
One of the reasons for incorporaihg this item in this chapter is that there are marked distinctions 
between steady-state and real-time, also known as short-term, optimization. They differ in the kind 
of information provided and the objectives to be attauied. Furthemore, for water resources 
problems, when referring to real-the operaiions, it is necessary to separate problems with tirne- 
steps with a length of 1, 2 or 3 days fiom the hourly or minute-to-minute operation. While in the 
latter some uncertainty should be incorporateci in the decision model, in the former the problem cm 
be addressed as a detenninistic one. (See Datta and Houck (1984) for a discussion on this topic.) 
If deterministic or stochastic DP is the chosen optimllation tooi, a termination horizon 
must be clearly dehed. Starting and ending states are factors that might be included in the input to 
the problem as well. While a steady-state optimization generally necds more than two cycles to 
converge, in the real-thne optimization, one is enough. in the deterministic case there is choice with 
regard to thc qoch of the start of the o p t h h i o n :  it can be either the ment  or the ending one. 
On the othn han4 stochastic DP demanâs that the optimizattion procedure begins at the termination 
point. 
The rd-rime optimization models fkquently make use of forecasteci inflow values. The 
accuracy of forecasts deereases semibly as the timt lag fiom the present paiod inmasa. As a 
r d t ,  it is cornmonplace to employ a sliding window with updrited forecasts at the beginning of 
each time step. 
The real-time model is usuaiîy inserted into an o v d  model which includes long-terni and 
shorttemi models. The rd-time optimization uses the targets provided by the long-emi mode1 
and opcrates within these boundaries. A schematic presentation of the above follows. This 
schematic presentation was adaptd h m  Yeh (1982). 
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Figure 2.2.9. Overail Operation Optimïzation Mode1 
An important aspect of  the rd-time opthkation is the need to consider the time the water 
takes to m e 1  from one point to another. This fature is commonly disregardecl in long-term 
optimktion, where the time steq is given e i k  in months or seasons. 
The objective fiintion and the o p d g  consbraints are nonnatly associated with release 
(decision) by means of nonlinear relationships. The fastest rnethods for computation are genetally 
lin= optimization methods said, computation speed being an important issue to be addressd in 
reai-time problems, it is necessary to have murse to pieccwise h&on techniques. These 
techniques are employed to sort out this additional complexity factor providing diable and fast 
resuits, as required by the nature of this o p h i d o n .  As pointed out before in this work, open- 
loop type policies, obtained using lincar optimizRtion modclq suit weil this form of  operation 
o p ~ o n .  
Yeh (1982) applied the overd mode1 as described above to the Central Vailey Roject 
(CVP) Case Study. First, a monthly model over a period of one year is set up; second, a dady 
model over a period of a month; and fïnaliy, an hourly model ova a pcriod of 24 hours. The CVP 
consisis of 9 reservoirs, 9 power plants, 3 canais and 4 pumping plants. Considering the monthiy 
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model as hierarchicdy pl& on the bighest position (see explanation in the next Section), its 
outputs, that are monthly ending storages and monthly releases serve as inputs to the model situated 
just below thaî position, i.e., the daily model. The same can be said with respect to the daily and 
howly model. When it is the case, weekly models are employed as well. 
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2.3 Aggregation/Decomposiüon Methodology 
Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP) is a very desitable method for long-term optimization in 
water resources because it provides closed-loop type policies. However, when dealing with 
multireservoir systems, the problmi may becorne unsolvable owing to sue. The present computa 
technology allows the solution of large problems, unsolvable some years ago, in a reasonable 
t h e .  Nevertheless, the scale of some problems in the real world still ranains beyond the 
capability of the present machines or are computationally too expensive to be deait with in its 
original size. 
This leads to the interest in using mcthods that, although they may not yield the global 
optimal policies, could improve the actual operating policies and be of feasible implernentaîion. In 
a field where a fiaction of a pacentage in the mual expected gains sometimes represmts 
millions of dollars, any possible improvement is not to be disregarded. And, for some of the test 
cases, it is possible to show that the mbsptimal policy obtained is close to the optimal one. For 
instance, in reservoir systems when the output has a direct relation with îhe inputs, the average 
annual i d o w  serves a benchmark. Anotûer possible fashion is computing the determinisîic linear 
programming optimai return employing mean values for the naturai idowq and use it as a 
refnmcc for the results of the MAM-SDP opthkation with uacertainty added, i.e., a stochastic 
problem. 
The crucial idea of Dynamic Programming, which is the decomposition of a highîy 
cornplex problem into a series of small menageable subproblerns was Nrther atended to produce 
the AggregaîionlDecomposition Methodology. Imagine it, whcn coupled with Dynamic 
Rogramming, as a nested decomposition. 
2.3.1 Review of the Previously Esisting Methods 
The following items present the fashions adopted in the lit- for solving large water resources 
optimuation problcms. The chosen domains to be decomposeci w time and spam. 
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2.3.2 Decomposition in Time 
One of the ways to reduce the size of a problem is to decompose it in the time domain. For 
example, it is possible to perfonn separately two types of optirnization: the steady-staîe or long- 
term optimization and the real-time optimization. in this case, the boundaries assurnecl for the 
latter are the policies obtained for the steady-state situation. It is performed in this way because the 
time intemal employed in long-tenn optirnization is usualiy coarse for the rd-tirne objective. 
The previous section of this chapter, Stochastic Dynaniic Programming, reviewed one of the 
methods employed to this purpose. 
2 3.3 Hierarchical Optimizatioa 
Similar to the o v d  mode1 presented by Yeh (1982) are those employed by Unny et al. (1981) 
and Pomambalam ( 1  987). Umy et al. (198 1) used an ordered multiple level optimizaîion model 
vertically ananged hierarchidy. As was the case with Yeh's model, the output fiom a higher 
optimization level becornes the input for the hierarchically inférior one. The major difference 
cornes fkom the fact that the interdependence between adjacent levels is executed by means of 
intervention and performance feedback. 
The table and îhe figure below might help cl- the model development and mRin ideas 
involved. 
Opthkation Mode1 Ty~e Horizon Lengîh Policy Period 
Long-term ûptimilrition Multiple Several years Half month bascd on 
Medium Term Multiple Several crimatologicaî One week bascd on a 
Opthkation (MTO) pend scasons(1-2years) workhg week 
Short-tenn ûptinhtion Multiple Several weeks One week based on a 
Real The  Opthnimion Single paiod One day - 
Tabk 2.3.1. H k n r c h i d  Modd Structure for i Multiple Rtscrvoir Hyddectric System 
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The LTO moâel, placed on top of the hierarchical echelon, is run only once to yield the 
long-terni optimization goals. Therefore, the authors dehed it as staîic for given configuration, 
objective function, system constraints and so forth. Its output is the long-tenn d e  curves that wili 
be the refmence for the system operation. Those c w e s  are given as a fùnction of the system state, 
hae defined as the stored volume of water. The opthkition approach ernployed was Implicit 
Stochastic ûptirnizaîion. 
The MT0 model sets the optimal operating policies for the next weeks, under uncertain 
infîow conditions. The data to the model is hydrologie data biased by recent past infonnafion. The 
optimization approach chosen is once more implicit Stochastic O p ~ t i o n ,  using DP as a tool. 
Croley (1 974) used a similar approach called r o h g  schedule, 
For the STO model, a dynamic and multi-period optimLaton is chosem. nie  lmgth of the 
planning horizon is equal to the length of policy season for the upper and adjacent optirniration 
leveI. 
The RTO uses one step ahead M o w  forecasts to execute the opemion of the system. Of 
aii the optimizaton levels, this is the only one that is acnially otecutcd by the operator. The 
pbysical transformations in the state of the system are definecl by this o p t h h i o n  level. It makes 
use of the policy information fiom the highcr levels and operates within the boundaries âefined by 
the constraints. 
nie methodology above was applied to a large hydroelectric system in the Saguenay-Lac 
Saint Jeau in QuCbcc R o v ~ c ~ ?  Canada The systcm is composed by th= major nsavoirs, one 
minor reservoir, and six pown plants having an installeci capacity of 2687 MW. 
We îïnd in îhe literature approachcs mat are sidar to the one uscd by Unny a al (1981). 
They are those h m  Bras, B u c h  and Cimy (1983) and Wang and Aâams (1983) end edapt 
the rame r o b g  scheduie idea. They both have the steady-state poiicies as temiml boundaties for 
the rd-tirne opthid011,  The major diffcrcllice betmen the two methodologics mentimeci above 
is the fàct that while Bras et al. (1983) d&e his statc -or as storage and mflow &om pmious 
periods, the second one denned the statc vector soleiy as storages. The probabiîity distribution for 
the innows is rrpeatsdly updated as new information is receiveâ flom the sy~tem. 
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Ponnambalam (1987) suggested a coordination rnethodology for real-time optimization 
which attempts to combine the advantages of the previous methods. The reasons for combining 
the previous methods and the use of open-loop poiicy are replicated here as stresseci by that 
author: 
1. An open-loop-feedback policy type facïiitaîes the inclusion of the time lag of 
upstream releases. 
2. It pennits latitude in defining the tirne-step, i.e., can be as &on as needed. 
3. Anâ, it uses the boundaries defined by the upper level model. 
According to Ponnambalam (1987), the open-loopfeedback ~ r p e  policy d o w s  the 
inclusion of thne lags in a multireservoir modei, what would be computationally very expensive in 
a closed-loop type. 
Figure 2.3. 2. Coordination between steady-state and mid-term optimization and Figure 
2.3. 3. Real-time o p b k î i o n  model, are presented below with the coordination rnethodology. 
Terminal boundary values for 
mid-term optimization are obtained 
from steady-state optimization. 
mid-term optimization sterdy-state optimizrtion 
dosed-loop policy closed-loop policy 
Figure 2.3.2. Coordination bttween steady-state md id-term optimizrtion 
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Terminal boundary values for 
real-time optimization obtained 
from mid-term opt imiza tion 
week 1 
montb 1 
open-loop-feed back '1 
policy closed-loop pol icy 
Figure 23.3. R d t i m e  optimization mode1 
As in Umy et al, (198 l), a hierarchical opthkation is utilized starting kom the highest 
leveî, steady-state opthidon, to the lowest one, real-time optimization. The mid-term 
optimizaîion is then placed adjacent to both, having the-step quai  to one week. The o k  tirne- 
stcps are month for the long-term (steady-state) opthbation and daiiy for the real-time. It is 
mggesteci that the mid-tenn o p t b h î i o ~ ~  be performed at the end of each week. Thus, for the r d -  
time one, the target releases are defïned beforehand. Futher in the present chapter follows the 
explanaîion of how the aggregaûon~decomposition methodology is adopcd for the steady-staîc 
optimuation of a multireservoir system. 
Dunng real-tirne optimkation, inflow forecasts are used to obtain the daiiy reicase 
policies. Ooc reasan to procead in such a fashion is that d d y  forccasri normalfy prtsent an 
acceptable accumcy for fesc~oir operation purposes. Afkr each tim- with 24 hour lcngt& the 
i n f o d o n  is updaîed and the tirne horizon shortened in equal dUt8tion. Ponnambalam (1987) 
employd this h i m h i d  fhmework in his case study, the Parambihilam-Aljlar Projcct, in 
India 
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While Pomambaiam (1987), Umy et al. (1981) and Yeh (1982) did not choose explicit 
SDP for their real-time optimizaîion, it is this author opinion that a stochastic DP single reservoir 
operation optimization could be adopted to a i l  three methodologies. The major advantage is 
certainly the possibility of obtaining a policy that is given wiîh respect to the state of the single 
reservoir. The need for fast computations is not compromiseci because the opbmizations are 
performed for a singe reservoir at a tirne, whaî decreases significantfy the calcuiation tirne and 
wodd d o w  the inclusion of hme-lags betweea the reservoirs. Tt shodd be added that, as the 
targets are pre-àetamllied in a multirtservoir system opthizaîion, the loss in accuracy due to the 
use of just one reservoir is acceptable when considered the unCeTt8inties originated fiom the use of 
forecast inflows. 
2.3.4 Decomposition in space 
This type of decomposition can be doue in two ways: using approximnte models or using 
hierarchical analysis. In the h t  altemative the policies obtained are sdmptimai, but near 
optimal. In the second one, the systern is solved as a wbole but in a restricted manner for some 
problems, also generating sub-optimal policies. 
This mctfiod, developed by Arvanitidis and Rosing (t970a, 1970b) uses the composite 
representation to attain the optimal monthly total generation of hydropower. As of the work 
presenttd here, the tool ualized is stochastic dynamic programming. 
The composite model captures the main featlires and capabilities of the systcm in 
question. It trrmsforms, for each and every hydropower plant of  the system, the innows and 
releases into their potential energy equivaîents. The same is done with respect to the stored water. 
The stored mer is c o n v d  into its at-site and downsüeam geneFating cqôility. 'Ibc composite 
model "aggregares" the potential enagy an4 8ccording to the mass balance w o n ,  stores, 
relcases and feceives it. 
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To buiid a mode1 which will represent the muitireservoir system into a single reservoir 
system, it is n e c m  to have the generaîion fùnction to convert the released potential energy into 
actuai potential energy and the staîistical description of the potential inflows. 
By means of this composite modei, which is a simplifieci version of a compIex 
mulîireservoir system, it is possible to perfom stochastic dynamic programming o p t h h i o n  th 
otheninse may not be solvable due to the number of states considered. 
2-3.4.2 Getting the Potentàal Energy: 
A conversion factor is associated to each hydropower plant. This is because at diffefent locations, 
water may have diffemt hydropower potentials. Therefore, the conversion factor relates the 
potential to generate hydroelectric power with the amount o f  water available at a specifïc 
hydroplant. It is called the H/K of the hydroplant, and gives the megawatts that can be genemted 
by an ouîfiow of 1 0 ~ f i ~ / s .  Evidently, this is an approximation of the reaiity. The net head, which 
is one of the detexmining factors in the amount of hydropower generatd, may present signifiant 
variations. Thus, some error is introduced. Thadore, fiom ANanitidis and Rosing (1970a): 
'The potentid energy of wuter ut a parti& hyakoproject is obtained by 
muItip&jing the volume of water by the sum of the conversion fictors of at-site and 
hwnstream phnn * 
PE' - totai potentiai energy storeâ in the system at the bcginiring of month t in W d  ( I  M W ~  is the 
potential energy accumulaîeâ during 1 day by an inflow of I M Y ) ,  
Y,  ' - volume of water in stomge at plant j at the beginniog o f  month z in M d  (1 Wrja is the 
volume ofwaîa 8ccumuiaîeâ chring 1 day by a continuous innow of I w/s), 
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&H/K), ,- surn of al1 downsûeam conversion factors, including the one at plant j, in 
n - number of plants in the system. 
For the MW inflow 
Where: 
2 - average MW into the system during month t, 
' base power flowl above plant j during month t in ~ % s ,  
(H/K - conversion f ~ r  at plant j in MW per @3/s during month t. 
The MW ouiflow fiom the system is 
Where: 
Q' - average MW outfiow h m  the system during month t, 
q1 ' - average outfiow Born plant j during month i in &&S. 
Finalîy, the foilowing energy belance equaîion must ôe SatiSned 
?'Et = PE' + ( X t  -Q')*dt,  
where d is the number of days in month t. 
The ôase powo flow U the observai stream flow adjusteâ for the e h  on Bow rcgulation by nsavoir 
ccintroi, irrigation prograrns, and waporation losses. 
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2.3.4.3 Obtairùng the Composite GeneraîiOn Funclion: 
Although this item is beyond the scope of the present work, the main idea is mentioned below. In 
a more detailed work, dealing with hydropower generation, the setting of the composite generaîion 
fiinction ne& carefiil attention. 
A more accurate composite generation function would relate the actual g e n d o n  to the 
MW outflow. And, as noted previoudy, the net head may vary significantly through the operation. 
The Composite Genemtion Function can be obtained, for a real situation, simulating the reservoir 
for, let us say, 1000 years, and after that relathg the storage levels to the conversion factor. For 
tbis simulation, a detaiied mathematicai model of the physical system must be set. If it is the 
muitireservoir case, the whole system must be considered altogether. 
Arvanitidis and Rosing (1970a, 1970b) presented in their work the important idea of establishing 
a composite model of a complex multireservoir hyàroelectric wem. Fundamental to this is the 
concept of the potmtial aiergy which allows the aggregation of s e v d  single resnvoir systems 
hto one composite model. Their model was anployed to detexmine the optimal operation of the 
hydroelectric power systern in the Pacinc Northwest ( P m .  The dimensionality problem c d  
by the multireservoir system was aüeviated by meimr of this technique. Further extensions to this 
wo* follow. 
2.3.5 Decomposition Method for Long-Term Scbeduiiig of Reservoirs in Series 
This rnethod, developed by Andrd Turgcon (19811, detamines the monMy operaîhg policy of a 
powa system of resemoirs in &es. The randomness of the inaows are considerd and it 
ovemmes the dimensionality problem by transfocmitlg an optioiization problan of N stpa 
variables into problems of two state variables. The optiniuation method is stochastic dynamic 
programming. The methoci requires thst mt objective îimction bc a scpasabIe fimction of the 
aiergy grneration fiom each plant ôccausc it decomposcs the global problem in a suies of two- 
l d  ones The technique is appiicable to either weekty or monthly operathg policies. 
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2.3.5.1 Pro blem Formulation 
nie n-reservoir system is in series and the numbering of the installations is done fiom upstream to 
downstream. See scheme below. 
si" s;' 
Figure 2.3.4. Multiple Rcservoù System 
Where: 
I, ' - -dom variable representing the naturai i d o w  in hcm (1 h m  = 106 cubic meters) to 
reservoir j in month t; 
a/ and b] - constants; 
5: - s h t h i d y  independent random variable; 
- discharge fiom nsavoir j in month t in hcm; 
s: - content of reservoir j ai the end of month t in hm.  
To determine the long-tem optimal discharges, it is nefes~ary to obtain the ds such that 
&je* to the incquality constraints 
O S str S si ' ,  where s,' is the capacity of the i* reservoiq 
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and subject to the equality constraints (co~tinuity equation) 
1-1 s jr  = S, + + d l r  d forj = I.....nand t = 1 .... ,T. 
In the above fomdae the following notation is used: 
V''s/)- expected value of the water remaining in reservoir j at the end o f  the last month studicd; 
Hj(sFl,dj) - geuaation of plant j in month f in MW%, 
(Obs: The generation is a function of the discharge d/' and the water head. In this simplincation is 
jut a function of the storage level of the downstream reservoir and the jfh reservoir); 
( ' 0  value (in dollars) of a MW% prduced anywhere on the river in month f, assurned independent 
of the amount produced; 
E - stands for the expected value operator. 
2.3.5.2 Global Feedbock Solution 
In the case of a multireservoir systcm, with n s 4, then it is possible to obtain a global 
feedback solution by means of straight dynamic prognimming. 
The remrive equaîion, SOM backwards is 
The equation above is solved untii the minimimi is reached 
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i-I r-l  The set d,' (s,'-' , s, , . . . , s, ), for j = 1,2, . . . , n; being the solution of the recursion 
above. Note W: d' = {di ' . d2 , . . . . d,' 1, with d satisfying the constraints. The expectation 
is taken with respect to the innows, I,' , for the ranges already defined. 
It was mentioned thaî, for a large n, the problem is excessively large, using a great amount of CPU 
tirne and memory. An approximate solution applied can be: 
Figure 2 3. S. Multiple Reservoir System with a-1 wervoirs aggrrgateâ 
The second nscrvoir is a composite model of resewoirs 2 to n, accordhg to physical 
aggregatîon methodology presented in Arvanitidis and Rosing (1970a). With this sort of solution, 
the release poticy wouid be a fhction of only two miables, nameiy, sfl and SI+,'-' where S/ , f I  
is a new vanable, namely, the total energy contemt of the dowDStream resc~oirs, j+l, j+2, ..., n. 
Therefore, the release policies are determineci separately, by means of solving n-I dynamic 
progrrmiming problems, each with only two state vdab1es. 
To determine the release policy for mervoir I (one), a composite model of resc~oirs 2 to 
n, based on the approach used by Arvanitidis and Rosing, is set. With these two rcservoirs, using 
dywnic programmin$ a release policy, which is a hction of sf' end Si-', is obtained. A h  
this, the eqx t ed  teteases obtaiaed fiom the first mavoir, dong with th& joint conditional 
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probabilities, are used as input in the next stage of the decornposition. These releases are 
conditional on the storages. 
in the next stage, the release policy for rexrvoir 2, which is a fiinction of s,"' and s;', is 
obtained. To this effe* fist it is necessary to get the conditional probability distribution of 
releases fiom rescrvoir i (one), conditional on slbl and Sfl and second to set another composite 
mode1 for the remahhg dowuStream rcservoirs, i.e., s3, ss,..sn. The procedure is repeaîed until the 
n-l reservoir is reached 
2.3.5.4 Composite Model 
Using the procedure presented by Arvanitidis and Rosing, fkstiy a h e d  conversion factor is 
computeâ, 'MWHhcm' and sccondly the total amount of stored water converteci in potential 
energy . 
The following hequality is used 
Where: 
SHIc - totai potentid enagy stored in reservoirs i + l  to n in period t; 
hm - fixeci conversion factor '9t4K%/hcmt at site m. 
The inflow of potential energy (q) to rrsavoirs i+l to n cm be cornputed by 
and the potentiaî outflow of energy by 
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It is necessary to point out îhat the outflow of potentiai energy from the composite 
reservoir may differ fiom the actual energy generaîd. This because of the approximations 
introduced due to the fked conversion factor. 
In order to have a generation function that would refiect more closely the behavior of the 
composite reservoir it is possible to do the foilowing. Simulate the operaiion of the whole system 
with the known opaating poiicy for, let us Say, at least 500 y- getting for +h perbd, the 
relation between the aaual generation, gi,h and the stored potential energy, si+fi, end the 
potential outîlow of cocrgy, O,+/. To do this, the formulae presemted for the composite mode1 can 
be useci. 
Turgwn (198 l), in his paper, also presents an algorithm for solving this type of problem 
and appties it to a numerical exrmiple, a case of a system of four reservoirs for hydropower 
generation, configureci in h e s .  The solution obtained for these problems is not the global 
feedback solution, but, in facf a sub-optimal one. An important featufe is the fact that the 
processing time increases only lineariy with the number of reservoirs because it does not involve 
i t d o n s .  Due to the characteristics above, Me systems in series tbî amid not yet be solved by 
means of a global-facdback solution cm at least be solved. 
23.6 Multi-bel  Approximate Aggrqation/Decomposition - Stochwtic Dynamic 
Programming (MAM-SDP) Methodology 
This methodology combines the characteristics of the genaaliied aggrcgation/dc~omposition 
methodology technique with multi-lm1 dynamic progWmmng. Thenforc, problaao not sdvabie 
by straight dynamic programming can be solved Although it does not assure the global optllnril 
poiicy, it allows the opcimization of very kge  systcms, g e n d g  closed-loop type policies that 
could not be obtained in a straight manner. Great advanages of the methodology are its 
applicability to any type of configuration (ie., mervoirs in series, pardel or my combination of 
both), does not require a s e p h l e  objective fimction by reservoir and its ability to solve very 
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large multiresavoir systems. As was the case with the previous technique, by Turgeon, the 
processing time inmases ouly linearly with the number of rrservoirs and is not iterative. 
The algorithm proposed by Ponnambalam and Adams (1993) is a heuristic one. No mathematical 
proof to justifj its application is available yet. However, as s h o w  in the mentioned paper and in 
the tests performed in the c m a t  work, sub-optimal policia, close to the optimal oaes, are 
attainable. 
2.3.6.2 Ptoblem Formulation: 
The transition of an n-reservoir system is givcn by 
- vector of  reservoir storage levels, fsl! si,. .. . s i ]  at the beginning of  period Z+ 2,  
G - n-dimensional vector-valued continuity hction, 
& - release decision vtxtor, [dl. di! .... d / ] ,  w h m  n' can be 2 n, 
xi - vector of nahiral inflows to the n resewoirs, [x,! XI, .. ., x,$  
et - vator of  seepagt and evaporation loses fkom the n reservoirs, le,! eA. .., e a .  -
The backward dynamic programming equation is 
Subject to: 
- the üansition equlîion, 
- the inequaiity wnstraints on the storage level: 
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si' min s sit < si' m a ,  
- the inequality constraints on releases: 
d,' min < d,' r d,' max, 
for al1 i, t. 
la the above problem the following notation is used: 
ct (8,s') - scalar-valued systern bemefits during the tirne-perd 1, 
f(st-l) - totai expected benefits from period f to the end of horizon T, given mat the system state is 
represented by sçi, 
E - expectation operator, taken with respect to the conditional probability distribution 
p'[(~qsf-') ,Y#. 
Now, applying the A~egation/Decomposition-mamie Programming technique to overcome 
the dimensionality problem, ccmmon to multiresemoi. systems, for the ih rrsavoir in an n- 
reservoir system, the foilowing problem is obtained (see also Figure 2.3.4 and Figure 2.3. 5) 
~ ' ( S , ' - ~ ~ S , + , ' ) =  m u E{H(S,+~~~~S,+~'-',~,',O~+~~)+ ~ ' * ( s ~ s , + ~ * ) } .  for t =  T, ..., 1; 
4' .O,* 1' 
observation: #l(s~#~);d)j is derivai fiom the joint distn'bution ofaii inaows for a givcn dease 
decision d and the systcm traMtioa equation. 
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s: - reservoir storage level of the i* reservoir, 
Si, ,' - aggregated3 remvoir storage of rcscrvoin i + l to n, at the beginning of time period t + 1, 
di-{( /.Y,"*) - release from upstream reservoir i-l conditioned on the aggregate storage Sf* 
determincd at the i-lm stage of optimization, 
O,,,' - aggregated release decision corresponding to the aggregated nscrvoir i+ 1, 
c' - conversion factor for the releases fiom the upstream rescrvoir to reflect the potentid benefits 
available fiom the aggregated systern of reservoirs, 
H(s,'-1, S i+fI ,  d,! O,,,') - immediate benefit in tirne period fi, 
E - expectation operator taken with respect to the conditional distribution corresponding to the 
current decision vector derived using the system equation and the joint probability distribution of 
the idiow I: to i* reservoir, the aggregated infiow q,,,' to the aggregated reservoir i+ l and any 
release fiom the upstream resemoir di-," . 
As is the case with Twgeon method, the optimization stages start at i=l and go up to 0-1 
stages, n being the total number of resewoirs. This methodology is a combination of the 
generaiized AID-DP with the multi-level incremental dynamic prograniming (MIDP) technique 
proposed by Nopmongcol and Askew (1976). The authors m e d  it rnulti-ievel approximate 
d e l  dynamic programming (MAM-DP, MAM-SDP for the stochastic case). The methoâology 
provides sub-optunal policies because, as the optimization stages are performed, the policies 
becorne more and more local. For instance, 
- - - - - - p 
The aglpesrtion is pcrformed using a iinear operator as cxplained in Section 3. 
ThiS is only an approxhîe fiinction of the r d  benefit. 
dc/ U obtained as a fiinction of Sf in the previow optimidon stage. 
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In conîrast, in the global optimal solution, all d,! for i=l to n, wiil be given as a function 
of sf-1, s p .  ..., s,". 
Another reason for the sub-optimality of the policies is the need to consider the 
independence between the releases obtained at the previous optimization stage and the Mows 
during the stochasbc dynamic programming part. It is not difficult to r e a l .  th& as the releases 
are a function of storages, and these depend on the inflows, that this assumption does not replicate 
the reality. However, this assumption is necessary for implementation purposes 
in ths work and in the description of the methodology so far, ody the 2-bel  AD-SDP 
was presented. Nevertheless, this is only the fïrst step in applying the MAM-SDP. In case the 
results obtained with this level are not satisfactory, one of the possible alternatives is to increase 
the level of the algorithm. For example, in a 3-levd algontbm, two reservoirs are not aggregated 
and k-2 are aggregated. For diis situation, a three state (not considering the inflows as state) 
stochastic dyn811Lic programming o p t h h i o n  has to be perfonned. The complexity of the 
opthkation increases demanding more CPU t h e  and memory. 
2.3.6.3 Validation 
It was menîioned so far that the mûts obtained witù the mahodology are sub-optimal, 
But how to evaluare the degree of sub-optimality? For test problems, iike those presented in the 
next section, it is possible to malce a cornpaison with resuîts prwiously avaiiable in the litemture, 
obtained with other metfiodologies. For some of them, it is not diflticuit to cainilatc the upper 
bounds of the objective fiindon (or lower bomds, if mhïdaion) and estimate how the 
methodology pafomis. For some otha test cases, when the size of the resexvoir system is not 
pater than 3 or 4 reservoirs, it is possible to cornpute the global optimal d t s  by means of 
straight stochastic DP and w hem as a refemct for cornparison This kind of  validation is not 
carrieci out in the present work. 
However, for some r d  problems, when it is not feasible to cornpide the global optimal 
resuits by means of SDP, one way of evaluthg the perfbmmct of the mahodology is to 
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compare it with the operaihg policy currently in use. The study case, presented in Chapter 4 is an 
example of the aforementioned. To this effkct, it is necessary to use stocbamc simulation. 
2.3.7 Stochastic Extension of the Benders Decomposition 
The bief review of this Decomposition Approach is based on the papa presented by Pereira and 
Pinto (1985). in Stochastic Linear Programming Problems (SLP), dimensionality is one of the 
major difficulties in solving problerns of large systems of resewoirs. The authors of this papa 
propose a way of obtaullng an approximation to the optimum at a reduced computational cost 
The description of the approach starts with its deterministic version and is further extended to tùe 
stochastic case in the finai part. 
In their work, the authors implement an algorithm which determines the most economical 
grneration decision for each plant of a hydrothermal system. An smaU example is explaineci in 
detail and the mode1 testeû wiîh a Case Study with 37 reservoirs of the B d a n  system. 
Let us assume a -stage o p t h h i o n  probkm, 
Where: 
x - vector of decision variables in th nrst stage, 
c - vector of objective fimction coefficients, 
A - matrix of CO-t M c i c n t s ,  
b - vector of right-hand side coastraints, 
T - transpose operatoff 
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Now, givm a feasible solution x: to the kt-stage problem 
AX' 1 b, 
For the second stage, the optimization problem becornes 
mindTy 
subject to 
F~ r g- EX' 
Where: 
y - vector of decision variables in the second stage, 
d - vector of objective function cotfncicnts, 
F and E - matrices of constraùit coefficients, 
g - vector of ri@-hand side constraints. 
At this moment, two observations are necess;ary: 
1. the decisions xo, taken in the first stage, af&ct the semnd-stage cunstraints, 
2. for any given vector of decisions x: it is assumecl that the second-stage problem is 
always feasible. 
H m  the decornpos&n iâpm$ormed 
Assuming an optimal decision vector y @  for the second-stage optimization problem, equation 
2.3.21 will appear as foiiows 
a ( x )  = mind 
subject to 
~ ~ 2 g - E k '  
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where afx) is a function of the Grst-stage decision, x. Tberefore, rewriting the set of equatious 
2.3.19 as 
minc'x + a ( x )  
subject to 
A x 1 b  
Moving back to Section 2.2 of this Chapter, and relating the expression above with the 
DP Approach to optimization: 
1.  cT x embodies the immediate cost of the objective function, 
2. a(x) provides the inform&m about the future cost of the decision vector x. 
The B e n d a  Decomposition Technique is tssaitiaily a methodology to construct a 
convex polyhedron which is represented by the fiuiction a@). The process is itedve and starts 
with an approximation of a&, called &(x)  , a Iowa bound for t&e fiuictioa 
Using the Benders Decomposition, the foUowing hct ion is to be approxhatd 
in problem defineci by 2.3.19. 
Its dual is 
maximize Iï(g - Ex) 
subjecî to 
W s d ,  
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where is defined as the vector of the dual variables, namely, the Simplex multiplier. The set of 
consîraints represented by equaîions (m 5 d )  bean independence with respect to the decisions 
taken during the e s t  stage. Funhamore, the region defined by these equations represents a 
convex polyhedron aliowing the use of linear programming techniques to solve it. 
Thus, the two-stage optimization problem can be rewritten as below 
minimize cTx + a 
subject to 
iLic 1 b' 
K ' ( ~ - E ~ ) - ~ s o  
n 2 ( g - E x ) - a < 0  
z P ( g - & ) - a 5 0  
The original problem is now redefïned in terms of the decision vector x and the scalar 
variable a Accordhg to Geofnion (1970), a nahiral approach to polve mese equatiom is by 
mews of relaxation. This is because it avoids the aeed of determinhg in advance aü the vectors 
d, i = 1, .... p. This set rnay be a very large one, but only those of the foiiowing type an of hmest 
rri(g- Ex) = a 
As the concem is in tackiing stochastic optimization problems, espociaîiy ôecause of the 
randomness associated to the naturai inaows, the following exteLlSion of the Benders aigorithm is 
t o b e d  
La OS assume, as is the case h the test problan, that the vector g, in equatim 2.3.24 am 
take on five values, associaad with five probabilitics. Equaîions 2-3-19 are QOW of the form 
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Thus, ushg the methodology just describeci, nrst select a feasible decision set x: such that 
the constraint set for the nrst stage is satisfied Next, in the second stage* search for y,', j = 1 *. ., 5 
that optimize 
Now, la us split the optimization problem given by equdons 2.3.29 into five 
optimization subproblems. An interesting fcahirc to note is that tbey are independent one âom 
another. So, the following set of equations can be stated 
w, = &dry, 
subject to 
~ y ,  2 g, - EX' 
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wi = mindry, 
subject to 
Fy, > g, -fi' 
w4 = min d ry4 
subject to 
FY, 2 g4 - EX* 
w5 = mindry, 
subject to 
Fy5 > g5 - fi' 
The vaiues wb, j = 1.. .. .5 are multipüed by their respective probabiîities. Needlcss to say, 
q p ,  = 1. 
The two-stage problem can now be rewritten as 
min cTx + â(x) 
subject to 
A x I b  
which is v c y  nmilar to the one just obtained for the detcrministic case, the onîy differace bang 
- 
a ( x )  , the expecfed value of the optimal solution for each x. 
As in Pereira and Pmto (1985), the analogy with stochastic àynarnic progcemmiiig 
formulation shodd be stresseâ. In th& algorithm, for tbis specific stochastic case, the B m h  cut 
follows 
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where TFi = xj pj w,' . or its exp-d value. The same applies to the Simplex multipliers, R' , 
i x . .  Z' = ~ , p , ~ , . ~  . 
The Benders Decornposition algorithm provides a feasible implemcntation for the opthkation of 
the operaîion of large reservoir systems. This because it decomposes the global opthhaîion 
problem into d e r  successive one-stage subproblems. ûnce more, the anaiogy with DP is 
evideat. Another important f m e  worth mentioning is that as the set of constraints in the 
Stochastic Extension are independent one from another, the calculations can be sped up by means 
of simultaneous execution. Performing these calculations in parallel aiiows signrfiicant reduction in 
computational tirne. 
Section 1 of Chapter 2 revkws the Reservoir Operation Problem. AAer presenting a simple 
analogy betweetl inventory Storage Theoxy and Storage Resewoir Theory, the Detcnninistic and 
Stochastic solution approaches werc discussed. The dflixences amongst open-loop and closed- 
bop type policies, under the light of Control T b r y  were briefly stateâ. The mnthemarical 
formulation for Single and Multiple Reservoir Systems problems were shown, as weil as the 
advantages of watez resowce system mode1 nmulation for more praise analysis of the proposeci 
control policies. 
III the second section the type of policies that can be obtained for reservoir operation 
opthkation were reviewd. The type of policy that is the most suitable to long-temi operation is 
the closed-Ioop. This is obtained fkom a Dynamic Rogramming ophimion  (determinisîic or 
stochastic) but it is usualiy computationally expensive. Important factors to umsidcr when 
employing SDP in the Optimhîïon of Reservoir System are the discretization schemcs and the 
choice of a suitable convergence test. The long-term opthkation is part of an o v d  
optimization schemc that includcs d-time opnition optimimtiaa, and generally a mid-tum 
operation optimitation that bridges the gap between them. 
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Section 2.3 reviews various methodologies that use aggegation to reduce the size of a 
large problem so diat it becornes computaîionally tractable. This review focused mostly on those 
that were the backbone to the MAM-SDP, which is one of  the tools of this study. It starts with the 
Composite Representation developed by Arvanitidis and Rosing (1970% 1970b) and the 
Decomposition Method for L o n g T m  Scheduling for Reservoir in Series by Turgeon (1  98 1). A 
brief introduction to Benders Decomposition Approach that was applied to a watn. resources 
problem, as presented by Pereira and Pinto (1985), brings this review to a closure. 
Chapter 3 
Proposed Methodology and Tests Performed 
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3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY AND TESTS PERFORMED 
3.7 Introduction 
It is well known to any decision maker that a good decision is the one that not only provides an 
optimal retum but is also robust. A robust decision in a muiîistage decision process is the one that 
copes better with inputs that present large variance and consequentiy high uncertahty. Those 
decisions must be less sensible to input values thaî are placed distant &om th& expected mean. It 
is not rare to find cases where he is willing to accept less performance in exchange for higher 
operation reliabili ty . 
in the present study, those events thaî are affected by meteorological conditions are 
considered as uncertain. For instançe, for the tests perfomed, naturai innows, and in the case 
study, Net Basin Supplies, as  defined fkther in Chapter 4. Wets (1996) presents an intereshg 
review of the techniques available to help the decision rnaker within the wntext of decision 
making under uncertainty . 
Acwrding to that author, the main components of a stochastic programming mode1 are 
(adapted fiom Wets (1 996)): 
a decision vector that must satis* certain constraints, d E D; 
a random vaRable I whose value will only be observed after d has been selected; 
a cost or benefit as a result of the decision taken. 
The above can be d a t e c i  into the foilowing, 8ccording to whaî was describeci so far. 
1. cost or benefit fiiaction of the familiar forni, 
end r', the immediate qec ted  costs/benefits are associateci with the decision d and the £Ûture 
costs/benefits, y' (sc, dl. 
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2. the probability distribution P of  the random variable I; 
3. the decision criteria, roughly: 
* an appraisal fùnction, v : %+Yi', of the following form 
* probability constraints of the form 
prob[ f ( l , d )  5 O] a. 
or 
p r o b [ f ( l , d ) ~  01s a, and 
constraints on the variance of fc) that appear in the appraisal bction v, 
* xndticriteria, amongst others. 
So far, the major concern in the optimization parts were either maximization or 
minimbaiion of the objective fiinction. Nevertheless? it is of importance for the decision d e r  to 
estabüsb a threshold or, in some otha cases, a range of probabiiity of fdure of the operation and 
associate them to an expected retum or vice-versa The normal procedure in the üteraain is to 
include this probability of failure, a , in the set of consiraints. The insertion of probabiiistic 
constraints defines the mode1 as a chance consûained one. 
This work aims at impmving the suboptimal policies mat are obtaïned with the proposeci 
MAMSDP methodo1ogy, fomputc the variances for the expecocd naùm for the test cases, Le., 
Siugie Reservoir and Muitiple Reservoir Systems (test cases with 3 and 4 resenroirs) and after 
that, suggest ways of reduchg t&e mentioned variances. It is also shown empiricdy that the weU 
used paradigm that the bigha the variance, *ch is a measurr of spraid or diffiision around the 
expected dues, the higha the probability of failurt for îhe systan, The fïrst ptpaimat was the 
appiication of Rincipai Components Anaiysis (PCA) to MAM-SDP. As the MAM-SDP auîhor 
mentions in Poimembalam (1987) and P o d s l a m  end Adams (1989,1996), tbis mahod is 
based on h d c s  and this anaîysis proposes to assess different f o m  ofpossibiy fe8n8aging the 
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aggregation scheme and bow this scheme might idluence the nnal results, namely, the computed 
expected returns or cost and their respective variances. Of course? this type of study was not 
performed for a Single Resemoir System. PCA is employai as a means of evaluating which 
component of the reservoir system is responsible for the greater portion of the total variance of 
retudcost of the system. Once this is established, this specific reservoir is set to be optimized in 
the nni stage of MAM-SDP optimization. Roceeding in this fishion, the inhaent suboptMality 
due to local policies for thw specific reservoir is avoided. Because it is then optimized against the 
rest of the entire system, the policies will no longer be locai, although they may still be 
suboptimal. Furtherrnore, a way of implementing the well-known Expected Retum-Variance of 
Retum plots for multistage decision processes using SDP is preseflted. This is the major asset of 
this thesis. Before applying the methodologies presentted in this chapter in the Study Case, Ch- 
4, they were extensively tested with some standard reservoir systems that appeared previously in 
the literature. The next section describes them ancl, as the methodoIogies are explained, the main 
results, shown. These r d t s  had to be summarized for the sake of presentation but they were 
always evaluated by means of simulation models employing stochastic inputs. 
3.2 Test Probiems and Preliminary Results 
To assess the performance of the models here developcd and validate the cesulis obtained, they 
were wmpared with those from already extensiveiy W e d  standard test problems, using the 
described methodology or employing problems already soived by 0 t h  rescarchers. This section 
will focus in presenting these problems and the first stage of the study, i.e., the cornparison 
between our results and those obtained by others. Once the mdek were thus vaiidated, thqt were 
thai extended to apply the proposeâ methodoiogy. Three types of problems with incrcasing order 
of complexity were used: 
Single Reservoir System, 
Three Rescnroir Systcm, and 
Four Rcservoir System 
The Three Reservoir System differs fiom the Four Resemoir not oniy in 4ze but in its 
coniiguration too. While the fomicr is a system in series, the latm has a configuration of ttae 
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mixed type. The major reason for the inclusion of the Single Reservoir is to preseot the ceader 
with a system whae it is possible to evaluate the Two-Pass Mcan-Variance Approach without 
aggregation considerations and thaefore d o w  a better widmtanding of the results obtained with 
the technique. 
3.2.1 Single Resewoir System 
The same problem appeared in Fletcher (1995). The values are al1 presented in uni6 of volume. 
Because this is a test problem, all the variables were already transformeci to volume, including 
dischargs, that an giveu as volume per month. The relevant data follow. 
Discretization Probabilities Values for the ordinates 
1 0,0668 -1.83 
2 0.24 17 -0.89 
3 0.3 830 0.00 
4 0.24 17 0.89 
5 0.0668 1.83 
Table 3 - 1 Discnîization of probabiüties for the inflows 
Note that for the stochastic inflows it was assumed a discretized Normal distribution with 
values that are the same 8s those that appear in Turgeon (198 1). 
The next table presents the average monthly inflows and retum coefficients. These 
coefficients w m  obtained as the average power generated per month per unit of volume of water 
released fkom the reservoir. 
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Month Average M o w  Retum Coefficients 












Table 3 - 2 Average Moothly Infiow and Rcturn Coefficients 
The constnÙnts on storage and releases are listed next. From the maximum and min 
storage it is possible to determine tbe active storage. 
Month Maximum Storage Minimum Storage Maximum Relcase Minimum Release 












Table 3 - 3 Maximum and Minimum Monthiy Storigc Caprcity and Mashum and Minimum 
Rdmsa fmm the ï b e m o ï r  
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The figure below presents the scheme of the single reservoir system: 
Figure 3 - 1 Schemc o f  tbe Single Reservoir System 
3.2.2 Objective Function 
The aim of the opthkation is to m a x h h  a performance index, PI, which gives the total rehini 
due to power generaîion of the single reservoir system. 
Where: 
d - r e m  60m power gaieration pcr unit of discharge from resavoir in month t, 
d - discharge released k m  nsavoir in month r, 
subjtct to the continuity m o n :  
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Two approaches were used to solve t h s  probiem. The fjrst one, called Case A, considers 
penalties for spüis occurring during the optirnization part. As spiîis are undesireci waste of 
resources it is assumed that when it happens the system loses them to the exterior. This is quite 
usehl when deating with systems consisting of more than a single reservoir because what is lost 
by an upstream reservoir might be conveyed and used by a downstream one with the consideraîion 
of adjusting the storage levels above the reservoir capacity a! the present period. Another 
interesthg feature is the avoidance of a transition fiom one state to a n o k  that would be 
infeasible otherwise. The approach can be extendexi to include states below a specified minimum, 
provided that this is not equivalent to an empty reservoir. As it is necessary to consider more States 
than in the usuai procedure, the compuîaîion becornes more expensive. The second one, called 
Case B, only takes into account states occurring within the boudaries of the resenoir capacity. 
3.23 Three Reservoir System 
The folîowing test problem appeared in Ponmmbdam (1987) and was used to validaîe the long- 
term, steady-state operation mode1 then presented. It was based on an origîudiy existing reservoù 
system with a few alterations in the input data The main objective of the system was the 
. . 
rnanmization of the annual auwnulated releases for Mgation purposes. Because of the 
characteristics of the system, ody the reteases fiom the most downstream reservoir are conveyed 
to irrigation. The one year cycle was spiït into five Merent seasons, and the two most upstream 
rcscrvoirs are fed with natural inaows. These wae assumeci independcntly, identidy and 
nonnaily distributed. Another asmmpbon was ha- a coefficient of correlation equal to one 
between them and natural infiow to reservoir 2 could be regessed fiom nstural inflow to reservoir 
1 by the relation: I i  = 0.5036847 1;. No naîurai U o w  is prescrit for nscrvoir 3. A second test 
mode1 was derived fiom this one, with their capacities modîfïed. The objective fimction employed 
is t&e same as the one used by the author, namely, the maximidon of the discharges h m  
reservou 3. The 0th input data follow. 
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Season Average Inflow Standard Deviation 
1 10.25 3.15 
2 2 10.27 44.90 
3 133.5 1 43.16 
4 73.60 20.86 
5 76.39 12.88 
Table 3 - 4 M a n  and Standard Deviatioo of Naturd Inflow to Reservoir 1 
Problern I Problem 2 
Reservoir 1 Reservoir 2 Reservoir 3 Reservoir 1 Resewoir 2 Reservou 3 
150.00 400.00 45 .O0 200.00 200.00 200.00 
Table 3 - S Active Storagcs for Problcrns 1 and 2 
The capacities for the cbannek leaving the reservoirs are the same for aü channeis in both 
problems, Le., 200.00 uni& of volume per season. Another assumption regards the coefficients of 
retuni, the same for ai i  reservoirs and seasons, and its weight is quai to one throughout the year 
cycte. 
3 . U  2 Objective Funcfion 
where 
c3* - return fiom irrigation per unit of discharge fiom rrsetvoir i in month t, 
djf - discharge releaseâ fiom reservoir i in month t; 
subject to the contiwity equations: 
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s l t  = slt-' + I I  -d l t ;  
t-1 s2' = si + I Z t  + dlt  - d,'; 
s3' = sjt-' + d2t - d,'; 
Figurz 3 - 2 below shows a schematic representation of the Three Reservoir System, 
Problem I and Problem 2. 
Figure 3 - 2 Schtme of Tbnt  Raervoir System in Serics 
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Ponnambalam (1987) reports obtainiag, for IO-state discretization, a global maximum 
retum (using straight SDP) of 745.56 n i t s  of volume (u. v.) of expected mual releases f?om the 
system for Problern 1 .  Using the aggregation technique he now obtained 745.54 u. v. which is 
practically the same value. For Problcm 2, the same author reported 748.30 u. v. and 748.3 1 u. v. 
respectively. The results were computed a&r 1000 ycar stochastic nmulaîion. The value 
presmied in the "Average Annual Input'' row serves as a benchmark for the upper boundary for 
the optimization, because it is the maximum possible annual retum for the operation of the 
systna Next, the prelimiaary results are presmted for these test problems. For a system that hss 
imgation as the main purpose, the event failure of the type deficit has precedence over overfiow. 
The same observation applies to hydropower generaîion systems. 
Problem 1 
Average Gnnual Releases 
Average AnnualInput 1756.61 
1 
Average Annual Output 175 1.87 
Probabilities of Failure 
Problern 2 
Average Annual Releases 
Avaage A ~ u a l  input 1756.6 1 
l~vemge Annual Output 1744.07 1 
Probabilities of Failure 
Tbc r d &  above aimed at validathg the routines employai to solve these two test 
problcms. Ail the values above wem compmd a f k  1000 year stochastic simulation with time 
step equal to one month. With respect to perf~rmatlce index the results wae  similar to those 
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reported by Ponnambalam (1987) but are not exactly the same. While thaî author had a better 
performance with the type 2 probIem, in this work problem 1 has the advantage over problern 2. 
The explanation for this better performance of type 1 problem is due to the size of resewoir 2 in 
its configuration. As it is the double in size with respect to problem type 2, it was more able to 
accommodate the inflow dismances. The reader is remindeci that ody reservoks 1 and 2 are fBd 
by naturd inflows. For the results shown, reservoir 3 has no actual participation in the regulation, 
its role is limited to reproduce the oudlows fiom the previous one. In fact, the release policies 
obtained for reservoirs 2 and 3 are exactly the same. in terms of paformance of the system, it 
could be removed fiom it with no effect in the regulation. Of course, this is probably not die case 
with the real system and is certainly a consequence of the approximations employed in setting up 
the case, mostly for the inflow discretization and its probability distribution. 
Another feature worth mentioning is that the op thh t ion  of the operation of these 
systems required the inclusion of states that are locaîed out of the maximum storage bounds. That 
is to say that, to have f a i b l e  states in the SDP optimization, it was necessary to consider states 
where spi& were taken into account. Othexwise the opthkation routine wodd not converge to a 
result. 
With respect to probabilities of failure the results mmly reflect the importance of the size 
of the reservoirs. Because in type 1 problem reservoir 1 is d e r  than in type 2 and the i d o w s  
are same, it is more prone to have dcficit and overflow situations. The opposite happens in 
reservoir 2, i.e., as it is larger, it presents n d  probability of overflow for type 1 whiie for type 2 
it is aromd 10 W. The probability of deficit, although very srna& it is still present because of the 
higher probability of the same kind of event in reservoir 1. 
3.2.4 Four Reservoir System 
One of the problems useâ for testing the MAM-SDP mode1 incorporates a combined 
configuration, that is, series and paralleL Figure 3 - 3 shows a schemraic m o n  of the 
system. Because of its chacte&ics, although smalî in size, it is a very mrnplicated case to solve. 
It is a four reservoir system, with only two natirral innows. Thcsc Mows are sp- correatad, 
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namely, it was assumed that both are located in the same caîchment area, and no serial correlation 
was considered. 
The problem, in the fashion that appears in this work, has also been solved by Chow and 
Cortez-Rivera (1974), Murray and Yakowitz ( 1979), Chara and Pant (1984), and Fletcher et d. 
( 1994). The problem origmdy appeared in the literaîure in Chow and Cortez-Rivera (1974) and 
became a benchmark for water resources optimization of the operation of reservoir systems. As 
cited in Ponnambalam and Adams (1989), the main characteristics of this problem are having a 
linear objective fiinction and the benefit coefficients ci! for each rnervoir i, king a fiinction of 
time f. A d l  cornparison between the data that appear in Chow and Cortez-Rivera (1974) and 
some of the other references will show th& although t h e  are some minor differences between the 
monthly inflows and the capacities of Reservoir 1, the cornparisons of the maximum benefit are 
made with the one obtained by referred authors The same data that appeared in thaî technical 
report is reproduced below. Note that in Ponnambalam and Adams (1989) this four reservoir 
problem has been solved only dctemiinisticaliy. For the fht tirne, the d t s  of applying MAM- 
SDP to the four resewoir problem are presented here. 
3.2. 4.1 Input t~ the Problem 
Month ïdlow to Reservoir 1 - 1, Mow to Reservoir 2 - Iz 




M a y  
June 






Table 3 - 6 Averrgc Viilues for the Idows per Month in units of volume 
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Month Reservoir 1 
J m w  18.00 
Febniary 17.00 
March 15.00 
April 15 .O0 
May 15 .O0 
June 12.00 
J ~ Y  12.00 





Reservoir 2 Reservoir 3 Reservoir 4 
Table 3 - 7 Maximum Admissible Stomge Capacities of the Rcservoin per Mooth in uni& of volume 
The minimum permissible storage volume per resewoir throughout the year is 1.0 unit of volume. 













- . - . -. - . - - . . -. . .  . . . . - - - - - - . -. . . 
TaMe 3 - 8 Muimum Admissible Rdcucs f i m  the Ruervoirs pu Month in uni& of volume 
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The minimum permissible release per reservoir throughout the year is 0.005 unit of volume. 
Month Reservoir 1 Reservoir 2 Reservoir 3 Resemoir 4 
J a n ~  1.4 1 .O 2.6 1.1 
Febnüuy 1.1 1 .O 2.9 1 .O 
March 1 .O 1.2 3.6 1 .O 
April 1.0 i .8 4.4 1.2 
May 1.2 2.5 4.2 1.8 
June 1.8 2.2 4.0 2.5 
J ~ Y  2.5 2.0 3.8 2.2 
August 2.2 1.8 4.1 2.0 
September 2.0 2.2 3.6 L.8 
October 1.8 1.8 3.1 2.2 
November 2.2 1.4 2.7 1.8 
Decernber 1.8 1.1 2.5 1.4 
Table 3 - 9 Return dut to Powcr Gtnemtion ptr unit of volume Releascd per Rc~ervoir and per 
Montb (coclllicitat c) 
The aim of the opthhtion is to mrvcimize a performance index, PI, which gives the total 
due to power generation of the entire rystem of four resewoirs. Therefore, 
where 
c l  - retum fiom power generation pa unit of discharge fiom mervoir i in month t, 
d i  - discharge releaped h m  nsavoir i in month t; 
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subject to the continuity equaîions: 
1-1 sif  = s1 + Il - di ' ;  
t-f s2' =s2 + d l r - d l r ;  
s,' = s3'-l + d2' + d4' - d,'; 
s4' = s4'-' + lZr -d4* 
3.2.4.3 Schenre of the Four Resemoir System 
Figure 3 - 3 Schemc of the 4 Rcrcrvoir System 
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3.2.4.4 Result~ Obtained wtth MAM-SDP 
The following tables present sample renilts fiom applying MAM-SDP (2-level) to the four 
reservoir pro blem. 
3.2.4.4.1 General Information 
N m  is presented the full optimUaaion with the application of the standard Two-Level MAM-SDP 
scheme for definition of release targets. Standard scheme stands for aggregation performed fkom 
upstream to dowomeam. The figures presenting the thne stages for this kind of configuration are 
show next. 
First Stage of Aggregation/Decomposition: 
Figure 3 - 4 F î  Stage Schtme 
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Second Stage of Aggregatioa/Decomposition: 
Figure 3 - 5 Second Stage Schcrne 
Third Stage of Aggregation/Decornposition: 
Figure 3 - 6 Third Stage Scbeme 
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Coefficient of Variation = 0.30 Coefficient of Variation = 1.00 
Average Annual Retuni: Average Annital Retum: 
Reservou 1 140.83 
I ~ o t a l  input )42759.00 1 l~otal input 146019.00 1 
[ ~ o t a l  Output 1427 19.00 1 l ~ o t a l  Output 13930 1.00 1 
Probabilities of Faiiure: 
Reservoir 2 0.0042 0.0000 
Reservoir 1 
Where the coefficient of variation of the nomaiiy distributeci infiows are given as a 
percentage of the mean value as presented in Chara and Pant (1 984) and Mumiy and Yakowitz 
(1979). It is necessary to note that during the stochastic simulation the no& distribution had to 
be tnmcatd to avoid the presence of negative idows. This occurred because the random number 
generator produced negative values. However, during the optimizatioon part no negative values 
were r e g i s t d  allowing the use of the normal distribution with no tnmcation. The same 
observations are valid for the previous test cases. 
0.8009 
Reservoir 3 
The results were obtained afta a stochastic simulation was perfômed mai~tw'ning the 
same stanàard deviations (disnirbance) for the inflows as those employai for the stochastic 
0.0024 
0.000 1 0.0000 
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optimization. Note that generally it is not easy to predict the effect of discrethion. However, it is 
anticipated thaî the policies geuerally have worse variance in benefit than those obtained with finer 
discretization policies. 
Also, one should observe that resewoir 3 has four specific characteristics that make it 
different fiom the others. And, as remvoir 2, no naturai inflow. It has: 
1. the highest retum per unit of volume dischargeci; 
2. the largest active storage; 
3. the largest admissible releases; 
4. a location characteristic, it is the most dow~lsbearn reservoir. 
From these items, it is easy to deduct that it is more efficient to discharge fiom it than 
fiom the others. Another cucumstance to consider for the location characteristic is the fact that in 
the aggregation scheme set up it was chosen as one of the last reservoirs to be optimized As a 
redt, as the decomposition is canied out, and the decisions become more local, the two last 
rescrvoirs will bc most affccted by this Limitation. To test this within the MAM-SDP formulation 
the possibiiities are twofold. In the combined configuration, parallei and in series, rtarrange the 
aggregation scheme. In auy type of configuration scherne, increase die level of the algonthm. 
As a level greater thrm 3 or 4 is not very tractable computationally in sequcntial 
processiag, it would be of interest to consider high pafofmatlce computing, including parailel 
proceshg for tfris purpose. 
1. The problem was also solved ushg the standard Lin- Programming routines of ~atlab' 
OptMization Toolbox in dmrministic fashion as a means of d e m g  an uppn boimd for the SDP 
optimiaîion. The optimum values for the objective hction obtaiaed during the LP opthÛzati011 
were PI = 313.24 for the case where no aarting and endhg points wcre previousiy defhed. For 
the same case as the one presentcd in Chara and Pant (1984) the PI was 309.40. 
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2. Although the policy was obtained for a Detemiinistic LP modei, these results cm be used as a 
çtartrng point for a stochastic optimization. 
3.3 MA#-SDP with Approximate Conditional Probabilities 
The following suggestion of extendmg MAM-SDP came f?om empirical results. Part of the 
suboptimaiity of the resuits obtained when applying the technique was originated fiom the f a  
thaî not ai l  the mes were tested during the stochastic DP with the joint conditional probabilities 
for the releases. These conditional probabilities are obtained once the optimization is completed 
and the system is simulaîeà Because they are obtained fkom steady-state conditions, the 
transformations do not include many states. Add to this the approximate character of the aggregate 
reservoir. The axst contradictcxy results appeared when, as the coefficient of variation increased, 
and consequently the uocertainty, the pcrformance of the system improved. For instance, when 
cornputhg the Four Reservoir System, in the so-cailed extendeci mode& where spills were 
considered as mes, for a coefficient of variation of 0.30 the Performance Index reached 264.34 
and for a coefficient e q d  of 1.00, with much more uncertainty addeci, 283.64. The second 
evidence was again improved performance, now when testing diffixent aggregation schemes thaî 
used these type of probabilities in l e s  stages. Although the coefficient of variation was the same, 
the irnprovement was considerable. The affinnations above are iilutmîeâ by presenthg a sarnple 
of the probabitities obtauied with different coefficient of variations for the same epoch, in the 
present case, the month of J a n w y .  These simples were coîiected fkom the Four Reservoir System 
Test Case. These are the Conditionai Robabiiities for the releases coming fiom Rtscrvoir 1 a b  
the first stage of MAM-SDP. in this case a very small coefncient of variation for the inflows was 
used, namely, 0.05. Therefore, releases fiom it are conditional on the state of Reservoir 1 versus 
the rest of the system. The fint graph shows the conditionai probability wrfkc as is obtaind just 
a f k  the simuiation, while the second one, the transformai one. 
The transfoormation was accompiished by means of a fiinctiou that mets the ma&k of  
Conditional Distribution Robability of Releass with respect to the storags. It 8ssumcs that the 
infcasible regions (represented by zemes) can be repiacai by tIit relations "greatg ttiann or "les3 
than", therefore diffusing the probability region up to the boundaries. In this wotk a linear 
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transformation was used for the sake of simplicity and speed of computation. As an example it 
foilows the transformaiion for a simple and mail matrix of probabilities. 
Where : 
- Joint Conditional Probability of Releases, 
A-, - Approximate Marginal Robability of Releases. 
Please note th* for column vectors that present the Mar@ Probability of Releases, the 
conditional probabilities are already preprocessed for the SDP o p t h i d o n ,  i.e., while & Am = 
I ; now the foiiowing is me: = = = I .  Not only for 
this specific case but for the most of the steps where this was possible, preprocessing was 
ernployed as a means of reducing the computation the .  The previous example was just an 
iüustration and was not used in the actuai computations for the test problems. 
Figure 3 - 7 presents one of the joint conditional probabiiities of the releases for reservoir 
1 as computed by the standard MAM-SDP. The probabilities have the shape of spikcs and this 
characteristic is reinforceci when the infiows have little noise. Figure 3 - 8 prcsents the 
preprocessed MargUiai Probabilities. A linear transformation was consideral sufficient for an 
initial approximation, espaciaiiy because of the other simplifications invo1ved. The foliowing 
tables show the original probatiilities and those deriveci fiom them. Note thaî the knots in the mesh 
were co~ected using hear relationships, 
From: 
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To: 
Therefore, graphicaily, fiom: 
Conditional Probabllitles of Releams for the Month of Janur ry 
Reserwlr 1 
Figure 3 - 7 Conditionai Pmbibilitiu for the Rdcucr from Rescrvou 1 
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To: 
Approximate Conditional Probabilities of Releas for the Month of 
Figure 3 - 8 Marginai Probabilitics for tbc Reimcs  from bervoir  1 
3.3.1 Main Results witb the Four Reservoir System Test Problem 
Table 3 - 10 shows the r d t s  obtgined for the MAM-SDP accordhg to what was describcd. The 
n#d for adjustment of policies stems h m  the fhct that some of the states present relcase policy 
equal to zero. When this happens for the last states of the system it &y falls into what is known 
as a trapping state? once in i& the systern does not leave to anoîher state. Mer corrections were 
also ma& more specificaüy interpolation for intermediate nleasc policies with values quai to 
zero bctween two other values with clear tendencies. For example, if statc 1 had re1ease policy 
qui to 20, statc 2, zero and s~ate 3,40; state 2 wodd end up with rcleasc policy equal to 30, 
der  hear interpolation. Tbe decision to employ this technique was duc to the rtalization thst it 
reaiiy improved the performance of the methoâ in a substantiai way. 
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System Reservoir 1 Reservoir 2 Reservoir 3 Reservoir 4 
Perf'. Index 264.34 42.17 38.19 153.62 30.36 
Std. Dev. 30.2 1 4.53 6.14 15.46 5 .O7 
Std. Dev. % 1 1.43 10.74 16.08 10.06 16.70 
Prob. Prob. Spi1 - 0.00 0.2 1 0.06 1.29 
Prob. Def. - 8.44 2.53 0.00 0.00 
-- -- - - -  - 
Table 3 - 10 Case 1 - MAM-SDP (with adjustment of  nicase policiu) 
For the Turgeon's method thm was no need to use adjustment of policies and the modeh 
were set as  described in his 1981 paper. With the exception of the modules dedicated to the 
computation of the conditiod distribution of the releases the rest of the mode1 is exactly the same 
as the one used above. Isoiaîing these Mors allowed us to a meaningfiil cornparison betwcen 
their pedomance. The pcrfoxmance of the system was significantly bettcr than with the methd 
above, even with respect to the standard deviation of the retums, which are srnalier. 
System Reservoir 1 Reservoir 2 Resenoir 3 Reservoir 4 
P d .  Index 293.67 41.67 44.7 1 167.7 1 39.58 
Std Dev. 21.56 3.56 3.89 1 1.95 3.18 
Std. Dev. % 7.34 8.54 8.70 7.13 8.03 
Rob. Spili - 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.89 
Prob. Def .. 0.05 0.0 1 0.00 0.02 
Table 3 - 11 Case 2 - Turgean Method (no adjutment of rdease policies) 
MAMSDP using a different approximation to the conditiod distribution of deases 
performed just slightly betar than the one fiom Turgeon's but at the cost of  higher standard 
dcviation. Ah, when considering thsi the uppa bounds for the Perforxnance Index for this typ 
of system ranges moud 3 10 units for the daaministic problem, îbis one, with a coefficient of 
variation of 30 % performs nicely, here considerrd all the approximaîions uscd in îhe aggegation 
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System Reservoir 1 Reservoir 2 Reservoir 3 Reservoir 4 
P d .  Index 295.28 40.06 45.81 169.42 39.99 
Std. Dm. 24.3 1 4.60 4.82 12.50 3.98 
Std. Dev. % 8.23 1 1.48 10.52 7.38 9.95 
Prob. Spa - 0.0 1 4.17 0.43 0.38 
Prob. Def 1.64 0.94 0.0 1 0.05 
Table 3 - 12 Case 3 - MAM-SDP (with margind distribution of deases) 
Table 3 - 13 presents a test with the use of penalties for spills, i.e., the inclusion of States 
that include spills to the storage levels. For this level of u n d t y ,  the mode1 performance was 
very slightly idcrior to the one shown in Table 3 - 12 not only wibi respect to PI, but its standard 
deviation was higher too. 
System Reservoir 1 Reservoir 2 Reservoû 3 Reservoir 4 
Perf. Index 294.84 40.04 45.76 169.16 39.88 
S t d  Dev. 25.02 4.70 5.04 12.78 3.94 
Std. Dev. % 8.49 11.74 11.01 7.55 9.88 
Rob. Spiii - 0.0 1 0.00 1.3 1 0.37 
Rob. Def. - 1.63 1 .O0 0.00 0.06 
Table 3 - 13 Case 4 - MAMISDP (as Case 3 plus considering pearlties for the npüls) 
3.4 Principal Components Analysis 
In the previous chapter, Literatwe Review, the focus of the atîention concentrated in prtsenting 
the aggregation metbodologies developed by Po~ambalam and Adams (1989), MAM-SDP, and 
Turgeon (1981), decomposition methoci. It was pointeci out th& as strcsd by the Eutdior, 
Ponnirmbalam's aigorithm was based on herrristics and the solutions obtained, sub0pthu.d. 
MAM-SDP dows the modeler to employ different levels of aggregation untii a suitable 
one is folmd, However, in tenns of p d c a i  applications, the use of more than 3 or four statcs 
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would produce very expensive computations, time wise. A paper by Archibalcl, McKinnoq and 
Thomas (1997) presents an interesthg suggestion of employing 3-bel aggregation scheme 
where, with the obvious exception of the resexvoir located at the most upstream position within 
the system in consideration, the drawback of having local policies is aveteed by always taking into 
account the entire system. It mut be remindeci that this possibility was already prrsent in 
Ponnambalam's papa just rnentioned above. in both methods presented by Turgeon and 
Po~ambalam the aggregation scheme always starts by the mon upstrearn rtscrvoir and proceed 
downward in the system until the last two reservoirs are optimued in the last stage. But while this 
is one of the range of possible approaches, it does not necessarily have to be so. For instance, let 
us consider a system composed of five reservoirs in series. A h ,  that the capacity of the most 
upstream one is greater than the sum of the capacities of the rest of the system. Even intuitively, 
the importance of the most upstream resewoir wiWn the system is evident. And having locai 
policies might h e d y  affect the performance of the system. Thus, the definition of  the importance 
of each component of the system must be clearly dehed and taken into consideration when 
estabüshing the aggregation scheme. Saad and Turgeon (1988) applied Principal Components 
Analysis (PCA) to define the reduced mode1 of the system. 
Their methoci will be briefly reviewed and then a s imh version of if to be applied to 
MAM-SDP, will be presented. Altanative -@on schemes to the ''top dom" sequence are 
proposed having in mind their effect on the objective function, and the consequent spread around 
its mean values. 
Saad and Turgeon (1988) developed a method where the implicit approach is usGd "to 
reduce the number of state variabks in the problem, and the explkit approach is used to find the 
optimal solution of the reduced problan". As cited cd th& paper, aggregation, and consequent 
reduction of the size of the problem, is possible if the state variables are interdependent. It has the 
major advantage of considering oxplicitly the stochastic nature of the disnirbances, cg., nahwt 
Mows, net basin supplies ad, what may be viewed as an btcimic wealaiess, the nced for 
interdependency between the states, is g c n d y  present in m o i r  sysfenis, which are d y  
l-ed in the same river, catchment a m ,  or groundwater aquifet. 
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The solution method presented by them is succinctly described below. 
Step 1: Generate m synthetic flow sequences with the same length using the statistical 
information existing in the historicd flows. The minimum suggested number of sequences 
is 30 but a highcr one is advisable, for the sale of accuracy. 
Step 2: The optimization problem is solved detaministically for each of the synthetic 
flow sequences, grnerathg m deterministic solutions. (Hm the possible optimization 
methods are not specified, the reader is referred to the origrnal paper for fiirtber 
information.) 
Step 3: Pdorm Principal Components Analysis and determine whether the system can be 
modeled with fewer variables and the most appropriate scheme of doing so. 
The fonnal justification for employhg PCA canes h m  the following reasoning. It is 
necessary to h d  a vector 5 such that its elements are uncomlated and are linear hctions of the 
vector of observations x. Therefore, 
For the elements of 5 to be uncomelat~ foiiowing must be true 
The equation above tr8n.siates into 
when c h  is the comhce of xk and x, The index p das to the nmnba of variables. Also, wc 
are interested in obtaining an orthogonal transformation, which will lead us to 
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Matrix A is a diagonal maîrk where its nonzero elements are the variances of 6's. From 
the previous equaîion, cl' = I'A and therefore 
where h are the eigenvalues and the columns of 5 the eigenvectors. 
The uncorrelateci, orthogonal lin- transform 5 are the hincipal Components. When the 
x's present normal distribution of the probabilities, they are not ouly uncorrelateci but independent 
as well. The next and final step is to rearrange the principal components in decreasing order, the 
nrst cornponent corresponds to the variable with the largest variance, the second component with 
the variable with the second largest variance, and so on. The expression Rincipal Components 
Analysis cornes flom the fact that the sum of the eigenvaiues corresponds to the sum of the 
distances fiom thek center of gravity. Thus, the raîio gives the relative participation of the 
A, in the total variation. 
B a d  on what was exposed so far, a way of defimg the aggregation scheme in which the 
policies fiom the reservoir that 8ccounts h r  the most of the objective fhction variancc are 
o p t h i d  was presentd. It should be reinforcd that varime is a masure of dispersion, an 
undesirab1e fcahne for the operation of the reservoir qstem. In dohg so, the ami is to have a 
greater control on the component of the system that accounts for the greater portion of the 
variance. 
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The next page has the flowchart of the proposed way of  applying PCA to MAM-SDP 
with the objective of reducing the variance of the systern componmts that account for the major 
part of it. Tt differs fiorn the algorithm suggested by Saad and Turgeon (1988) in the foilowing: 
1. The normal MAM-SDP optimization is performed even before a definition of the 
most appropriate way of  aggregating the system. In the previous methoci, irnplicit 
optimization is employai in this case, once the operation policies are set up by 
standard MAM-SDP, the stochastic simulation of  the system is performed to evaluaîe 
hm, The assessrnent of  the operation features iike stochastic input, adherence to 
stipulated ccnstraints, paformance, rate of failure, arnongst others, is betîer executed 
in this fashioa Nonetheless, the amputation cost is higher. 
2. Instead of  anaiyzing the principal component per opthizaîion epoch, the entire cycle 
is u d .  One of  the raisons for this is hahg  a long-tem optimizabion involveâ, 
instead of short-terni. The other is having to consider the aggregation schexne as a 
whole and not per epoch. 
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I T E R A T I V E  DETERMINATION O F  M A M - S D P  AGGREGATION 
START 0 




Determ ination of the initial 
Aggregation Scheme, 
including 
the aggregation level 1 
(upstream to downstream) 
I d 
Determ ination of the N e w  
Aggregation Schem e 
according to PC A 
Aggregate (n -  I + 1)  
1- S ta te(s) 
M A M  -SDP 
Optirn ization 
Sim dation of the Reservoir 
Systern Operation I 
Evaluation of the 
Performance, 
Performance Variance, and 
Principal Components 
Analysis (PC A)  
1 Assessrnent of the 1 
Performance vs. Variance 
Figure 3 - 9 Flowcbut of Deiioition of MAM-SDP Aggmgation Scbei~e 
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3.4.1 Test Probiems and Results 
3.4.1.1 Three Resewoir System 
3.4.1 .1.1 Problem 1 : 
Season Retum Storages 
Reservoir 1 Reservoir 2 Reservoir 3 Reservoir I Reservoir 2 Reservoir 3 
1 10.32 0.00 89.68 7.69 92.3 1 0.00 
2 1 1.42 0.00 88.58 7 1 -40 28.60 0.00 
3 56.47 43.53 0.00 44.6 1 55.39 0.00 
4 72.38 27.62 0.00 11.64 88.36 0.00 
5 1 3.84 0.00 86.16 14.62 85.38 0.00 
Cycle Average 32.89 14.23 52.88 29.99 70.0 1 0.00 
Table 3 - 14 Andysis of Variance using Pruicipai Components Anas i s  Applied to Probkm 1 of 
Thm Rrservou System (fmt test). 
From Table 3 - 14 above it is eady  noticeable that when considering the observations, in 
the present case, &orages, the Principal Cornpuent of the system is re~ervoir 2. Because m o u  
2 is located in the middle of the sysrem, 2-level MAM-SDP is not applicable to it, the 3-level 
king already global opthnimion for this sptcific case. When considering the rehans, reservoir 3 
is the Principal Component with 52.88 %, although not significantly with respect to the rest of the 
system considered as a whole which ad& up to 47.12 %. Tabîe 3 - 15 presents MAM-SDP 
pedorming the aggfejyition from bottom to top. This expression means that in the fht stage, 
rcservoirs 1 and 2 are aggregated whiie the release policy is obtabed for ttservoir 3 atone. In the 
second stage, reservoirs 1 and 2 are optimized and reservoir 3 is not d d e r e d .  It shouid be 
observed by the mader the existing diffeience with the resuits h m  the previous table, i.e., 
reservoir 3 had previously no importance for the variance in the storagts while in the second case 
it accounts for the most of it 
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Season Re turn Storages 
Reservoir 1 Reservoir 2 Reservoir 3 Resewoir 1 Reservoir 2 Reservoir 3 
1 3.60 8.22 88.17 45.85 33.95 20.20 
2 1 .O0 7.05 9 I .95 3 .O0 1.82 95.18 
3 0.36 2.10 97.54 15.06 1.85 83 .O9 
4 5.44 0.68 93.88 17.4 1, 2.6 1 79.97 
5 3 .O9 20.78 76.12 20.72 16.56 62.7 1 
Cycle Average 2.70 7.77 89.53 20.41 1 1.36 68.23 
Table 3 - 15 Anaiysu of  Variance using Principal Componeots Andysis Applied to Pmblem 1 o f  
Three Reservoir Systcm (second test) 
Figure 3 - 10 below plots the accumulateci expected rehinis for the cycle against their 
respective variances. Because the onginal problem concemed imgation, the only objective was to 
maximize the output fiom the most downstream reservoir. Figure 3 - 1 1 presents a more general 
picture of the systern as a whole as weli as per reservoir. In the second case, the standard deviation 
was used as the measure of dispersion. In graph ùelow, the blue diamonds represent the physicaiiy 
based aggregation scheme (standard) while the pink squares, the one derived fiom the statistical 
decomposition. The variances per reservoir are more or l e s  equivalenî but when the entire system 
is taken into accoun~ the standard scheme presents a much better figure, i.e., much les.  When 
considering sdely the output fiom reservoir 3, which is the objective of the optimhtion, the top 
d o m  is still superior, although not as signincaut. 
Analyzing the r d t s  above the consequent weak conclusion is that the physicai 
diagnosis, here typified by MAM-SDP, perfolpls betta than the statisticai decomposition. And if 
so, under which conditions diis occur? Udorhioatefy, for the three resenroir system a fhd vaiue 
for the coefncient of variation for the infiows was employed, therefm is possible to state thaî for 
the present case the physicai diaguosis provided better resuits. 
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Senefitsva Variance of Beneflts 
10000.00 - -  me,."& 1 Rebenroim 2 and 3 
5000.00 - -  
0.00 . \ 
Figure 3 - 10 Performance venus Variance of tbe Retums, T h m  Rcstrvoir System, Problem 1 
Annual Mean Senefit8 v a  Respective Standard Devlation 
Figure 3 - 11 Average Annud Rcturn and Respective Standard lkvûtion, T h m  h r v o i r  System, 
Probkm 1 
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3.4.1.1 -2 Problem 2: 
Retum S torage 
Season Reservoir 1 Reservoir 2 Reservoir 3 Reservoir 1 Reservoir 2 Reservoir 3 
1 8.47 0.00 91.53 5.91 94.09 0.00 
2 29.75 0.00 70.25 74.5 1 25.49 0.00 
3 38.40 6 1.60 0.00 56.44 43.56 0.00 
4 43.13 56.87 0.00 17.70 82.30 0.00 
5 27.45 0.00 72.55 15.65 84.35 0.00 
Cycle 29.44 23.69 46.87 34.04 65.96 0 .O0 
Average 
Table 3 - 16 Anaiysis of  Variance using Principal Components Anifysb Applied ta Probltm 2 of 
Threc Raewoir Systcm (first test) 
Repeating the cownents made for Problem 1, end regarding Table 3 - 16 the Principal 
Component of the system is once more rescrvoir 2 with respect to the storages. When considering 
the r e m ,  resemoir 3 is the Principal Component, but its iduence is now d e r  then haIf of 
the total variation of the system, me- not significantly with respect to rest of the system 
together, considering thaî reservoirs 1 and 2 account for 53.13 %. Table 3 - 17 presents MAM- 
SDP performing the aggregation fiom bottom to top. As before, the reader can note the 
ciifferences with the results fiom the previous table, e.g., resewoir 3 had previously no importance 
for the variance in the storages whereas in the second case it accounts for the most of it 
Rehrni Storage 
Season Reservoir 1 Reservoir 2 Reservoir 3 Reservoir 1 Resewoir2 Remvoir3 
1 3.60 8.22 88.17 45.85 33.95 20.20 
2 1-00 7.05 91.95 3 .O0 1.82 95.18 
3 0.36 2.10 97.54 15.06 1.85 83.09 
4 5 -44 0.68 93-88 17.41 2.6 1 79.97 
5 3.09 20.78 76.12 20.72 16.56 62.71 
Cycle 2.70 7.77 89.53 20.4 1 11.36 68.23 
Average 
Table 3 - 17 Anaîysb of Vartace using Principai Components A d p i s  Appüd to ProMem 2 of 
Thne Rescrvoir Systcm (second tctt) 
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The graphs below present nrst the relationship between the accumulated sum of the mean 
releases for the cycle, that is to say, the objective fiuiction for this optirnidon, with respective 
variances, while the second one the more general picture of the system as whoie and per reservoir. 
The notation regardhg the aggregation schemes is the same as in the previous situation. A h ,  the 
same conclusions noted fiom the previous case are valid here, i.e., variances per reservoir are 
more or less equivaient between both. However, when the entire system is taken into 8ccount the 
top down aggregation scheme presents beiter results in temis of variance of the retum. The 
rminis thanselves are more or less equivalent, but the variance is signincantly d e r .  When 
considering just the output fiom reservoir 3, the top down is di superior, and not as signifiant 
Figure 3 - 12 Perfornrnce vtrsua Vuirnccr of  the Retarns, Thme Wwoir Systtm, Problem 2 
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l Annual Mean Benefits IA Reqective Standard (kviation 
BottomQ Man 
8ottomllp Std &IV 
O Topdow n Mean 
Topdow n SM Oev 
Figure 3 - 13 Average Annud Rcturn and Respcctivt Standard Dtviation, Thrce Reervoir System, 
Problem 2 
For the following test problems, the d t s  obtained with two different &cients of variation 
for the naturai inflows, 0.30 and 1.00 are analyzed. in the previous situaiion, the 3 rtsenoir 
systern, the configuration of the system varieci (basidy storage capacity) and kept the equivalent 
inflow pattern. Now, the orignal configuration is maintained and the behavior of the system and 
how PCA is affected for different coefficients of variation for the M o w s  is under scnrtiny. As 
happened to the previous example, PCA was applied after ninning the model using the physicai 
diagnosis aggregation scheme. Then the system was once more re-aggregated optimized the 
redting Two-Level MAM-SDP model and, both results W y  compared. 
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3.4.1.2.1 Coefficient of Variation = 0.30 
3.4.1.2.2 Using the standard aggregation scheme: 
Return S torages 





























Table 3 - 18 Analysis of Variance using Principai Components Andysis Applieâ to Four Rcservoù 
Systcm (fmt test) 
Observing the table above and considering the storages, the Principal Component of the 
system is reservoir 4 albeit its dominance with respect to rest of the system cannot be assumeci as 
total, because it accounts for a littie more than 50 K. 'Ibis type of d y s i s  is a liolc abjective in a 
strict sense. A component is considered as dominant when it accounts for at least around 80 to 90 
% of the totai variance of the systern. When cousidehg the retums, reservoir 4 also apptarr as the 
Pria.cipal Component, this time in a v q  signifiant fashîon with respect to the nst of the system. 
Resewoir 2 and reservoir 3 receive only controiied outflows fiom up- resentoirs, what 
explains th& smriller participaiion Table 3 - 19 presents MAM-SDP perfodng the aggrcgation 
now starting fkom reservoir 4. Aithough reservoirs 1 and 2 are locabed in parallel with nsavoir 4, 
i n t f i e ~ s c h e m e t h c y ~ a p p e a r d o w n s & a m h m k h b i e s e c o n d s t a g e ,  teservoir 1 is 
optimized end reservoir 4 contribution is addeci as conditional discharge to the system, It should 
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be observed by the reader the sharp difference existing when compared with the results fiom the 
previous table, e.g., reservoir 3 has its importance increased significantly with respect to returns. 
3.4.1.2.3 Using an aggregation scheme that starts with resewoir 4: 
Month Res 1 Res 2 
J a n i  0.40 0.59 
February 0.01 0.58 
March 3.39 0.37 
April 0.00 0.00 
May 5.01 0.66 
June 0.38 5.77 
M y  1.09 0.11 
August 5.34 1.19 
September 0.72 1.34 
October 0.09 0.69 
November 0.17 0.35 
December 0.00 0.09 


















Month Res 1 R e s 2  









November 1.45 0.63 
December 0.37 1.53 






























Table 3 - 19 AnalysW of Variance using Principal Componenb Anriysis Applieâ to Four Reservou 
System (second test) 
Figure 3 - i4 presents the relationship between the accumulaîeâ mean for the cycle and 
its respective variance. As the original problem concerned hydropower generation fkom aiî îhe 
reservoirs belonging to the system, the objective is the m o n  of a separable M o n ,  
Mering fiom the 3 Re~ervoir System previously presenkd. Then Figure 3 - 15 pnscnb a more 
gcnerd picture of the system as whole as well as per resnvoir. This feature was not very important 
in the previous problem but this is no longer the case, in view of the différent type of objective 
fiinctioa In tIris Four Rtsavoir System Case, the standard deviaiticm is the measurc of dispasion. 
In graph below, the blue points represent the standard aggregation scheme, starting by resavoir 1, 
while t h  pink ones, starting by resemou 4. The standard deviations per mervoir are more or l e s  
equivaient but when the entire system is taken into account the staudard aggregation scheme 
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presents a much better figure with higher returns for equivalent standard deviation. Table 3 - 20, 
presenting the coefficient of variation for the average annuai r e m  foUows the graphs. 
Performance lndex M. Retpecdve Sfandard lkviation 
0.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 200.00 250.00 300.00 350.00 
Parformina Index 
Figure 3 - 14 Pcrformaace Index venus Standard Dwiation, Four Reservoù System 
Performance lndex va Reqectlve Standard DevlaUon 
Figure 3 - 15 Performrnce Index and Stuidud Devlltion, Four Rcstrvou Sytcm 
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The ratio standard deviationlaverage performance index per reservoir and for the system 
as a whole, also refmed to as coefficient of variation, is show below. 
Istandard MAM-SDP Starting by Reservou 4 






3.4.1 -2.4 Coefficient of Variation = 1 -00 







Month Res 1 Res 2 
January 0.00 0.00 
F&niary 0.10 0.00 
March 0.00 0.32 
Apd 0.00 0.97 
0.07 0.31 
June 0.56 10.73 
J ~ Y  1.56 18.22 
August 1.55 0.31 
September 2.71 0.87 
October 1.72 5.15 
November 6.46 1.74 
DeCernber 2.15 2.99 



















Month Res 1 Res2 
Januaty 0.00 0.37 
Febnrary 0.00 1.60 
March 0.00 2.23 
0.00 26.33 
25.07 0.80 
June 1.76 2.23 
J ~ Y  3.70 1.86 
Augwt 3.02 9.29 
September 12.53 6.16 
October 1.67 5.15 
November 0.15 3.31 
December 0.00 0.15 
















Table 3 - 21 Rincipd Comp~neob Anrilpsis Applicd to Four ou System (fint tcat) 
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From the previous table and considering the storages, the Rincipd Component of the 
system is resenroir 4. It is interesting to observe that when comparing with the previous case 
(coefficient of variation quai to 0.30), its dominance with respect to rest of the srstem now 
appears to be much more significaflt, accoufliing for roughly % of the total variance, or 77.3 1 %. 
When considering the retums, reservoir 4 is once more the Principal Component, with a relative 
participation slightly smaller than that of the observations. Once more, ody reservoirs 2 and 3 
receive controiied outfiows fiom upstream reservoirs, thus their smaller participation. Table 3 - 22 
presents MAM-SDP perforrning the aggregation now starting fiom reservoir 4. The considerations 
previously expressed for the coefficient of variation of 0.30 regarding the matzller the aggregation 
was executed are exactly the same for the present case. The mentioned sharp difference no longer 
exists. 
3.4.1 -2.5 Using an aggregation scheme th& starts with resewoir 4: 
Return S torage 
Month Res 1 Res 2 Res 3 Res 4 Month Res 1 Res2 Res3 Res4 


























Table 3 - 22 Principal Componenb Andysis Applied to Four W o i r  Systern &ond test) 
Figure 3 - 16 presents the relationship between tûe accumulateci mean fa the cycle and 
respective variance. a more g m d  picture of the systern as whok as weil as per rcsavoir. In the 
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second case, the standard deviation is the measure of dispersion. in graph below, the blue points 
represent the standard aggregation scheme, starting by remvoir 1, while the pink ones, starting by 
reservoir 4. However, there is no clear w i ~ e r  in the case of the standard riggregation scheme 
versus the one suggested by statistid decomposition, because a d e r  retuni has led to d e r  
standard deviation. Table 3 - 23 which presents the coefficient of variation for the average mual 
retum follows the graphs. 
Performance Index v s  Sîandrrd ûeviation 
Figure 3 - 16 Pcdormance index vcrsus Standard Devution, Four Reservoir System 
Another weak conclusion cen bt drawn from the comparison of the gmph above with its 
similar for coefficient of variation of 0.30. The aggngation scheme configuration as suggestcd by 
the statisticai (PCA) decomposition is l e s  sensitive to changes in the coe£ücient of variation, Le., 
it responds better to inaease in disturt,mce in the inflows than the standard aggmgation scherne, 
ori@ &om physicai diagnosis. One of the reasons for this ôetter ôehavior can be fiom havîng 
the policies nom nservoir 4 less I d  than those fkom the standard aggrcgstion scheme. 
Anothcr possibility within the MAM-SDP hework is to opaatc rtsc~oir 4 using the 
policies fiom the statistical decomposition model, i.e, resewoir 4 versus the rest of the aggrrgaial 
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system, and the other 3 reservoirs with the policies fiom the physical diagnosis model. However, 
aii  the above conclusions mut  be M e r  studied and other tests should be conducted. 
Performance Index v a  Respective Standard Dsviation 
- 
Figure 3 - 17 Performance ladex and Standard Ikviation, Four Rtaervoir System 
The ratio standard deviationlaverage performance index per rcscrvoir and for the system 
as a whole is shown below. 
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in this section the use of physical and s ta t is t id  decomposition to search an improved 
aggregation scheme in the opthhiion of the o v o n  of large reservoir systems was shown 
The physical diagnosis, herein referred tu as the standard MAM always performs the aggregation 
starting fiom the top of the systern and proceeding towards its bottom. The use of statistical 
decomposition, by means of P C 4  aims at ad- more information to the aggregation procedure 
and might as well just confirm the correctness of the application of the standard MAM. The 
MAMSDP is used as a starting point for the definition of the fmal aggregaiion scheme and 
consequent optimization of the system. A weak conclusion derived from the previous study 
indicates that the aggregation scheme suggested by the application of statistical decomposition 
0 
might lead to release policies that are more robust, i.e., l e s  sensitive, to higher levels of 
uncertainty in the inputs to the system. This initial conclusion, bowever, should be substantiateâ 
by fùrther tests and studies. The most important conclusion tfiat can be drawn fiom the tests 
perfomed so far is the realization that the aggregaîion scheme as prescribed by the physical 
diagnosis is not the only possible way of aggregating a multireservoir system. Other fashions of 
aggregation can be used as well. In the foUowing section there is another way of extending the 
idea of incIudmg variancelstandard deviafion, measures of dispersion of the expected rcturns or 
expected costs in the steady-state opthhaîion of large multistage dacision processes. 
3.5 Ekpected Retum-Varlance of Refum Rule 
According to Ziemba and Vickson (1975) the major concepts of the mean-variance analysis, or 
expected return-variance of retum analpis, can be found in works dated as early as in the 1930's. 
Thanks to Harry Markowid's approach (sce Markowitt (1952, 1959)) these concepts could thea 
be employed and th& basic ideas ronthedcally implemented since the publication of the 
Markowitz 1952 seminal paper. The Portfolio Selection approach can summarized simply by 
quoting Ziemba and Vickson (1975), page 203: 
"... that the investor should limit comiâèration to thme poi$olios that are mean- 
variance flcjent, i.e.. those p o ~ ~ o s  for which there does not aist an alternative 
portfolio that har ut least as high a mean unù fower vm-ance. " 
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Note that this also means reducing nsk for the same expected benefit. The presentation 
thai follows is based on Markowitz's approach to pedorm Portfolio Selection as presented in his 
1952 papa and 1959 book. The main concepts will be briefly introduced and thm procecd to 
proposing a new mamer of tackhg multistage decision problems. 
Let us define 
X, - relative amount chat an investor applies in a given semrity i. O SX SI, E X  = 1, 
R, - r e m  on the f" smirity, 
, - expected value of R,, 
- covariance between R, and RI, with c$ being the variance of  R,. 
Then, the yield R on the whole portfolio is 
Where R, and consequently R are random variables, whereas &, as chosen by the investor, 
is not random. An4 because & is the percentage of the investor's assets which are allocattd to the 
P security, EX, = I. It shouid be noted that 4 2 0, for al1 i (in economic terms, this means the 
exclusion of short term sales). As the equation above shows, the retum R on the portfolio is a 
weighted sum of mdom variables. From that the expectd retum E f?om the entire portfolio is 
with variance defjned as 
GI j-t 
An important asunpion in both equations above arc dm fixai probability belitfk for the 
Xs, d. Thus, the investor has a choice of ciiffirent combinations of E and V depending on 
his choice of podolio. The picture below depicts the set of all possible combinations of E d V. 
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v A Range of 
efficient E, Y 
combinations 
E 
Figun 3 - 18 E V  Combinations 
The efficient (E, V )  combinations, for pordoüo adysis, are those with minimum V for a 
givcn E or maximum E for a givm Y. However, cdculaîing such an efficient fiontier in the 
optimization of rnultireservoir systern is an extremely complex problem. How to solve this 
problem is described next The reader is reminded ihat the analysis of Figure 3 - 18 considers 
ody the maumization of die expected b d t s .  Whae minimitstion of c ~ t s  is considereâ, the 
efficient (E, Y) combinations are those with minimum E for a given V or maximum Y for a given 
E, in 0 t h  words, they wouid be l o d  inthe North to East region of the graph. 
In the present work, the computation of efncient combinations of (E, Y) for the steaày- 
nate optirniration of the operation of reservoir systems using dynamic progr- imliLe in 
most of the otha works NflPnty employed, is proposai. Once the decision makm U provided 
with the efficient possible combinations, he will then decide which one is the most suitabte for his 
type of operatioa. It should be s t resd  that aibeit the application tbroughout this document is 
orienteâ toward rcsavoir systems operaîions, the method cm be used to o k  type of problems. 
For Matkowitz (1952), the possible uses of the expec&â rcturn-variance of return d e  are: 
To explain the weii estabLished invesbnent behavior of investment diversification 
(underlincd by the h o u s  ma>am, "don't put ail eggs in one basket"), 
To suggest guidclines for invament options 
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The author, himselc extends the application of the d e  to difierentiate between 
"investment" and "speculative behavior". This is a kind of behavior that may be attractive to some 
investors acting like bettors willing to take chances. But it is certainly not whaî one wouid expect 
fiom a serious (i.e., cautious) iavestor, or retuming to the onguial case, the decision maker within 
the hmework of a multistage process. 
Wefore, the policy with the highest expected return or minimum expected cost may not 
be the one with least unCerfELitlty of return/cost. On the otha haad, the most reliable one rnight 
provide too s m d  a retuni. A plot of the intemediate points, or possible lin= combinaîions, 
having as parameters the expected rttunis and variances of retunis codd show the 0 t h  options. 
Depending on the sort of objective (or objectives), d e t y  or risk reduction may be more 
atüactive thau a higher îikely r e m  Thus, a more cofl~ervative poîicy would be appropriate and 
viceversa Below, Markowitz (1959), page 201, is quoted: 
"Usually Monte Cade techniques and techniques of mathematical progrmming are 
thought ofas cornpetitive: the former is used when the problern is tuo complicated for the 
latter. In the presenî case, howevet, the two techniques of Monte Carfo and thme of 
quadrutic progrumrning are required to provide portfolios wirh [variance] reasonabiy 
close to the minimum [variance] attainabie for @en E. " 
The fûndamentai idea of the methoâ here proposed is to use SDP, MAM-SDP, 
concurrently with Monte Carlo simulation of the operation of the reservoir systems, so tIiat the 
resuiting procedure combines impiicit and expiicit techniques. The Monte Carlo simulation has its 
importance in obtaining the expecteâ rehirn or expected cost a&r the fbt opthkition step. Once 
this is accomplished, a bi-objective optimization is perfomed, impticitly by aââing the 
m o n  of the standard deviation to the original single objective. Using varying weights for 
either of them in the same fashion as an investor partition its wealth in diffcrent portfoiioq and 
keeping X, = 1, it is then possible to plot the aristiDg linear combinations of (E, V). Anodier 
feston that is employed in cccnomic andysis, but nccds f ider  consideration for the present 
purposes is the use of semi-variance (or its square mot) instead of vahace when the ongmal 
objective hction is the machht ion of the renue 
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The reason for choosing standard deviaîion as an additional element in the o p t h h i o n  
process is the need to employ a measure of dispersion of the probability disaibution with the same 
unit as the original objective. Tobin (1965) considered the main advantages of its use the 
following: 
1. If the central tendency of the probability distribution c m  be expressed by means of 
the mathematical expectation, the standard deviation is a naturd meamernent of its 
spread. 
2. The standard deviation of r e m  or cost of a compound objective function can be 
readily available kom the standard deviations and correlations of the constituent 
factors of  the retura/cost function. 
. .  . However, there are two sides to risk gain and loss. I f  the chances of l o s  are 
there is titiil a pria to pay: it is a considerable sacrifice of the chance for gain. The plot the results 
will foliow the common fashion for Portfolio Seldon, the E - a d i m .  
Figure 3 - 19 Modd of  Graph of  Expectation venus Rhk 
With the diagram above there is a desireci simpLification to decision maker, because the 
ranl<ing of his options will now be limited to only two numbcrs, i.e, madiematical exptakions 
and standard deviations, and not on the entirety of the probability distribution of returns or costs. 
So fat the E-V (or E-d) approach, was presented considcring a static situatioa if this 
approach is now transported to a muitiperiod decision procesi, the decision taken in each pcriod 
must foiiow the E-V cntena For more details, the d e r  is t e f d  to Tobin (1965), who 
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probably was the fint one to attempt to extend the Mean-Variance Approach to a multiperiod 
process . When applying the E-V criteria, each decision at any period is independent fiom the 
previous ones, therefore allowing the application of the h c i p l e  of Optimality and, collse~uentiy, 
use the SDP recursion to solve the problem. As the most suitable combination of retum-risk (to 
the decision maker) is gencrally not known in advance, it is therefore couvenient to compute it to a 
dismete set of linear combinations of E-o. Mossin (1968) presents a general method of solution 
for multiperiod processes that employs a backward-recursive procedure. This procedure did not 
account for serial melation for retums in different periods and becomes difficult to manage for 
long periods. 
3.6 Two-Pass Mean- Vatfance Approach 
The flowchart that follows is quite simple and straight forward to understand but there is a 
major difficulty in its irnplementation. How to know the mean and consequendy the standard 
d d o n  (the square root of the variance) to perform the naessary computations? These are 
measurements that are d y  obtaincd &a cornpuîhg the release policies during the 
optimizaîion part and employing them to evaluate the system actual performance by mtans of 
simulation. Thus, the use of stochaptic simulation to compute the necessary measurements 
foliowed by their insertion in the optimization is the suggested approach. The proposcd 
mahodology is then a mixture of the explicit and implicit approaches and has two passes. The 
algorithm for the method foilows. 
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ASSESSMENT OF PERFORMANCE vs. VARIANCE 
OF PERFORMANCE 
(SINGLE OBJECTCVE FUNCTION) 
Definition of  the 1 P
( discretizaton of cù 1 
I 
for cù = 0.0:0.2: 1 .O O 
recursion framework: 
SMulate operation and obtain 
Performance vs. Performance Variance 
Figure 3 - 20 Flowchui of Two-Pm Mean-Variance Appmach 
The use of a, = 0.2 in the fiowchart above is just a suggestion, The size of the step is 
dependent on the type of problem and behavior of the E-V plot 
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3.6.1 Algorithm for Two-Pass Mean-Variance Approach 
Sfep 1: Set initially o = O. From that, obtain policies that optimize the objective firnction (either 
. .  . maximization or -on). 
Step 2: Using the state-deriveci policies obtained fiom the optimiîiihon part, sirnulate the 
operation of the system uneil obtaining steady-state conditions. 
Step 3: Get the esthaîes of the expected values for the decisions for ail optiniization (hem, SDP) 
stages. 
SIep 4: Proceed to a new optimization with various levels of control for the dispersion around the 
estimates of the expected values (represented by either variance or standard deviation), the higher 
the w, the lower the level of dispersion. Now, the expected immcdiate retum r ' ', has the foilowing 
fonn 
Note that the variance in the expression above is cornputeci using the previously obtained mean 
values. 
Step 5: P d o m  as many simulaiions as the numba of w discrete values, obtain the new estimates 
of the cxpected rehinis/costs and the variances (standard deviation) and plot the resuits in E-V 
(6 el diagramS. 
It must be added that alîhough it is not possible to use cxactiy the srmie algonthm to 
perfom real-the optknhîion, a similar p r d u r e  can be exccuted using the forecasteci inflows 
for a short horizon. This idea was not fiirther developed but its impiementation will not be 
~ c u l t .  The quaiity of the remlts will be highîy dependent on the accuracy of the forecas&. N e  
the Two-Pass Mean-Variance Approach is applied to the test prob1ems as discrisSad ariier. 
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3.6.2 Test Results 
The just described rnethodology was then tested using the test problems already pnsented. The 
fkst aep of the validation was employing a single reservoir system, which aliowed us to 
concentrate exclusively in the relatiooship performance/standard deviation without having to be 
concerneci with contributions to the variance coming fiom the application of different aggregation 
schemes. 
3.6.2.1.3 RESULTS FOR CASE A 
The foiiowing test problem considers penalties for the present spills and therefore uses the 
adjustment of the storage levels above the reservoir capaciîy at each present pezbd, as explaincd 
in the disîretization of storages, Cùapter 2, Sccrion 2. For better visualization of how the control 
of dispersion affeas the Performance Indexes and respective Standard Deviations, severai 
coefficients of variation for the inflows w i t h  the same graph were plotted. Although the control 
level o is used during the optimizafion part of the m*bod, the same is not m e  for the simulation 
part. "hi is to say that the dif5erent policies that are obtained for different coefficient of 
variations are asessed under the same constraints during the simulation part. 
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Perfownanœ Index vr. Sbndard Devialion 
Figure 3 - 21 Ptdomance index venus Respective Standard Deviation, Single Rcservoù System, 
S e v c d  CoeRicients of Variation 
The coefficients of variation studied for the present case are 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.60, 
0.80 and 1.00. Some patterns are &y noticeable fkom Figure 3 - 2 1. As uncertainty grows in a 
direct proportion to the coefficient of variation, the expected retum (hem represented by the 
Performance Index) decreases. To mention the increase in range of the possible combinations of E 
and a as the u n d t y  increases. With the exception of the d c i e n t s  o f  variations of 0.30 and 
0.40, the extension of the mges grow monotonically. 
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Standard ûevlrtlon ot PI v r  Pmôa#llty of Dsddt 
16.00 
Figure 3 - 22 Standard Dwiation of Performance index venus Probibüity of Dcficit, Singît 
Reservoir System, Several Cocnicients of Variation 
Figure 3 - 22 shows the influence of unCert8inty in the probability of faim of the 
operation of the system, here represented by the probability of deficit It is also evidnit the âirect 
relationship between the standard deviation of the rentrn and the associaad risk of failure. As k 
the case with ali the sllnuiations in this work, the opaation is not ailowd to go bclow the 
boundary of the minimum storage. (For this specific problem, the minimum storage is oqual to 
zero, but usuaiîy is not necesssrily m.) However, if the optinhtion pl@ has to be carracd to 
keep the storage txajectoriries within the specified boundaries, it k assigneci as a failure of  the 
operation poiicy. The method is vmy effective for hi* Mcertainty, for instance, the 
probabilities of deficit for the coefficient of variation eqoel to 1.00, the probabilitics of &fi& 
cange tiom 15.07 to 22.28 %. 
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Standard ûeviatiori of PI v s  ProbeMllty d Spill 
Figure 3 - 23 Standard Deviation of Performance index venus Probability of SpiU, Single Rwervoir 
Systcm, Severai Coeftïcients of Variation 
In reservoir operation, due to the uncertainty in the inflows, there is always a trade-off 
between spU and deficit. To keep a higher head and maintain a secure flow the reservoù has be as 
fidi as possible. Figure 3 - 23 is jut the cuniïrndon of that as can be infcrred h m  the negative 
inclination of the lines of the coefncient of variation. 
3.6.2.1.2 RESULTS FOR CASE B 
Widi the exception of w ~nsidemtion of penalties for present spills, the o h  prehmbmy 
observations regardhg Case A are valid for Case B. The coefficients of variation studied for the 
present case are exactiy the same as before, Le., 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.60, 0.80 and 1.00, for 
the sake of cornparison. The seme patterns an again easily noticeable h m  Figure 3 - 24. 
Because of the non-indusion of the penalties for the spills, the operation is more susceptible to the 
mcertainty, therefore the E-o mges slightly longer. The foîîowing oneg, Figure 3 - 25 and 
Figure 3 - 26, repeat the behavior of Case A and was is mentioued for that regardmg the 
methodoiogy is valid for this one as weii. 
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Figure 3 - 24 Performance Index versus Respective Standard Deviatioa, Single Reservoir System, 
!kveraI Coetlicienb o f  Variation 
- - 
Standard Osviation of PI u s  Proh bility of lkficit 
16.00 1 
Figure 3 - 25 Standud Devirtion venus Probrbiüty of Deficit, Single Rcscrvoù Systcm 
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Standard Deviatïon of PI vs Proba bility of Spill 
16.00 I 
'igun 3 - 26 Standard Dwiatioo versus Probability of Spill, Singie Reservou Systcm 
The major objective of the use of the single reservoir system as a test-problem in this 
chapter is the validation of the Two-Pas Mean-Variance Approach. When deaiing with large 
systems, with more than one reservoir, other factors corne into play in the assasrnent of the E-a 
relationship and sometimes intdere with the principal idea Ushg several coefficient of 
variations was vexy usefid not only to reinforce the knowledge that the increaseâ uncertahty in 
the input is transfand to the expected r e m  and confirm its association with the probability of 
failure, but to show that the proposed methodohgy is very effdve for highcr levels of this 
uncertainty. This because the decision ~naker should be offered a twl that would allow him to 
examine the üade-off existing between the performance and its associated ri&. 
3.6.3 Multiple Reservoir Systems 
Once the methodology was validated for the single resemoir systcm, it was then applicd to 
multiple resavoir systems and in conjumtion with the PCA technique described eariia in Chio 
chaptm. The tests problcms were those presented in the beginning of this chapter, and comprise 
systans with 3 and 4 reservoir. The former in Mes and thc second of mixed configuratioa 
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3.63.1 Three Reservoir Sys fem 
For a better visuaiizaîion of the possibilities of combining Two-Pass Meamvariance Approach 
and Merent aggregation schemes, the operation of the reservoirs was k t  optimized using two 
aggregation schemes, the standard one, using the physical diagnosis, Le., fiom upstream to 
downsûeam and the other one starting fiom bottom up. Once the release policies were obtained 
and the steady-state operation simdated, the average release targets were computed Then the 
Two-Pass Mean-Variance Approach was appiied using the release targets previously calculated 
for each type of aggregation scheme. The points in the plots were connecteci in increasing order 
for the value of w and their general tendency to rescmble the corresponding efficient fiontier of 
the hypothetical Figure 3 - 18 is evident. 
3.6.3.1.1 Problem 1 
3.6.3.1. i .  1 Case 1: Using the targets obtained from the standani aggregation scheme 
To assess how the methodology behaves under differcnt set of policies the foilowing experiment 
was conducted. First, the operaîion of the reservoir system was optimized using the standard 
aggregation scheme. With this set of policies, the Two-Pass Mean-Variance Approach was then 
ernployed for both aggregaîion schemcs, the standard one and the other possibility. For this 3 
reservoir syst- there are only two options, already analyzed during the PCA section, either start 
fiom the most upstrearn reservoir and pro& the aggregaîion to the bottom of the system or v i ce  
versa The Two-Pass Mean-Variance Approach with the policies obtained fiom the stanâard 
aggregation scheme foiIows. 
The standard aggregation scheme is shown in blue in Figure 3 - 27 which prcsents the 
relationship between the Performance Index (PI) and its standard M o n  for different values of 
W. The 0 t h  aggrcgation scheme starts from the most downstream reservou to the most upstream 
one. The color for this aggregation schemc is ôrowa. 
The plot of Figure 3 - 27 shows thai: for this case, thc application of mets initially 
obtained fiom the standard m o n  schemc has better performance when the Tw01Pass Meanc 
Variance Approach is agpga&d in the same W o n .  For ai's vasring h m  0.00 to 0.60 the 
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Performance index remains relatively constant while its respective Standard Deviation is reduced 
substantially. For instance!, for a, equal to 0.00 is 61.02, 8.12 % of the total PI. For o qua1 to 
0.60 it is 47.66, representing 6.34 % a reduction of roughly 22 % in the Standard Deviation 
without practically any reûuction in the performance of the operation of the systim. Whni looking 
at the otha aggregation scheme the behavior of the standard deviation is equivalent but for higher 
Perlbnnancr Index v r  Standard ûevlation 
Figure 3 - 27 Pcflormancc Index versu Standard Deviation, Thm Reservoù Systcm, Problem 1 
3.6.3.1.1.2 Case 2: Using Ihe targets obtekied from oH, 'bottombtop' aggmgation 
scheme 
The continuation of the previous test now uses the other possible set of policies. Again, the f b t  
snp is the opthmidon of the operation of the resarou system, but now using an aggregaticm 
scheme that isolates reservoir 3 at the first stage of the aggregation. With this set of policies, the 
Two-Pas M e a n - V h c e  Approach was thcn applicd for both aggrcgation schemes, the standard 
one a d  the oaia possibiiity. 
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The standard aggregation scheme is shown in blue in the following graph, presenting thc 
relationship between the PI and its standard deviaîion. The other aggregation scheme starts fiom 
the most dowmtream reservoir to the most upstrearn one. The color for this aggregation scheme 
Perbnnanca Index vr. Sbindafd üevlallon 
Figure 3 - 28 Performance Index venus Standard Ikviation, Tbnt Ruervoir System, ProMem 1 
Figure 3 - 28 shows that for the application of targets obtained from the bottom up 
aggregaîioa scherne also performs better when the Two-Pas Mean-Variance Approech is 
aggregated in the standard fashioa However, the pnformmce of the o p d o n  is slightly inf'ixior 
then for the previous example. But, once more, for d s  varying fiom 0.00 to 0.60 the Perfoxmauce 
Index remains relatively constant while its respective Standard Deviation is r e d d  in a 
significant mwiner. For the sake of cornparison with the other test, for 4) qua1 to 0.00 is 63.72, 
8.56 % ofthe total PI. For mequa1 to 0.60 it h amere 7.34, representing oniy 0.99 % areduction 
of around 88 % in the Standard Deviation values with very d reduction in the performance of 
the 00peraon of die system. These r d t s  wae so strrprising tbat more points wcre addcd to bit 
plot to havc a bcîter appreciation of the reduction. When looicing et the other aggregation schcme 
the behavior of the standard deviation duction is somewhat erratic but the monotonie trend 
persists now at an infior perf'ormmce 1eveL 
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3.6.3.1.2 Problern 2 
3.6.3.7,2.1 Case 1: Using the targets obtained h m  the standard aggregation scheme 
The sanie experirnent as for Problem 1 is repeated using the other similar problem. Once more, 
the operaîion of the reservoir system was optimized using the standard aggregdon scheme. AAer 
obtaining ttiis ser of policies, the Two-Pass Mean-Variance Approach was conducted for both 
aggregaîion schemes, the standard one and the other possibility. The Two-Pass Mean-Variance 
Approach was optimized with the policies obtained from the standard aggregation schemc. 
The standard aggregation scheme is shown in blue in Figure 3 - 29 presenting the 
relationship between the Performance Index (PI) and respective standard deviation under different 
values of a. The other aggregation scheme starts fiom the most downstram reservoir to the most 
upstreani one. The color for this aggregation scherne is pink. 
Performance Index va Standard Dewiation 
Figure 3 - 29 Performance ïnda versus Strndarâ Dcvirtion, Tbree k r v o i r  System, Problem 2 
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The plot of Figure 3 - 29 shows that for this case there is a clear tradesff betweem PI and 
its respective Standard Deviaîion. For the bottom up policies better &ormance is obtained with 
the increase in the Standard Deviaîion values. When the PI ranges are quivalent the behavior of 
both graphs are similar. What is the most interesting to note 1s that for tbe set of policies obtained 
for the standard aggregation scheme, tùe performance achieved using the other aggregation 
scheme is betîer. This better performance, however, cornes with the cost of hi* uncertahty in 
returns. 
3.6.3.1.2.2 Case 2: Using the tamets obtained from the bottom-to-top' aggregation 
scheme 
Now foliows the other possible set of policies. The optirnization of the operafion of tûe reservoir 
system uses the aggregation scheme that isotates resewoir 3 at the nrst stage of the aggregatioo. 
With this set of policies, the Two-Pass Mean-Variance Approach for both aggregatioa schemes 
was computed. 
Figure 3 - 30 P e d o n ~ ~ c e  Inda versus Strnâard Devirtion, Tbree Ruewoù System, ProMem 2 
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The standard aggregaîion scheme is shown in blue in the above graph, presenting the 
relationship between the PI and its standard deviation. The other aggregation scheme is show in 
pink. 
Figure 3 - 30 shows that the standard aggregaîion scheme performs bettex than the other 
one because for higher PI'S there are equivalent values for their respective Standard Deviation and 
the preference for better performance for the same risk is clear. For some PI ranges, the Standard 
Deviaîion is equivalent, with the plots overlappiug and behaving in a d a r  fashion. However, 
the standard aggregaîion scheme d l  provides fiuther reduction of the ri& but at higher cost or 
dimllzishing retunis. 
3.6.3.2 Four Resemoir System 
3.6.3.2.1 Coefficient of Variation = 1 ,O0 
3.6.3.2.1.1 Case using the targets obtained frwn the standard aggegetion scheme 
In the test presented below the system was £ira optimized employing the aggregation scheme 
suggested by the physical diagnosis. Once the targets were obtained in this way, the Two-Pass 
Mean-Variance Approach was &. As additional testin& these targets were employed not only 
for the physical diagaosis aggregation schme but the one fiom the statistical decomposition as 
well. For clearer vinialitation, both plots appear in the same graph. The standard m o n  
schernc is shown in blue in folowing Figure 3 - 3 1 ad, accordhg to the format used so fer, 
presenting the relationship beniveen the PI and its standard deviaticm. The oîher aggregation 
scheme starts fiom rcservoir 4, ttiat is say, the m e  that is 1oc.aîed on the ldt side of the 
configuration of the system. The color for ihis aggregation schemc is pi&. The next test has high 
disturbance leveis for the natutal idows, a coefficient of variation equai to 1.00 was the chosen 
one. 
The nader will notice ihat the aggregation schcme that matntwnr . . giobal release policies 
for reservoir 4, the one shown in piak. has a h a  perfionnance than the other one. It achïcves 
higha performances obviousîy with the onus of higher standard dMation and d e s  -es with 
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lower standard deviation with lower benefits. This reinforces the previous conclusions of having 
the aggregation scheme as suggested by the natistical decomposition as more effective than the 
other one fkom physical diagnosis. Moreover, the behavior of the E-0 plot for tbis aggregation 
scheme is dosx to the theoretical curve, as seen in Figure 3 - 18. 
Performance Index m Respective Standard (kviation 












With the four resexvoir system test above t&e methodology testhg was completed with 
saîisfactory results and now this work proceais to its application to a r d  case M y  scenmio. 
This case is in Chapter 4 and will submit the proposed methodology to a much more dem811d.g 
and cornplex problem that those pmenteâ so far in order to firrther validaie the present m h .  
t 
0.0 to 0.4 
1.0 
'This chapter presented the proposed methodotogies and samples the tests effeçhiatod ditring 
the research period The fïrst part shows the improvements in the subopthl policies obtaincd by 
the original MAM-SDP with the use of Approm'mlde Conditional Dism'buîion of Relcases. The 
next part describes the theoretical background of Principal Components Adys is  and how to 
apply it to defbe the most convenient aggrcgation scheme for solving rnuitireservoir problems 
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within the MAM-SDP fiamework. Two possibilities were studied and the main redts obtained 
with standard test problems shown. The third and final part of this chapter is the presentation of 
the Expected Return-Variance of R e m  Rule. The original rnethodoiogy was conceived for static 
models, and some extensions were already developed for dynarnic rnodels. An algorithm to solve 
multistage decision type problems is presented As was the case of the two previous parts, the 
methodoiogy was extensiveiy tested and a summary of the results were presented. 
Chapter 4 
North American Great Lakes Case Study 
Chapter 4 North herican Great Lakes Case Study 
4. NORTH AMERlCAN GREAT LAKES CASE STUDY 
The North Arnerican Great Lakes Systern is composeci of five large lakes and a smaller one in 
between, totaling six. Figure 4 - 1 depicts the Iocation map in North America They will be 






Lakes Michigan and Huron present practically the same water lwel due to the physical 
characteristics of their connection, the Straits of Mackinac. As a wnsequence, for the purpose of 
this sîudy, they wiil be considered hydraulicaiiy and hydrologically as just one lake, the Michigan- 
Huron. AU the lakes, except Lake Erie and Lake St. Clair, are deep have very large surfhce meas 
and are able to store enormous qumtities of water. On the other hand, îhe channels and rivas that 
connect theni have a very iisnited capacity of water transpoa if compared to the sheer capacity of 
storage. Lake St. Clair rnight be minute in size, but its location between Lakes Michigan-Huron 
and Lake Erie makes it quite important hydrauiically. Figure 4 - 2 shows the Great Mes profiles 
and illustrates well what was just described. 
The water supplied to the Great Lakes is originaîed directly fiom min, end snow and the 
drainage wiîhin the watershed. Because of the extensive ana they cover, the portion of water lost 
due to evaporation fiom the nnfac+ is generally veq si@cant Any calnilation of the 
hydrologie balance mut  consider this very fact. 
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F i n  4 - 1 Location hlrp 
Source: Regulation of Great Lakes Water LeveIs, Report to the UC, DeCernber 1973. 
. .O 
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Usually, the Iakes are able to store the mean net supplies of water without an excessive 
change in water levels. However, long periods of drought or abundant precipitation, coupled with 
limited capacity of their connections may cause the levels to fluctuaîe beyond what would be 
considered the desired threshold to the water users and the inhabitants of the region. 
The lakes are situated in Canada and the United States, their regulaîion subject to the 
approval of both govemments, and the bi-nationai cornmittee, the intemational Joint Commission 
(UC) which coordinates the regdation of Great Mes level variations. This was done in 
accordance to the Article iX of the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909. 
Much of the region surrounding the lakes is densely populated and this population relies 
heavily on the stored water for hydroelecûic energy generation, commercial navigation, water 
supply, recreation, etc. Besides, a factor of utmost importance to be takm into consideration for 
any lakes regdation policy is the fact that, many people live on the lakeshores. 
Because of the above, on October 7, 1964, the Govenunents of Canada and the United 
States submitted to the UC a Reference where they expresxd their desire that the Commission 
study and detemine possible actions in order to improve the range of water Ievels fluctuations 
with beneficial effects to the foUowing 10 interest groups. 
1. Municipal infiastructure (such as water intakes and m a g e  outfalls) 
2. Commercial navigation 
3. Hydropower gaieration 
4. Industriai and commetcial facilities (that have docks andor pro- lakes mer) 
5 .  Agriculture 
6. Residential shore property (riparian) 
7. Fi& wildlife and other environmentai considerations 
8. Commercial fishties 
9. Recreation and tourisn (bcluding recreational boating) 
10. Native North Americans 
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As one wouId expect, these uses of the Iake water depend mostly on the magnttude of the 
outflows From the connecting rivers and canals along with the lakes levels. The studies so far have 
shown that it is aot possible to completely solve the problem of hi& water levels in such a manner 
that al1 the prospective users will be completely satisfied at the same tirne. Nevertheless, it is 
feasible to adopt measures that would alleviate rame of the users fkom the privation caused by 
them without causing fùrther troubles to others. 
4.2 Great Lakes Region 
4.2.1 Geographic description and climate 
The Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River system is located along the 45th pardel, b o r d e ~ g  the 
Provinces of Ontario and Quebec in Canada; and the states of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, 
Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New York in the United States. 
Table 4 - 1 that follows shows the physical and maui hydrologie features for each of the 
Great Lakes, as is presented in "Reguiution of Great Lukes Water Levels, Report tu the 
international Joint Commission by the Intematzonal Great Lakes Board (Under the Reference of 
October 7, 1964) ", dated December 7,1973. 
The areas located north and West of Lake Superior and north of Lake Huron conskt of 
low mountains, hilk many lakes and niarshes and are known as the Laurentian Uplands. This area 
is not extensively cultivateci, is sparsely populated, composed mainly by fonsts. The Central 
Lowiands have a different type of topograpby, consistùig of flatiands. 
An interesthg feature to mention is that the lakes were for& by a proçcss simüar to the 
one thaî contributed to form the stores of groundwater. As the Wisconsin stage giacier rmeated, 
the melting of the ice filied in the huge cavities left by the glaciers. A rough estimate of the 
volume of water stored would mount to 5,475 cubic miles in an ara of 94,000 square miles. 
Important to stress as well, is the fact that only a srnail portion of the Mmeme amount o f  stored 
water is affaaed by climatic variation which wiii induce the experienced range of volume 
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1) Lake St. Clair elevations were available only for the period starting in 1898 and ending in the collection of present data, 1972. 3 Cu 
2 
2) Maxima set in 1973: Lake St. Clair 576.23 (June), Lake Erie 573.51 (June). Outflows: St. Clair River 245,000; Niagara River 265,000; St. 3 
Lawrence River 350,000. 
3) Outflows include the effects of diversions. 
4) Approximate. 
5) lnsufficient records available. 
6) Drainage basin includes land and water surface i u a .  
7) Land areas include the total drainage area to the outlet of the upstrearn lake. 
8) Water areas do not include areas of connecting channels. 
9) lncludes area down the St. Lawrence Power Project aï Cornwall. 
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and, as a consequence, levels change. Accordmg to IGBLC 1975-76, Appendix 1 1, pp. 7-8 1, 
only around 1.4% of the total volume is affected. 
The Great Lakes area is marked by four very distinct seasons with a great deal of 
temperature variations. Because of the extensive water area they cover, the lakes have great 
influence on the climate of the region. They act by regulating the exchange of heat, absorbing it 
during the day, and liberating it during the night, reducing the daily range of temperature variation. 
Although there is no significant difference in the amount of precipitation fiom one month to 
another, the types and sources of precipitation are very diversifieci. 
4.2.2 Hydrologie Background 
Lake Superior is located at the highest elevation and discharges into Lake Huron by St. M q s  
River. Lake Michigan, as mentioned in the introduction, connects with Lake Huron, through the 
Straits of Mackinac. Due to nature of this co~ection, it is possible to encounter reverse flow 
beniveen both lakes, i.e., Michigan and Huron, that allows the level stabilization to occur very 
rapidly. This is the ody situation where the reverse flow can physically happen in the region. 
Lake Huron empties to Lake Erie passing first by Lake St. Clair. The connections are the 
St. Clair River and Detroit River, respectively. The Niagara River conveys Lake Erie outfiows to 
Lake Ontario. This Iast one hss a distinct situation fiom the rest of the five lakes, being situated an 
average of 325 feet below the uppzr ones. The reader is reminded that the average level difference 
between Lake Superior and Lake Erie M e r  by a mere 30 to 35 feet. Lake Ontario outflows are 
dischargeci through the St. Lawrence River. Figure 4 - 2 presents diis situation. 
The excess water from Lake Superior goes to Lake Michigan-Huron, and simiIarly fiom 
Michigan-Huron to St. Clair, fiom St. Clair to Erie and fiom Erie to Ontario. The tirne this excess 
water takes to travel fiom one lake to the other is diffèrent fiom the time it takcs when it goes 
through the coanecting channels. As is the case with long-teim opthbation, this difference in 
traveling tirne is neglected in the present work. 
, 
Since 1922 Lake Superior has its outfiows regulated. It should be observeci that the mean 
reguiated monthly outflows f?om it are greater than the histoncal unregulated ones and rtgistcrtd 
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before that date. As a consequence, Lake Michigan-Huron had its water levels variations 
increased, the same happening to the average water levels. However, since the implemenîation of 
Regdation Plan 1977, discussed later, and the consequent inclusion of Lakes Michigan-Huron 
water levels in the decision process, Lake Supenor elevaiion has been kept in the upper half of 
what is considered as its naturai range of elevaiion. There is an economic reason for this: when 
Lakes Michigan-Huron and Erie have their levels reduced, the property values of the area dong 
the shore h e  increased. Aiso, hydroelectric power generaîion and navigation on the St. Marys 
River benefit fiom fiigher levels in Lake Superior. And there is practically no influence in the 
power gaieration at Niagara Falls. 
There is a 20 foot head diffaence between Lake Michigan-Huron and Lake Superior. 
Because of that, any regulation of the former will not influence the levels in the latter. However, 
the same cannot be said with respect to Lakes Erie and St. Clair, thaî are highiy dependent on the 
levels in Lake Michigan-Huron. 
4.3 Great Lakes Water Levels and Fbws Variation 
The official level reference, accepted by both wuntries, Canada and the United States, is the 
international Great Lakes Dahun - 1955 (IGLD - 1955). An important simplifjhg assumption in 
the present work, which eases the computations, is the non-inclusion of the earth's crust 
movement. This c d  movement affects the measured water levels with respect to tirne. 
Disregarchg the occurrence of this physid phenornenon means assuming a constant reference 
for water level fluctuations throughout the study period. 
Another n e c e s s q  assumption is the use of average leveis. Level oscillation in lakes can 
vary very tapidly with the water waves rnovements haWig periods ranging fiom one to ten 
seconds. Another type of movement, also disregarded, is the rocking motion d e d  seiching, 
provoked by wind set up. This type of fiequency analysis is beyond the scope of the present study 
because they have iittie influence in the lake levels management in the long-term. 
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Ice Retardaîion for the co~ecting chamel flows, causing flow retardation. 
Aquatic Growth (Weed Retardation), causing the same retardation problem as above. 
Meteorological Disturbances like wiads, aîmospheric pressure (disregarded). 
Tides (disregarded) 
Crusta1 Movernent (disregarded) 
From the List above, oniy the first six factors influenced the data used in the present work. 
Moreover, as explaineci fiuther in this chapter, when discussing the Net Basin Supply approach, 
the first four, that are difficult to measure because of the uncertainties involved, are combined into 
just one, the Net Basin Supply (NBS). 
As one might expect, the Lake levels suffer variation when the net difference between the 
input and the output of water is diffment firom zero. When greater tban zero, there is an increase in 
the lake Ievel. And when l e s  than zero the lake level decreases. 
And the artificial factors that contriiute to the variations in water Ievels are: 
Drdf&g 
Diversions 
0 Consumptive use of lakes water 
Regulation 
Dredging is not taken into account in this work, therefore it was 8ssumed that the 
comectjng channels have a sta!ic configuration dong the study tiw. For the diversions, their 
locations and respective amount is SUIIM8nZed below. 
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Average rnonthiy diversions, to and from the lakes, in rcfi-rnonrh. This notation, means an 
average flow of 1000 cubic feet per second during one month. It c m  be easily converted into 
volume. 
1 .  To Lake Superior 
Long Lac and Ogoki diversions - 5.0 tcfs-monh 
2. From Lake Michigan 
Chicago Sanitay and Shp Canal - 3.2 tc$-month 
3. From Lake Erie 
Welland Canai diversion, fiom lake Erie and into lake Ontario - 7.0 tcfs-nionth 
Diversion 1 Loke Superior Lakes Michigan-Huron Loke Erie Luke Ontario 
Table 4 - 2 E f k t  of the Major Divenions on Clikes Lm& (k) 
Long Lake and Ogoki 
Chicago 
Welland Canal 
The present reguiation plans were designed in such a way ehat the diversions and th& 
effects on M e s  levels were accommodated Any suggested aiternate plan must do the same and 
diis Case Study makes no exception. The consumptive uses for lakes water were neglected 
because they present varying rates £rom one year to anotha and the projection of their increase for 
the fbture is not very well detennined as of the publication of "Regdation of Great Lakes Water 
Levds", 1973. Aithough this might affect the d t s  for the operation, that it is beyond the scope 





The foîlowing figure, Figure 4 - 3, i l i m  the configuration of the system and wved 
as a refcrerice for this wo& presentiog the regulrrgulatcd and unregulated fiows f?om the LeLes as weil 
as the existing diversions. 





Unregula ted flow 
Regulated flow 
Diversion 
Figure 4 - 3 Schematic Diagram of the Great Lakes System Showing OutRows and Significant 
Divenions 
4.3.1 Hydrologie data 
4.3.1.1 Recorded data 
The data used in the present work was obtaind fiom "Regdation of Great Lakes Water Levels", 
Appdix B, VOL 2, 1973. They are records of levels, flows and diversions daîing h m  the period 
starting in January 1900 and ending in June 1973. That snidy, which reached its conclusions in 
December 1973, dthough dated, considerd the data 'iiniformly consistent" and has the 
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agreement of the Federal Agencies fiom both countnes. It presented the necessary amount of 
information that enabled the author to develop and to test the optimization and simulation models. 
The results obtained tiom the simulation mode1 using derived policies were cornpared with those 
fiom the simulation of the operation, desaibed M e r  in this Chapter in an attempt to emulate the 
operaiion as the WC prescribes it. 
4.3.1.2 Derived data 
The Net Basin Supply, a parameter that was derived from the data above, was also used. As the 
name implies, it provides the information on the totai net supply to the basin and below the two 
existing approaches to estabiish a hydrologic database are explained. From it, the hydrologist may 
know the amount of water that the lake receives fiom precipitation fiom within the watershed, 
including its surface area subtracted fiom the loss caused by evaporation and condensation. The 
approaches are based in the following equation, differing in the choice of recorded parameters to 
be employed. The hydrologic budget can be written as: 
Also, AS is defined as equal to AHAI, a Iinear relationship, applicable in the present case. 
Where, definhg the t h e  step Ar equal to one month. we can define: 
dS - rnontbly variation of storage on lake fkom beginning to end of period in cfs-rnonths; 
AH - monîhiy change of lake level in feet; 
Al - lake ara in cfs-months per foot @th; 
I - average mondûy inflow Born inflow comecting channel in cfs; 
O - average monthly outtlow fiom outfiow connecting chaxmel in cy5; 
P - duect precipitation onto lake in feet (areal average); 
E - waporation fiom iake in feet (areal average); 
R - basin nmoff in cfs, excludes dit portion thaî ente15 the iakcs through the mainstem co~mecting 
channel; 
Gm, - net inflow in c@-months, contriiution fiom groundwaier sources; 
D - diversion out of lake in #. 
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Each side of Equation 4. 2 cm be used to compute the NBS. Depending on which side is 
employed, there is either the rainfall-nrnoff technique or the Iake response technique. The former 
is defined as 
NBS = (P- E ) A ,  + RAî + G,,e, 
while the latter is defined as  
NBS= M A ,  +(O- I)At+ DM 4.4 
Both techniques above have a considerable rnargin of error, but for the Great Lakes case, 
the lake response method is easier and more reliable because of the kind of uncertainty embedded 
in the runoff-rainfall method. Precipitation, evagoration, runoff and groundwater contxibution 
measurements are far more difficult to be effective for Iakes with the size of those that compose 
the Great Lakes system than levels, areas, outflows, inflows and diversion me8SLUenients. Figure 4 
- 3 premts a schematic view of the hydrologie phenornena just described. 
The tables premting the rnoathly historical values for the NBS for the five lakes are 
presented below. AU values are given in t#s-mon!hs. They were obtained for the periad ranging 
fiom Janwy 1900 to June 1973 
FACTORS AFFECTING THE LEVELS OF THE 
GREAT LAKES 
SOLIRCf: THE GREAT U K E S  WATER LEVELS PROBLEM BY A. O. DE COORE. LIiUNOS 1968 
FACTORS AFFECTING THE LEVELS OF THE GREAT LAKES 
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Monrh Lake Superior Luka Michigan- Lake Sr Clair Lake Erie Lake Ontario 
Huron 
Januar~ -12.99 55.18 6.15 22 -99 31.91 
February 8.99 86.78 6.76 29.77 35.55 
March 42.73 178.89 8.34 68.88 73.4 1 
A pril 148.59 283.74 7.8 1 65.42 92.3 1 
May 191.50 255.61 6.46 44.19 60.00 
June 158.72 208.3 1 4.50 26-8 1 41.26 
J ~ Y  13 1.32 132.15 3.75 2.16 24.74 
* W i W  100.23 30.26 2.14 -15.92 7.34 
September 75.32 29.19 1.68 -22.48 2.48 
October 36.97 49.97 1.60 -24.95 5.19 
Novernber 14.92 -1.16 1.73 -9.47 16.36 
December -24.40 25.62 4.33 1 1.58 22.55 














Lake Superior Lakes Michigan- Lake St. Clair Lake Erie LaRe Ontario 
Huron 
25.13 52.44 7.15 37.91 22.67 
27.53 44.84 6.79 28.18 18.6 1 
4 1.88 74.10 7.16 30.76 27.23 
5 1.06 84.79 7.60 3 1.32 28.74 
59.12 82.08 6.36 25.91 25.55 
5 2.24 64.38 4-58 20.62 18.12 
39.82 54.18 4.60 17.35 14.80 
42.0 1 59.9 1 3.87 14.28 12.58 
53.03 68.23 3.50 19.29 12.29 
44.93 71.21 3.29 19.68 16.85 
39.49 63.29 3.4 1 2 1.22 18.38 
29.22 63.65 5.79 27.67 20.73 
Table 4 - 4 BUtoricaJ Standrud Dtvutioa Vaiues for tbe Net Bwia Suppîies to the Wu (vdues in 
tcfs~month) 
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During the period that the data were recorde the lakes regime and the hydraulic conditions of the 
coanecting channels changed. Therefore, the registered data has the ùuluence of these changes 
and cannot be considered as part of a stationary process. The IJC Report and its data assumeci 
some constant conditions, cded the Basis-of-Cornparison, in such a way that it is possible to 
make the necessary evaluatioos within a controlled environment. With the conditions defined as 
stated below, the historical NBS were routed through the system and the monthly mean levels and 
flows were computed. To d o w  meaningfid cornparison with the operation as defïned by the 
Commission, for the case of the present work, the synthetic NBS (see discussion further in this 
Chapter) were also routexi through the conditions used to define the Basis-of-Cornparison. That 
meam that th= conditions were valid either for the simulation of the present operaiion, and for 
the tesîing of the proposed release policies. They are: 
The values for the diversions to and from the laices assume constant monthly vaIues as 
previously presented in this Chapter. 
Lake Supaior is operaiecl in accordance with the 1977 Regdation Plan. This is the operation 
plan used by the intemational Lake Superior Board of Control (ILSBC). 
1962 outlet conditions for Lake Huron. 
1953 outlet conditions for Lake Erie. 
Lake Ontario is operated in accordance with the 1958A Plan. The UC Reports use the 1958D 
Plan, whae the basic d e  flow, computed as 1958A Plaq is fiirther submitted to a series of 
adjusbments, based on a index called Supply Indicator, that m e s  as an indication of naiae 
supplies. if it points to a situaîion where thae is a signifiamt amount of positive supplies 
more outflow is released. And vice-versa These adjustments are not considemi in the present 
work. The main reason for that is th& although Plan 1958D is presentiy in operaîiou, it must 
be noted tbat depending on the inîerests iovolved and physical conditions like leveis, 
out£iows, etc., the authonties cm exercise discretion to modify the d e s  of operation and this 
happens with a certain frequency. Plan 1958D cari be seen rabier like thc guideiine for 
operation than the exact d e s  of operation 
The fint part of Appendix A, entitled LakSim (acronym for Lakes Simulation), ha9 the 
algoritbm with the e x p l d o n  of how the present operation simniaîion was set up. Appendix B 
reproduces the fïndings and conclusions fiom the 1973 UC report thst saved as a referace for 
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the approach used in this work. These findings and conclusions ùifluenced not only the present 
operation sirnuiaiion, but also the aggregation and optimization parts, here included with the 
performance evaluation simulation. Table 4 - 5 lis& the levels and ranges used as the Basis-oc 
Cornparison for the five lakes. Ail values are presented inp. 
Level Lake Lakes Michigan- Lake Sî. Clair Lake Erie Lake 
Superior Huron Ontario 
Maximum 60 1 -86 581.59 576.56 573.63 247.32 
Minimum 598.68 575.13 570.84 568.02 24 1.66 
Rage 3.18 6 -46 5.72 5.61 5.66 
-- - 
Table 4 - 5 Maximum and Minimum Suggested Levels and Ranges 
During all the simulations, whenever the tentative lake level at the end-of-period was 
situated outside this desired range, which is specified in Table 4 -5, it was considemi as an 
occurrence of exceedance. Next, they were recordd to obtain the probabilities of exceedance. 
These probabilities refer to the inability of the release policy to maintain the lakes levels within the 
specified range, without furthex adjustnients. However, because the real simulation conditions 
were reproduced, the outfiow was corrected in order to mainttain the lake level wiîhin the desired 
bou11duies. These corrections did not violate the outtiows constraints. 
4.3.3 Regulation Plans 
4.3.3.1 General Information 
According to the b e l s  Referace Study, Annex 3, 1993, there were two approaches used to 
determine the regulation plans for that analysis. The first one, as WU be noted in the nmct two 
sections, employed a traditional hydrologic approach, by setting up d e  curves that aim at 
satisfjing an ensemble of hydrologic Specincatiom. The process consists of simuiating s e v d  
conditions of 1cvels and outflows for the upstream and downsbteam lakes and, by rou!ing the 
monthiy (or weekiy) NBS miough them, doing the necessary adjustments until a satisfhctory 
output is obtained. This process is basically trial-anduror. This is the methodology cmmtly 
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under use. The second approach, considers the Great Lakes System as a whole and proceeds the 
optimization of the operation in such a way that the benefits from the entire set of interests, a 
multiobjective funciion, are maximized. They employed value fiinctions that assigned a value 
within the range 0-1 to outaows or levels. Zero being the most prefmed situation and one being 
the least prefmed situation. The major difficulty with this approach is the definition of the value 
functions, that are fuzzy values and thus generating f k y  benefits. As written in the above 
mentioued report, they are a "wish List", defined in "the context of not howing the impacts or 
consequences of such water level and flow regimes, and not knowing if it is possible to achieve 
such regimes." (See referred Study, page 6-5). 
For the present work, the objective of the Grst type of operaiion plan was adopteci. in it, 
the most important issue is the maintenance of some desired levels of operaiion. This type of 
objective was employed for the simulation of the present operation and for the optimization part. 
The desired levels of  operation are simply the average levels obtained by routing the historical 
NBS through the system subjezt to the Basis-of-Cornparison conditions. The present release 
policies for Lake Superior consider the States of Lake Superior and Lakes Michigan-Huron, while 
for Lake Ontario only its levels are taken into account. in the curmt work, during the 
opthkation phase, however, a fundamental ciiffience fiom that approach was introduced. The 
operation policies are aow computed considering the date of the system as a whole. As the system 
presents controls only for the iakes situated at the exûeme locations of the system, the policies are 
defined solely for Lakes Superior and Ontario. 
Now will foilow the description of how the present policies were obtahed for the 
IntemationaI Joint Commission Policies devised using histoncal NBS are satisfwtory for the past 
sequene of supplies. If criticai periods of droughts or excess supply of water of pater ampiitude 
than those registered so far occur, it is probable thaî the poiicies would not be saîisfhctory. 
Because of that, syndictic supplies with the same statistical propertics as the historical oncs were 
generated, but with much longer duration. Onct mm, it is important to have sptcified siationary 
conditions to gencrate the stochastic process. Using the simulation approach as describeci in the 
first paragraph, it was necessuy to test an empirical combination of poiicies for severai hundred 
trial plans. To reduce the computaîional effort, fïrst just the historical sequcnces were used. ARer 
selecting a set of the best policies, the synthetic series were used to obtain the final ones. By 
adopting a stochastic stmtegy to solve the problem, it is expected thae this dculation effort is 
d u c a i  and thaî the operation policies chus o b h e d ,  scientifidy fomulated. 
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Tiiere are three major reasons for a d o p ~ g  the strategy of assuming the statiomrity of 
flows and trying to maintain the resultant historid mean levels as the most appropriate for 
operation objectives. 
I .  Even though it is possible to make some inferences about the fiinire expected water 
supplies, they still have ernbedded a great deal of uncertainty. The historical levels 
were already tested and, as of the present momea considered as acceptable (although 
not preferable) by most of the interest groups. 
2. It is very difncult to put economical values to some desired features of operation such 
as recreaîion and aesthetics. 
3. It is practicaily impossible to promote equitable allocation of potentid benefits 
arnongst the different, and sometimes conflicting, groups of interest. 
The structure of the hydrologic response mode1 dong with the regdation plan can be 
summarized as is presented in Figure 4 - 5, accordhg to Loucks et al. (1987). 
4.3.3.2 Lake Superior Regulation 
Lake Superior Regulation is called Regdation Plan 1977. in Octobex 1979, it replaced the IGLLB 
plan SO-901 and is just an update of this previous plan. Before SO-901, where SO stands for 
Superior and Ontario regdation, there existeci the Modified Rule of 1949, whch was in opemion 
during the 1950s and 1960s. ïhe latter considered only Lake Superior levels for the cietennination 
of its outfiows, while the other two take Lakes Michigan-Huron level into consideration. As a 
result, it was expected that the benefits of this inclusion would extend to the la& loc8tet-i 
dowmtream of Lakes Michigan-Huron, Lakes St. Clair and Erie. However, as pointed by Loucks 
et al. (1987), it never became clear whether this really happemi, with two conflicting opinions 
about it. Plan 1977 is established in such a way diat the natural Lake Superior outfiows are 
emulated, alma& considering the Long Lac-ûgoki diversion. With the inclusion of Lakes 
Michigan-Huron levels in the regulation plan, the excess water is storeci in Lake Superior. The 
consequenu is an incrase in its average lcvel îhat wodd be benefid for hydroc1ectric energy 
generaîion and navigation in the St. Marys River. The lowcring of average levels in the Middle 
Lakes would improve the shoreline property values without compromising the energy generaîion 
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at Niagara F d s .  The critics to this Plan state that, in the long-tenri, this increase in shoreline 
property values will not take place because the levels dowustream Lake Superior will gradudly 
retum to its previous situation. My opinion coincides with this point of view, because once the 
new average Ievel is attained for Lake Superior, the long-term average outfiows would remain the 
same, and consequentiy the Uicrease in the expected benefits are transient and not stationary. 
However, if ortiy hydropower generation and navigation in Lake Superior are the objectives, the 
benefits would hcrease. 
The basic outflow for Lake Superior can be obtained fiom the equaîion below. 
Where: 
QbpdC - basic d e  flow. 
A - statistically derived constant - adopted the "best" one, as dehed in "Regulaîion of Great 
Lakes Water Levels", Appendk B, Lake Regulation, 7 December 1973, p.B-40, quai to 200 
tcfdfi. For more detaiis, follow explanation beiow on how this value was W. 
PA&",, - historiai average outfiow, ccmputed fiom die data collection period as recommended in 
the above mentioned report. 
VaflS, ]and Var[H, ] - estimated monthly historical variances for water levels at lakes Superior and 
Michigan-Huron rcspective1y. 
Sj H, - target levels for lakes Superior and Michigan-Huron, also de- as the estimateci monthly 
historical averages. 
Sb H, - Beginnins-of-Period (BOP) water levels. 
The adjment  to the historical average ouîfiows cornes fiom the simple iinear 
relationship, where the present hydraulic head is normalized by the monthly standard dcviaîion of 
the BOP water leveis: 
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The objective of the relationship above is to try to approximaîe the relative water levek 
fiom both lakes to the same situation as the one registered by the average historical ones and 
within the natural ranges. 
A is an empirically derived parameter expressing the rate of adjusiment to the initially 
calcdated Qow fiom Iake Superior. It adjusts the speed of bringing the relative levers between 
lake Superior and lakes Michigan-Huron into balance. The value below was estabLished based on 
cornputer simulations. 
ûther tested values were 50,000; 100,000 and 300,000 cf?>. The chosen one presented 
the best economical impact on lakes Superior, Michigan-Huron and Erie considering the 
multiobjective fiuiction during the stuciy period of 1900- 1967. 
RO is the relationship between the standard deviaiions of laices Superior and Michigan- 












Table 4 - 6 MontMy vducs for the RO parameter 
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Once the mie outflow is computed, its value is compared with the maximum and 
minimum allowable Limitations and, if these constraints are not satisfied, these limiting values are 
assumeci. There is an exception, however. The minimum outfiow is 55 tcfs-months but if the d e  
outflow falls within the range 55 to 65 tcfi-rnonths, it is automatically adjusted to 55  to allow 
Lake Superior levels to increase. Another kind of criteria is also specified, such as the change in 
flow rate fiom one mondi to another must not exceed 30 tcfi-monfhs, in absolute value. This 
limitations aims at maintain.ing a regular flow rate, reducing the deviation fiom the average values. 
Plan 1977 also includes the computation of the gate settings based on the for- of NBS 
for the next few months in order to reduce the number of gate movements during the year. For 
example, the gate sethg dehed at the beginning of December is valid und the month of April. 
in this work, the gate settings computations are not wried out, nor are the predicasts, the name 
given to "predicate" forecasts, diat are predictions effectuated using just mean values for the net 
supplies. 
4.3.3.3 Middle Lakes Routing 
Lakes Michigan-Huron, St. Clair and Erie are diredy connected and no regdation is exercised. 
Thus, the flow between thcm depcnds on their relative levds, i.e., difference betweeti upstream 
and downsreeam lake levels and the physical characteristics of their connection. The connecting 
channels are St. Clair and Detroit rivers. The outflow in the St. Clair river is a function of both 
lakes Michigan-Huron and St Clair and, in Detroit river, of lakes St. Clair and Erie. The outflow 
fiom this last one, through the Niagara river, afZects its levels. This i n f ' odon  mut, therefore, 
be taken into account, as weîi. Because of the abrupt hydraillic jump betwecn lakes Erie and 
Ontano, levels Born the latter do not affect the upstream leveis. If ail this idonnation is 
assenibled, the resultting system of equations has six unhowns and six equations to be solvd For 
sake of simplicity, the approach alreaây derived for the Middle Lakes Routing in the report by 
Loucks et ai. (1987) was useci. The derivation of the system of equations has the following 
feasoning. 
For the reIationship that d e s c r i i  the steady n o n d o m  flow for St. Clair and Detroit 
rivers the authors of that report employed the one fiom GLEC 1975-76, Appcndix B, p. 56 and 
they rmiadt its similarity to the theoretical fonnula for flow over a submerged, broadlcrested 
weir. 
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Figure 4 - 5 Great hkes Regdation and Eydrologic Responsc Modd 
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Q = c A H y 2  = C'ByHh 
Where: 
A - average area of the flow; 
B - average width of the flow; 
y - mean depth; 
H - effective upstream head; 
C ' and C " - constants that depend on the channel geometry and its roughness, vaIues that Vary 
according to the system of units employed. 
Let US assume that 
hl  and h2 being the elevations of the water surfhces for the upstream and downstream 
lakes respecûvety . 
Replacing the y in formula 4-7 we obtain 
The formula above assumeci tbat the width of the flow is a linear fûnction of deph and it 
is cailed a two-stage discharge relation. It is named two-stage kause  it considers the stages in 
both upstrearn and dowllstteam lakes. 
For the Niagara river, the one-stage relationship gives 
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where the C 's are detennined empirically by a fitting technique. It is of import to note that in this 
work the values for these constants are different tiom those employed in the just mentioned 
report. Those that were set up specificaily for the data in hand, that consider exactiy the same 
stations for the flow measurements, were the chosen ones. They were obtained fiom IGLLB, 
1973, App. B, V.2, p.B-9. 
The so-cailed constants kapa assumexi the foiiowing values: 
For St. Clair river: 
kapal = 73.5 H O  
For Detroit river: 
kapa2 = 177.2860 
For Niagara river: 
kapa3 = 3665.0000 
For Lakes Michigan-Huron it is neces- to consider the regulated outflow fiom Lake 
Superior, the NBS for that month, the diversion of £iow into the Chicago Sanitary and Ship canal. 
This vaiue has been fixai, in an agreement between the two corntries, rcmaining constant for the 
figure presented before. For Lake St. Clair, the smallest one of all five, receives the no~eguiated 
outfiow fkom Lakes Michigan-Huron, its NBS and produces nonregdateci outflow. Lake Erie 
reproduces the previous situation, with the inclusion of the Welland Canal diversion. This 
diversion is assumed as a constant addition to the Lake Erie outflow. From the relationships 
presented above, six nonlinear equations are derived To solve this system of nonlinear equations, 
iinearization is adopted, and the standard time step considered for Lakes Superior and Ontario, a 
month, is decomposed in 40 ab-steps. After testing, it was observed that an iteration cycle of 5 
repetitions was enough to guarautee convergence in each sub-step. 
Appendix A presents the algorithm for the Middle Lakes Rouing problem, As they 
remain unregulated for the proposed operation policies, the same algorithm can be employed in 
the second part. 
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4.3.3.4 Lake Ontario Regulation 
As there is no lake dowllstreaxn of Lake Ontario, the computation of the basic d e  flow uses just 
its own levels and Lake Erie's. The relationship that appears below is show in "Regulation of 
Great Lakes Water Levels", Decernber 1973. OrigmUy, this fonnula refers to a time step equal to 
one week, but here it w u  employed to solve for a monthly tirne step. The adjustmcnts perforrned 
with the help of the supply indicators as it is prescribed in Plan 1958 D, which is cwently in use, 
were disregarded. 
The following relaîionship was employed to compute the basic rule flow 
where 
Qbdc - basic d e  flow, 
EOP, - monthly end-of-period Ontario water level, 
Tg,,- target water level for Iake Ontario, given by the estimate of histoncal mean level, 
EOPCrlC - montMy end-oGperiod Erie water level, 
T g ,  - target water level for lake Erie, given by the estimate of historical mean level, and 
AvOut, - long-tem mean preprojed lake Ontario outflow. 
Having the basic d e  oudlow, its value is compaced with the maximum and minimum 
allowable limitations and, if these constraints are not satisfied, the necessaiy adjustments are 
made. Appendix C prcsents the information regarding these constraints. As was the case with 
Lake Superior regdation, the changes in flow rate fiom one week to anotha m u t  not ex& 20 
tcfs-months, in absolute valut. This figure was adopted for the maximum aiiowable monthly 
variation. The intendments of diis measure are s i m k  to those in Lake Superior. The reader is 
referred to Appendix A for more details on this tegulation implementaîion. 
' The outla conditions are those existîng befan the regdation of laLe Ornano. Le., bdore the year of 1955. 
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4.4 Definition of the Problem 
In the introduction of this chapter it was mentioned that the intent of the Reference submitted to 
the goverments of both countries was to improve the range of water leveis fluctuations in such a 
manner that the interest groups would benefit &om it. Or, at least, that the improvement of the 
conditions for one group would not result in the worsening of the present situation for the others. 
To be consistent with the approach aiready utilized in the WC studies, aven that the major 
concem of this application is the validation of an experimental methodology, and facilitate the 
cornparison between an existing d e  of operation and a new proposed one, the conditions 
stipdated by the existing agreements, materialized as the Basis-of-Cornparison, are those 
considered as valid in this Case Study. in other words, they were the same for the simulation of 
the routiag of the synthetic NBS for the five laices either in the case of the present regdation (as 
just describeci in the previous section) and the new proposed one. 
It was also pointed out that it is very difficult to measure the reai benefits obtained fiom 
improvements regarchg recreation, aesthetic and environmental considaaaions, dong with other 
simiiar benefits thai are important and generate rehims to the society as whole but with fuzy 
benefits, hard to evaluate with precision. As dealin8 witb this type of fbzq values will add more 
uncertahty to a stochastic problan and is not dinaly connected to the mein purpose of this 
research, it was decided to opt for more well-defineci designs, the maintenance of the UC's 
objectives as stated in the 1973 report, "Regdation of the Great Lakes Waîer Leveis". As a remit, 
they were defbed as the atternpt to rcproduce the average estimated mean levels that would have 
occurred in the 1900- 1973 period, had the static connguration of the Great Lakes System been as 
defined in the Basissf-Cornparison 
Some s i m p w g  8ssumptions were inboduced in s e t a  the simulation of the operation. 
For instance, the use of monMy time steps for Lake Ontario and Lake Erie instead of quarter 
monthly time steps, and the Lake Ontario regdation as presented in "Regulation of Great Laices 
Water Levels", App. B, 1973, p. B-40. To avoid the cornparison of diffkrent types of opaation, 
fht the system opedon  is simuiated by routing îhc historiai NBS through the five laka and 
co~ecting chenneis. These fesults are men compareci with the same operation procedure for the 
synthetic data generated as explainecl fiirther ahead. With this procedure, two modcis thaî exnulate 
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more closely the stochastic process that generated the Net Basin Supplies were validated. A 
practical implementation aspect thaî was taken into consideration was the need to use pre-existent 
~atlabQ routines, especialiy those fkom the System Identification Toolboxes, bekuw of the 
compaîibility with the rest of the routines developed for this work and immeàiate availability. 
In "Levels Reference Study", h.Uex 3, 1993, there is the infomtion thai the 
autoregressive moving average (ARMA) processes, ARMA (1,l) and ARMA (2,O) had good 
performance in modeling the NBS. But once the processes were modeled as univariate, they had 
to be 1Uiked together due to the spatial correlaîion existent between the lakes. Yevjevich (1975) 
and Buchberger (1992) used a muitivariate ARMA (2,O) to mode1 the processes with respect to 
time and spatial correlation. 
In 199 1 the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers modeled the NBS for each lake (univariate) as 
an ARMA (1,l) process. Loucks (1 989) used Contemporaneous ARMA (CARMA) processes for 
this purpose and the above mention4 study also experimented with the ARMA (1,I) processes 
for the upper lakes and ARMA (2,O) for the lower ones. Because it only accounts for lags equal to 
zero, hence the contemporaneous in its name, it is much faster and easier to impiement and 
generate the synthetic NBS than most multivariaâe processes. This work is c0nsÛained by the fact 
that the ~ a t i a b @  Identification Toolbox has available ody muhivariate autoregressive models and 
univariate ARMA ones. Therefore, the foiiowing ones were tested: 
.4R,MA (1,1), five univariate modeîs. 
ARMA (2,0), five univariate modeis. 
Muitivariate AR models 
O Contempomeous AR moâels of orders 1 and 2. 
O Contemporaneous Periodical AR model of order 1. 
O AR mode1 with lower triangth input matrix of order 1. 
From the modeIs above, the contempof8neous muitivariate seasonal AR mode1 of order I 
and the contempomeous dtivariate periodical AR model of order 1 were those that more 
closely approm'mated to the historicai NBS data As additional teshg, outpiuts like lakes leveis 
and outnows that were obtajned atta the simuiaîion of the operaîion were considemi as well, end 
both modeIs performed satisfactorily. Although some of the other modeis presented similar 
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performance, the suggestion presented in Hipel and McLeod (1994) was followed and Occam's 
razor was applied, Le., those with Iess complexity involved were chosen. Appendix C presents a 
summary of the inputs for the simulation and the main parameters involved in the system 
operaîion. in the following pages, are added tables with the operation results for the simulation of 
both the historical NBS and the synthetic ones. 
The objective fiction evaluated during the simulations was detined according to the 
foilowing relationship: 
T L  
Cost = CCJ-, fort=l.  ..., 12; andI=l. ..., L. 
Where: 
S,' - average level of lake I in month $ 
31' - estimated average monthly level of lake / in month I, &er routing the historical NBS througb 
the lakes ernploying the BOC. 
This information can be obtained îrom "Regulation of Great Lakes Water Levels", Lake 
Regdation, App. B, V. 1, Coordinated Basic Data, 1973. Also, the average level is dehed as: 
SIf = 
BOP + EOP 
* 
As one might expect, the objective of the opthkation was the minhiaion of the 
relationship defined by equation 4. 12, but redtten as foilows: 
The use of the w o n  operator above is due to the fhct that for a specific releasc 
policy, given a BOP level, and a stochastic NBS, the average level becornes a mdom variable. 
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4.5 Aggregation Scheme 
The Great Lakes system presents control structures in only two of its components, namely, Lake 
Superior and Lake Ontario. Therefore, to avoid local policies for the latter, the aggregation was 
penormed considering in the f%st stage, Lake Superior versus au aggregated lake dowomeam that 
cornprised Lakes Michigan-Huron, St. Clair, Erie and Ontario. In the second stage, Lakes 
Superior, Michigan-Huron, St. Clair and Erie were aggregated in one upsaeam lake and then a 
two-level MAM-SDP optimizaton, with Lake Ontario located downstream of it, was performed. 
For both coatrols the policies are global, but still approximate. This approach was called " Whole 
Sysrem Oprimizat~on ". 
On the other hand, another approach where Lake Ontario is optimizeâ as an independent 
part of the system., was alsc set up. This is basically the approach utilized by the present 
regdation, however in a heuristic fashion. As this lake is situaîed roughiy 330 fl below the 
average level of the other upstream ones, its badcwater does not affect the levels of none of them. 
The fint stage of aggregaîion, howeva, remains as describeci in the above paragraph This one 
was d e d  "Lake Ontario Independent". There is a schematic representation of stages 1 and 2 for 
the "Whole System Opfimkation " shown below and for the second approach, stage 1 is repeated 
and the average monthly outfiow from Lake Erie obtained after simulation and fd it into the 
single reservok optimization model. The most notable consequence is the sensible reduction of the 
computation the .  
Anotha feature worth mentionhg is the aggregation of the releascs. As already said, only 
Lakes Superior and Ontario are regulated. The standard fashion of aggrrgeiing does not consider 
unregulated outfiows. Themfore, the aggregated outfiows were cornpurcd as a function of the 
states of Lake Superior versus the rest of the system and Lake Ontario versus the rest of the 
system a f k  1000 year simulation using the curent operatiox~ These preprocessed data were then 
fed into the SDP optimhüion. As one might conclude, these relations are not îhe sarne as those 
that will be wmputed ushg MAM-SDP, or statederived policies. A nanwl continuation of the 
presmt work wodd now obtain the relations for the optirniraton a f k  the fbt opthbtion is 
perfomed and the simulation executed, and fed them once more to the optimizaton, i.e., rsptat at 
Least one more iteraîion. The present computations did not take this imo consideratioa 
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Appendix A has a succinct description of the algorithms employed to perform the 












figure 4 - 6 Schematic Reprcsentation of the Great Lake8 Aggregatioo Approrch 
4.6 Validation of the Simulation Modd 
The vaiidation of the 1000 year synthetic daîa was performed not only by anaiyzing the the  
series but comparing parametets like cos4 storage levels, outfiows and spiUs obtained either 
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routing the historical NBS and the synthetic ones. The suggestion presented in one of the UC's 
reports and respective methodology were foUowed. 
4.6.1 Results for the Simulation of the Great Lakes Operation as defined by the 
IJC 
The foiîowing graphs present the: 
Redts for the Simulation of the Operation Using the Histoncai NBS 
Results for the Sirnulation of the Operation Using 1000 Year Synthetic Data 
Generated by a Contemporaneous Multivariate Seasonal Autoregressive Model of 
&der 1 (ARX 1 Model) 
Results for the Simulation of the Operation Using 1000 Year Synthetic Data 
Generated by a Contwiporaneous Multivariate Periodical Autoregressive Model of 
Order 1 ( P M  1 Model) 
Annual Average Cost (Objective Function): 
Ue, 
Figure 4 - 7 Cornparison between Costj Using Histor ia i  and Costs Uaiog Spthetic NBS 
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Monthly Average Cost (Objective Function) with respective Standard Deviations: 
Figure 4 - 8 Cornparbon between Monthly Costs Using HWtoricai and Synthetic NBS for Lake 
Superior 
Figure 4 - 9 Cornpuison bctween Mon* Cos& Ushg Historiai and Spthctic NBS for Laices 
Michigan-Buron 
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Lake Salnt Clair - Morioily Cort and Respective Standard ôeviaîion 
Figure 4 - IO Cornparison between Monthiy Costs Usiog Eistorical and Synthctic NBS for Lake St. 
Clair 
Figure 4 - 11 Cornpuison between Monthly C m  Using Historieril rad Synthdc NBS for Lake Erie 
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1 Laûe Ontado - Morilhly Cost and Rergsctlve Standard Oevlatlon 
+Hblorkal 
+ A M  1 
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i 
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Figure 4 - 12 Cornparison between Monthly Costs Using Historical and Synthetic NBS for Lakc 
Ontario 
The reader is reminded to note that with the exception of Lake Superior and, in a smaller 
scale, Lakes Michigan-Huron, the operational costs are higher for the synthetic NBS than for the 
historical ones. Although it is not expected that the costs be exactiy the same, one would expect to 
have them closer to the bistoncal ones than what the graphs have suggested. The justification for 
these results is that the present regdation attempts the lowcring of the lweis of the four most 
downstream takes by tûe inmase of Lake Superior levels. The former ones, locaîed in areas more 
densely populated than Lake Superior and consequently with higher average cost of the shoreltie 
area, would benefit îrom this kind of poky. However, this is a transient solution Once Lake 
Superior establishes itseif in a new and higher levei, the levels of the other four lakts would tend 
to retum to their original situation, especialiy those of the unregulateâ onts. in the long nm, the 
total output fiom the system, represented by total outfiows, must be more or l e s  equivalcnt to the 
total input to the system, represented by total NBS. 
in the next pages the average levels obtained during the IO00 year Smulation of the 
operation are ptesented. The reaâer is r e f d  to Appendix E, Great Laka Outfiows for 
additional information regardhg the referred p ~ e t e c  and iùrther àetails on the historiai and 
long-term operation for the Great Laka. 
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Average Monthly S torage Levels: 
Figure 4 - 13 Lake Superior - Montbly Average Levds and Respective Standard Deviation 
Figure 4 - 14 Lake Michigan-Huron - Mon* Average k d a  and Rtspectivt Stmdud Dcviition 
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Figure 4 - 15 Lake St. Clair - Moothîy Average Levek and Respective Standard Deviatioo 
Figure 4 - 16 Lake Erie - MontMy Average Ltv& rnd Respective Standard DcMItios 
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Figure 4 - 17 Lake Ontario - Monthly Average Levels and Respective Standard Deviation 
From Figure 4 - 13, the registered average levels for Lake Superior obtained by routing 
the historiai and synîhetic NBS are equivdent, wiîh no significant &screpancies. The standard 
deviations for them present the characteristic that those for the synthetic NBS art smaller than the 
ones for the histoncai values. This is a cotlSeQuence of the use of longer series for the synthetic 
ones, the operaîion of the system for the long-term has steady-state behavior. This feature is 
clearly visible in the other graphs as well. 
As Lakes Michigan-Huron, St. Clair and Erie are not controiied and therefore have similm 
behavior, the comments about a i i  the three lakes wili take piace at the same tirne. It is possible to 
observe that the trajectories for the average levels obtained with the synthetic NBS are 
systemaîicaiiy above those obtained with the bistoncal ones. The previous observation about the 
transient nature of the present policy is now r d e d .  Figure 4 - 14, Figure 4 - 15 and Figure 4 - 
16 illustrate well this fact, and the reader is remindeci to note tûat the levels obtained with the 
historical NBS have the same pattern of behavior (or trajectory) than die long term ones but are 
l m e d  in a lower level. 
Figure 4 - 17 presents the average lwels for Lake ûntario and how the transient loweriag 
of the levels in the previous three upstream lakes afEects is levels. As expected, the average levels 
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for the historical inputs are above the long-tenn ones. The aimed reduction in levels for Lakes 
Michigan-Huron, St. Clair and Erie generates a transient increase in the levels in Lake Ontario, 
what will probably benefit the navigation conditions in the connecîing channels. However, this 
situation is not stationary and will not subsist in the long-term. It sbould be addd thai, because 
this lake receives the contributions form ail the odiers that are located upstream and, differendy 
kom the three immediately above, is controlled, the existing gap between the registered standard 
deviation for the levek obtained with histoncaf and synthetic NBS is widened if compared with 
the previous cases. 
F W y ,  the major intent for simulating with three different types of NBS, one kstoncal 
and two syuthetic, is the validation of the synthctic ones. With the acknowledgment of the features 
specified above, the use of the synthetic series is validated for the goals of this research, i.e., 
firstly optimize the operaiion for the Greaî Lakes Systern and obtain state-denved operaihg 
policies and secondly apply the Two-Pass Mean-Variance Approach evaluating both studies by 
means of long-tem simulation. 
4.7 Comparative Results 
4.7.1 I JC's Operation vs. Steady-State Optimization using Aggregation 
Proposed Steady-State Optirnizations using Aggregation Techniques in Two Stages 
As an initial step for the application of the Two-Pas Mean-Variance Approach to the case study, 
the general stochastic long-texm o p h i a i o n  of the operaiion for the Great Lakes using DP was 
perfomed. This problem was approached in two different fashions as described in the foliowing 
pmgraphs. The second approach is used not ody to provide another perspective to a cornplex 
problem, but to serve as validation of the fint one, considered as theoretically Mer. 
First Approach: 
This first approach is the most appropriate for the aggregation methodology, Le., the application 
of the aggregation methoâologies to the entire system and obtain, with thaî, policies that are as 
global as possible. To overcome the Mherenî ditnculty of having local policies for Lake ontano, 
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where one of the only two controls of the system is located, a combination of the aggregation 
schemes that were used in statistical decomposition was employed. In the faShion that is presented 
below the release policies are globai for Lake Ontario and for Lake Superior, each king 
optimizeed with respect to the rest of the system. We then have: 
r Stage 1 : Lake Superior vs, Rest of the S ystetn 
Stage 2: Rest of the System vs. Lake Ontario 
Second Approach: 
The second approach tried to use as much as possible of the opthhion  scheme presently used 
for the operation of the lakes. For Lake Ontario, the present operation uses the b e l s  for Lake 
Ontario and Lakes Michigan-Huron to obtain the long-term reiease policy. The present approach, 
however, is equivalent to the one just describeci, ahhg at obtaining release policies based on the 
aggregate state of the four mon downswam lakes. However, for Lake Ontario the release policies 
are computed using only its state . These release policies are, îherefore, independent from the rest 
of the system. According to the UC's reports , the justification for this approach is die abrupt 
level clifference between the rest of the systern and Lake Ontario. While for the present operation 
either for Lake Superior and Lake Ontario the release policies are based on heuristics, in the 
present approach they are optimized and the policies are me-derived by means of SDP. The 
approach has dso two stages, narnely: 
Stage 1 : Lake Superior vs. Rest of the System 
Stage 2: Lake Ontario C o n s i d d  Independent 
For the sake of simpticity a d  not divert the reader fiom the mriin topic of the thesis, that 
is to say, the use of aggregation methods to solve steady-&te optimuation of large systems 
employing variance control of objectives in multistage decision processes, the r d t s  presented 
here below are only the ones obtained fiom the Multivariate Contempo~eous Auîoregressive 
Mode1 of Order 1 (MCAR 1) time Senes ( r e f d  to in the previous section as the ARX 1 model) 
for the Net Basin Supplies for the five considemi lakes with length equ8i to 1000 years. 
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During the experimemtal part, the same was done with the 0 t h  model, Le., Periodical 
Multivariate Conternporaneous Autoregressive Mode1 of &der I. The results are equivalent to 
those presented below, with the exception that during the simulation part the policies are not as 
efficient as in the model referred to above, with performance slightly inferior to it. Nevertheless, 
in both cases, the results are superior to those obtained fiom the simplifieci version of the LJC 
model. 
It 1s necessary to mention thaî the variables were coaverted to volumes in order to proceed 
to the optimization part. Once this was doue, the impact on lakes levels due to the same storage 
volume was dependent on each lake volume/lake surface relationship as specified in the UC 
Reports. 
SyaCem - Average Annual C o i  v s  Sîandad Rwiaîiori 
Figure 4 - 18 Cornparison Betwten Annual Costs of Operation for tbe E n t h  System 
The reader already noticed the evident superiority of me-derived policies not only in 
terms of operaîional cost reduction, but in better standard deviation for these costs too. While the 
UC's policies are less efficient in tenns of overali perfo~nance, the standard deviation for îheir 
costs are siighdy iderior than the ones having Lake Ontario considered as an indepcndent part of 
the system. Next figures will compare the cost function for each lakt belonging to the system in a 
separate faShion. 
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Lake Superior - Average Annual Cost vt. Standard Deviatiori 
Figure 4 - 19 Cornparisou Behveen Aanual Costs of Operation for Lake Supcrior 
For Lake Superior, as the state-derived policies are identical, the operational costs are 
equivalent and, as expected, fae weU in cornparison to those bas4 on heuristics with a reduction 
in the expected costs of around 23 %. The reduction in their standard deviations were significant 
as well. 
Figure 4 - 20 Cornpuison Betweeo Annuai Cosb of Operation for L.kcs Michigui-Huron 
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Lake S t  Clair - Average Annual Cost vo. Standard Deviation 
Figure 4 - 2 1  Comparison Between Annud Costs of Operation for Lake St. Clair 
For Lakes Michigan-Huron, St. CI& and Erie, the UC's policies pdorm better than the 
other two. Although the differences an not v e y  large for any of th- the statederived policies 
perform worst for Lake Erie. These resuits can be credited to one of the heuristics employed in the 
operation according to the LK, Le., the limitation of monthly releases differences from Lake 
Superior. When these monthly Merences present values higher than a tfireshold, die rule outflow 
is reduced the maximum aLiowed ciifference, thus keeping the outflows very steady fiom one 
mona to another. And as ail three lakes have no control reducing the monthly flow ciifference has 
a direct impact on the levels variation for Lakes Michigan-Huron, St. Clair and Erie. 
Lake Eda - Average Annuel Cort us Standard 0.viatîon 
Figure 4 - 22 Cornparison &twtcn Anoud Cosb of Operation for Lake Erie 
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Lake Ontario - Avemge Annual Cost vs. Standard Deviation 
O. 00 5.00 10.00 15.m 20.00 25.00 
coet 
Figure 4 - 23 Cornparison Between Annual Costs of Operation for Lake Ontario 
Figure 4 - 23 shows the effect on the cost of state-denved policies for Lake Ontario and 
the substantial improvement that cm be obtained with them. However, it is necessary to rernember 
that while the UC simulation mode1 constructed for the present work has a tirne-step equal to one 
month, the original mode1 has a timestep of a week. This model is a simplified one, without aii 
the fine adjustments of the original one. In a more r e h d  comparison, it w d d  be necessary to 
buiid a link between the state-derived long-term policies and medium-temi policies by the use of a 
hiexarchicai model and only then, have a better evaluation of the reai improvement. Nevertheless, 
the Lake Ontario Independent state-derived policies, anployed as another comparison refaence, 
pafomed better than the IJC des, but much worse than the oaes consi-g Lake ûntario 
against the rest of the entire system. 
nie following graphs will present the average montMy b e l s  obtained after the stochastic 
simulation and their tmjectories location with respect to the UC targets. Concerning the leveis 
graphs, the r d ' s  attention shouid be called for the targets tmjectories and their relative position 
with respect to the average trajcdona for the levds. For the four most upstream iakes thcy are 
systematidy located below them. For Lake Ontario, the opposite is true for the K ' s  policies 
and those staîe-derived considering the entire system. This evidence seems c concur with the 
aforementioned obsavaîions diat mody the targets for Lakes Michigan-Huron, St. Clair and Erie 
are not placeci in a redistic position for the present strucnire of controls. 
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Average Montiûy Levels: 
Figure 4 - 24 Lake Superiot - Monthly Average Levels for Differtat Typa of Relcase Policies and 
Respective Standard Deviation 
I 
Figure 4 - 25 L a k ~  Michigui-Huron - MontMy Average Lcveis for Difl'trent Types of Rdease 
Policies and Respective Standrird Deviation 
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Lake St Clalr - Target Levels v s  Monthly Avaria- Levels and Standard bviatlons 
Figure 4 - 26 Lake St. Ciair - Moathiy Average k v e û  for Different Types of Rclease Policiu and 
Respective Standard Deviation 
Figure 4 - 27 Monthly Average Lcvds for Diffcrent Types of Rele8se Poüeiea and Respective 
Standard Dcvirtion 
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Figure 4 - 28 Lnke Ontario - Monthly Average Levels for Different T w  of Rtlease Policies and 
Respective Standard Deviation 
From Figure 4 - 28 it is interesthg to note thaî the average levels CeSuIting fkom the use 
of the policies considering Lake Ontario independent are always above tfie other two types of 
policies, what may affect negatîvely the hydropower generation at the Niagara plants. These 
values are relatively s m d  but their influence is not positive. After these comparative r d t s ,  
additional details referring to the operation of the system are show below. As has been the case 
so far, a i l  results were obtained after 1000 year simulation of the long-term operation for the 
lakes system. 
Pmbabüities of Exceaihg tbe Minimum and Masimum Specificd Lm& 
While the UC's operating d e s  are better for Lake Erie and far superior when compareù 
wi th "On fario Independent " for M e  Ontano, in general, the " Whole System " optimization is 
better than the 0 t h  two types of policies when cornsidering the Probability of Exceeding the 
Minimum Specified LeveL Now, considexhg exceeding the mtmhum level specincd, UC's 
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policies are far worse than the other two, with "Ontario Independent" presentting a better 
performance. in this specific case, the tradeoff is clear. 
Probability of Ocurrence of Levels Above the M a x i m u m  Specitied 
Superkr Mlchiga saint Erk Ontarlo 
n-Huron Cia Ir 
l W h a k  Syatem 
Figure 4 - 29 Probabiiitiu of Exceedance for Lcvds for the Fiie Lakcs - Above the W m u m  
Specifïcd 
Probability of Ocurre nce of Levets Below the Minfm um Specifiad 
Superior Mlchiga saint Erie Ontrtlo 
n-Huron Clair 
Who10 Syatem 
n Onturio hdependent 
Figure 4 - 30 Probabiütiea of  Esceeâince for b e l s  for the FÎÎe Lakcs - Abovt Che Masimam 
Specificd 
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Appendix E presents the average monrhly outfiows for the cases presented su far. There is 
a wdeoff between the maintenance of the levels as  close as  possible to the established levels 
targets and the outflows. Namely, as the original objective function incorporates outfiow targets 
(what is not mie in the present optimization, only storage levels were taken into accomt) there is 
much more latitude in the cunent study than in those that had them included. It is possible to 
mention the works of Seifi and Hipel (1998), Sadjad (1997) and Fletcher and Po~ambalarn 
(1998) as having this bi-objective optimization, i.e., a much more constrained problem. 
Now, a sample of  the Release Poücies Graphs is presented. For the "Whoie System 
Optirniza!ion" are show two characteristic months of the y-, one representing the dry season 
and the other the wet season. As it is possible to represent the entire year in a single graph, for 
"Ontario Independent " al1 the surfaces are presented. 
Lake Superior: 
Releam Polides - May 
Figure 4 - 31 Rd- Policy for the Montb of Miy for Lake Superior m. Rat of the System 
Aggrtgattâ 
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Figure 4 - 32 Rdease Policy for the Moath of December for Lake Superior vs. Rest of the System 
Aggregated 
Lake Ontario: 
1. Whole System Opthkation 
Figote 4 - 33 Rdease Poücy for tôt Month of May for Likc Ontario vs. RLst of the System 
Aggrcgrted 
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Rslsasb Policles - üewmber 
Figure 4 - 34 Release Poliq for the Month of Decemkr for Lake Ontario vs. Rat of the Synem 
Aggregated 
2. Lake ûntarîo considerd independent 
W e r w  Pdides fbr Laüe Ontario 
Figure 4 - 35 Rd- Poücia for Lilc Ontario Considerd independent fram the Rut of the Syrten 
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4.8 Steady-State Optimization Ushg Aggregation and the Proposed 
Methodology, Two-Pass Mean- Variance Approach 
Because most of the discussion on the application of the proposed methodology was already 
made, the ody thing that should be remarked is the diffaence between the objective fiindon 
analyzed so fa-, maxirnizaîion of benefits and the one for the Great Lakes Case, which has the 
m t i o n  of  costs. The presentation of the formulation for the proposed methodology follows: 
First, let us defùie 
~ i s r , '  = ,/m. for r = 1. ..., Tand l =  1 ,.... L. 4.15 
Therefore, the objective function for the opthnimion becomes the minhimion of the 
absolute cost of operating the lakes beyond, above or betow, the target levels as specified by the 
IJC regufations. Thus, 
min E[Distft ] 
subject to the constraints as specified previously. 
However, in the Two-Pas Mean-Variance Approach the objective function becomes 
T L  
Expected Cost = [(1 - a>) * E ( ~ i s t ~  * ) + a~ * ~ ( ~ i s t , '  )]; 
'-1 1-1 
4.8.1 Results with the Proposed Methodology 
Below the resuits obtained by applying the proposed Two-Pass Mean-Variance Approach are 
presented. The onginai objective hction for the Great Mes Case is a biobjective one. Not only 
storages are included in if but outfiows as well. For the case presented nirther, which experhents 
witb storage controi, only the storage varidons were taken into account as objectives. The 
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minimization of the distance fiom the specified storage targets is the principal and single 
objective. in se- up these storage rargets (levels) the UC recommendahon was followe~ 
namely, attempt to maintain the levels at the average levei that would have occurred historicaliy if 
the historicd Net Basin Supplies were routed through the specified staîic configuration of the 
lakes and their connecting charnels. With this infonnation, a Two-Level MAM-SDP Optimization 
was conducted. From that, the proposed methodology was applied. However, bearing in mind that 
the next step for the work would be the bi-objective optimiîsition, the routines for this kind of 
optimization are already available. Mer running this mode1 and defining the relative importance 
that should be &en to each of the objectives, it wiU be possible to extend the suggested 
methodology for this type of muhiobjective oph'mi7ation. As the objective fùnction has now a 
sum of random variables, the correlation between storages and oudlows must be computed and 
included in it. The values shown in the following tables and graphs were M y  converted to feet 
(levels) and thousand of cubic feet per second, tcfs (outfiows). 
4.8.2 Whole System Considered 









Annurl Costfor OpenUng th. Syrbsm vs kqmctiv, Stindrrd ûeviition 
Figure 4 - 36 Annuaî Cost vs. Respective Standard Dcviation for Operathg the System Under 
Diffcrent Q? s 
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Observation: The annual cost (deviation fiom the storage targets) is represented as the absolute 
sum of the monthly distance from the desired level during the period of a year. 
Annual Con for the S-rn and Each Lake 
Figure 4 - 37 Aanud Cost for Opcrating the System Undcr Dürkrent CU'S for tbe Systcm and Pcr 
Lake 
Standard Daviation düm Annual Co4 k r  hm Sydrm and Eidi Laka 
Figure 4 - 38 Standard Deviation for the Annuil Coat for Operathg the System Under DWerent di 
for tbt System and Per Lake 
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Probability of Occunence of Levels Above the Maximum Specified 
Ï 
Figure 4 - 39 Probabilitics of Exceedmnce for L e v a  for the Fivc Lakes for Difîerent cu 's - Above the 
Maximum Specified 
Probabiiity of Occurnnca of Levols b l o w  th. Minimum Sp.cffiad 
Figure 4 - 40 Probabiütîes of Esceedance for k d s  for the F i e  Lakes for Diïereat a, 's - Bdow the 
Minimum Specified 
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Figure 4 - 36 presents the main results for the application of the Two-Pass Mean- 
Variance Approach to the Great Lakes Operation Problem as  described so far. The main purpose 
of the rnethodology is to reduce the nsks involved in the systems operaiion. This is effectuateci by 
reducing the standard deviation of the corn involved, which usuaily has a tradeoff in increasing 
the costs themseIves. For tbis case study, the similarity between the upper part (region between the 
North and East or IV Quadrant) of the theoretical cuve as suggested by Markowik (1952) is 
remarkable. As their standard dwiations increase, the costs themselves decrease. The lower 
observed cost is 68.47jëef with respective standard deviation of 22.98feel for o equal to zero. To 
d u c e  the standard deviation to 13-12 fiet it is necessary to accept an increase in the costs to 
90.94 fier for w equal to 1 -00. in other worâs a reduction of 42.9 1 % in the standard deviaîion 
values will incur in an inmase of 24.71 % in the costs. How acceptable this is in terms of 
operaiion is a task h t  belongs to the decision maker. Nevertheless, there are several intermediate 
situations that migtit be interesting as weil. The main purpose is not to sp- which relatiouhîp 
perfonnmce/risk is the most acceptable for the decision maker, but to offer a range of 
possibili ties. . 
Figure 4 - 37 and Figure 4 - 38 show the same parameters, Annual Cost and Respective 
Standard Deviation, but in separate bar graphs to facilitate the reader the visuaihiion of  the 
individual contribution each iake rnakes to the costs and standard deviation, total contribution and 
be able to compare them. It is interesthg to note that in Figure 4 - 38, the individual standard 
deviaîion for the operatioaai costs for Lake Ontario, for a qua i  to 1.00, has a greater figure than 
the standard deviaîion for the costs for the system as a whole. Figure 4 - 39 and Figure 4 - 40 
present the probabiiities of occurrence of levels above and below the specified thresholds 
respectivvely. For the fïrst one, leveis above the maximum specified, the generai trend is to have a 
reduction in these probabilities for Lakes Superior, Michigan-Huron, St. Clair and Erie while these 
probabilities are not signincant for Lake Ontario. On the other han4 there is an inmase for the 
probabilities of this Iake having Ieveis below the minimum specified, which can be qualifiecl as 
vay  high for a ' s  equal to 0.80 and 1.00. The other four Mes do not present a si@canî value 
for these probabilities. 
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4.8.3 Lake Ontario Considered lndependent 
Graphs presenting the relationship Average Costs vs. Standard Deviation for the Cosb 
Figure 4 - 41 Aaoud Cost vs. Respective Standard Deviation for Operating the System Undcr 
Diffennt ru' s 
Annual CosC for Operating îhe Syrbern vr Respective Sîandard Deviaîim 
30.00 - 
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Standard üevlatlon of the Annual Cos kt lhe Sysasm and Each Lake 
15.00 
Cost 
Figun 4 - 43 Standard Dcviation for the Annual Cost for Operating the System Under Differcnt rv's 
Tor the System and Per Lake 
Probrbilities of Occurnnœ d Lewla Above ttH Maximum Spacified 
Figure 4 - 44 Probabilitiu of Exccedurce for Ltv& for the Fie Lakes for Diffant a, 's - Above the 
Maximum Spccitid 
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Probability of Occurrence of Levels üelow the Minimum Specified 




O Saint Clair 
0 m e  
a Ontario 
Figure 4 - 45 Probabüitiu of Excedance for Lcvcls for the Fivt Lakes for Differcnt cu 's - Beiow the 
Minimum Specifîed 
The application of the proposexi rnethodology to the second approach of solving the Great 
Lakes Operation Problem did not present any signincant improvement to die policies obtained 
with the optllnization. The relatioosbip cost/standard deviainion did not show a noticeable range of 
possibilities of operation and the same can be said for the costs, their standard deviations and 
probabiiities of exceedance. As the Two-Pass Mean-Variance Approach is set up in an aggregatecl 
fàshion for the systern as whole, its implementation has certainly d e r e d  fiom the independence 
assumption used for Lake Ontario. 
ïhe results have shown that the "Mhole System Opfimîzation ", used in conjunction with 
the Two-Pass Mean-Variance Approach, performed quite weii. The optimization considcred on its 
own aireaây improving the present heuristic operation with regard to the same single objective and 
the TwolPsss Mean-Variauce Approach presenting an interesîing range of gossi'bb muai costs 
versus respective standard deviations that can be used in the definition of the rnost appropriate 
rclcase policies. 
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This Chapter presnited an application of the proposed Two-Pass Mean-Variance Methodology as  
described in Chapter 3 to the Great Lakes System. The five !&es considered in this study were 
Lake Ontario, Lakes Michigan-Huron (ûydrologically considemi as one single lake), Lake St. 
Clair, small in size but important operation wise, Lake Erie and Lake Ontario. The major 
characteristic of the systern is having only two controls, located in the extreme components of it, 
in Lake Superior, the most upstream and in Lake Ontario, the most downsiream. Firsf the present 
operation as defined in the UC's reports is used to validate two of the studied synthetic data Ona 
this is done, the aggregaîion of the components and the o p t b h i o n  of the system is performed. 
As the onginai methodology was developed for rnaxhnhion of the expected retums, some 
altematives were proposed. Also, because the system consists of lakes instead of artificial 
reservoirs with full control, other techniques, different fiom those presented in the previous 
chapters were introduced and can be seen in more detail in Appendix A, Great Lakes Case Study 
Algorithrns, moçtly in the aggregaiion of the outflows for the co~exting channels. Finaliy, d e r  
definhg the expected deviation fiom the storage targets, which are the same as those specified for 
the UC operation, the mahodology was successfblly employed for the optimUation of the system 
as a wholc. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusions and Further Research 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 
5.1 Objectives Statement 
The main objectives of this work are: 
assess the performance of the Multi-Level Approximate Aggregation Decomposition - 
Stochastic Dynamic Programrning (MAM-SDP) formulation, and propose enhancements to it, 
search for new methodologies that could improve the performance of the MAM-SDP, 
based on the previous study, propose a framework of research that wiii aim at obtaining betta 
results for the Stochastic ûptimization of Large Reservoir Systems that will include 
information on the variance of the expected retums/costs. Also, these results must include 
information not only on the rnaximization of retuni/mhimbtion of costs but offer a range of 
choice, as  in portfolio selection procedures. 
provide the decision maker with a tool that would enable him to choose amongst different 
combinations of expected retum-variance of return or expected cost-variance of cost. 
proaide the decision maker with information on the expected rate of failure of the operation of 
the stochastic system and possible alternative options of operation. 
The MAM-SDP Methodology is applicable to any sort of configurahon, namely, 
reservoirs in series, in pualel or auy fomi of combination of both. It generates a closeci-loop type 
policy, a desired f i e  when optimizing the operation of remoi r  systems. R @omis explicit 
optirnization, and dows the computation of reiease policies for large reservoir systems. 
Furthemore, there is no need for assumptions regardhg the convexity or smoothncss of the 
objective fiinctions. V a y  large systems can be optimizeâ within the limits of computing 
tractability. 
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On the other hanci, the results are hardly optimal, especidy because the policies become 
gradualiy local as the caiculations move toward the most dowmtream reservoir. The independence 
assumption of the conditional distribution of the releases with respect to the storages and the 
inflows is another source of error. This source of error was not analyzed in detail in this research 
and should be subject to fiutha studies. 
Therefore, the author analyzed the next steps of the research, bearing in muid the main 
objectives stated at the beginning. 
5.2 Accomplished Research Work 
1) ïmproved the performance for the MAM-SDP model 
O The use of the approximate conditional distribution of probabilities for the releases 
has show that it improves the performance of the MAM-SDP model by considering 
States otherwise not included in the SDP search. The tradeoff is a much longer 
cornpuhg tirne because tbe vectors of the probabilities, initially very sparse ones, 
becorne dense. 
2) Obtained îbe variances in the MAM-SDP model 
O in the Steaây-State Case, Stochastic Dynamic Programming yields the mean values 
for the benefits. It was of interest to produce a rneasure of spread from these expected 
benefits. The variances for three types of multiple reservoir systems were computeâ, 
Le., 3 and 4 rescrvoir systems, and evaîuaîed the expectcd return and its variauce. To 
this purpose, several combinations of coefncients of variation for the innows, with 
varying levels of un&ty, were utilized for the 4 reservoir system. For the 3 
reservoir system two diffcrent combinaiions of storage capaEities w a c  employed 
under the same inflow pattern. 
O The cornputartion of diz variauces was done for a single re~ctvou system as weU. 
Several coefficients of variation were empioyed- to produced Merent leveis of 
u n d t y  of the naîuraî inflows. With the use of a single reservoirs has the 
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advantage of obtaining this type of relationship isolateci I3om other influences such as 
configuration of the system, different capacities between reservoirs, relative 
importance of retums within the system, and location of reservoirs. 
3) Application of Principal Componenb AnalysW 
O PCA was applied to multiple reservoir systems in order to classi@ the reservoirs in a 
system according to th& relative contribution to the variance of the storage and 
retums for the entire system. To check the consistency of the approach, several tests 
were conducted and the results, analyzed using the test problems already mentioned. 
PCA was here considered as a tool for statistical decomposition of the reservoir 
system. With this supplemental information, the aggregation can be carried out under 
a different scheme than the one offered by physicaUy based schemes. From the tests 
perfonned, it was shown tiiat PCA cm be employed as an additional tool in the 
decomposition step of the MAM-SDP since it provides a means of obtainuig reduced 
variance for the corn or retunis. The technique seems to be more effective for 
systems with high levels of disturbance in the inputs while the physical diagnosis 
seems to offer a better performance for low levels. 
4) Proposition of Different Aggregation Scheme in MAM-SDP 
O Using the results h m  item 3), new aggregation schernes were proposed and tested. 
From the resultts obtained in the tests in Chapter 3, it is possible to evaluate the 
reduction in the variance of the expecwd retum and levels of reliability. Che fcatiat 
to mention is the tradeoff baween the reduction of variance and perfomunce of the 
opaation of the system. The conventional aggregation scheme, or aggregating the 
reservoirs fiom upstream to downstream usually yields the bigher retums for the 
objective fûnction when the disturbance levels for îhe inputs are low. Howeva, this 
higher benefit is, for pater values of uncenainty for the innows, associated with 
higher variance of the retums. As it is not possible to quanti@ thcse levels a priori it 
was necessary to define the opsating poiicîes for the systcm for diffefcnt aggregation 
schemes and then assess their pcrfomience. A good indicator for the pafonnance of 
the system is its performance after the fïrst stage of MAM-SDP optimization. 
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5) Application of the Expected Rehim-Variance of Return Rule 
O It has been of interest to those involved in the opaimization of the operahon of 
rescrvoir systems to include the control of the variance of r e m  (or costs) in their 
objective fwiction. Up to the present tirne, the results were not very encouraging 
beçause of the difficulty of dcaling with two objectives, i.e., optimization of returns 
and minimization of variance, simultaneously. In this work, the hdamentai ideas 
presented in Markowik 1952 paper, wen applied to the SDP problem, and 
specificaily to Multiple Reservoir Systems. The solution encountered was to split the 
ophization into two steps, therefore proceecüng a Two-Pas ûptimization. The nrst 
step is concemeci solely with the optimUation of retums (or costs) while the second 
one consists of several optimjzations obtaining combinations of control of variance 
(or standard deviation) and rnaximization of retums. These different combinations 
also provide diffcrent levels of nliability. 
O The suggested method can be uxd in rd-time optimization as well with the 
substitution of the Expected Retum by the forecasted one. Its accuracy, however, will 
depend on the accuracy of the for-. 
6) Appüed the above-mentioned to the Nortb Amencan Great La& Case Study. 
O The methodologia described in items 4 and 5, and rrviewed in detail in Chaptet 3, 
were then applied to the Great Lakes System. This systern is composecl by six lakes, 
Lake Superior, Lake Michigan, Lake Huron, Lake St. Clair, Lake Erie and Ontario. 
Although the PCA was not employed, the use of different aggregation schcmes thau 
the conventionai one is a direct consequeme of this study. This system has two 
peculiarities: 
only the most upstream and the most downstream lakes are controki. 
* Lake St. Clair dimensions are much smaîier then the other five lakes, 
reducing drasticaiiy its capanty of absorbing the lmis variations and 
affecting the optimizaton and simulation parts. 
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First, the systern was optimized using aggregation schemes and state-derived release 
policies were obtained. The simulation of these policies, when compared to the 
simulation of a simplified version of the UC heuristic operation policies, has show 
better performance for the use of Iong-tenn (steady-state) state-derived policies. It 
should be added that the objective function for this optimization is the minimization 
of the accwnulated annual distance fiorn the target storage levels, differing fiom the 
test cases, which were al1 referring to maximization of the expected r e m .  Therefore, 
the Two-Pass Mean-Variance Approach was then extended to minimization of costs 
and corresponding variances. The methodology was successfbily implemented for the 
long-term optimization with monthly tirne-steps and the results were very 
encouraging. Besides, two types of optimization approaches were suggested and two 
kinds of synthetic data analyzed. Regarding the two types of optimizatioo approaches, 
the one bat considers the systern as whole performed better than the one that views 
Lake Ontario as an independent part of the systern. 
5.3 Further Research 
O Improve the cornputkg times 
O The major hindrance with the present work was the long t h e  the computations took 
to proces. One of the reasons for that was the w of the ~ a t l a b B  environment. Two 
extensions are proposed. The use of o&er environments like Fortran, C and C* and 
experiment with p d e l  computations. 
O Improve the quaiity of the synthetic data for the Great Likcs Systcm Study Case 
O Due to software limitations only wo multivariate models were used to grnerate the 
synthetic Net Basin Supplies for the Great Lakes Case. Tâese modeis were abie to 
yield ody autoregresive models. A more detailed anaiysis using muitiY8fiate mixed 
moving-average and auîoregressive (ARMA) modeis wouid probably provide 
synthetic daîa of better quality. 
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O Parailebation of  the Second Pass of Two-Pass Mean-Variance Approach 
O It is possible and feasible to perform simultaneously the selection of the optimal 
retum in the two-level SDP for al1 the weightç used for the Two-Pass Mean Variance 
Approach. This is the only opthhi ion part where it is necessary to W u d e  this 
infomtion, and for the rest of the nested loops in SDP the computations are exactly 
the same. Thus, parallelizing the seleciion of the optimal retuxns with the respective 
policies wodd speed up considerably the computaîion tirne for the methodology here 
suggested. The evaluation of the performance of the policies, done by means of 
simulation can be parallelized. 
O Further implementation for the North American Great Lakes Case Shidy 
O As it is needed to validate the proposed methodology by comparing the operation 
policies with those fiom an already tested one, the same configuration for the Great 
Lakes as the one currently in use was adopted. However, it is possibIe to extend the 
research applying either the methods described in this work, to the Great Lakes now 
considering fidi control for the system, that is to say, haMng al1 the lakes controUed. 
O For the present computations, the expected outflows for the aggregate upstream and 
downstreatn lakes as obtained fiom the simulation as described by die heuristic 
operation fiom UC's reports wae employed The continuation for the present work 
would be to employ the aggregated outnows derived âom the "Whole @stem 
Optimization " Approach. Then, not only proceed to the optbhtion part once more, 
but to use these results for the implementation of the Two-Pass Meamvariance 
Approach. 
O It is important to add the ' ' ' bon of the distance fiom the mget discharges in a 
rnuitiobjective opticnidon hmework. The weights, or relative importance given to 
each of both objectives, must be d h e d  carefully. This can be easily implemented by 
assuming Merent linear combination for the weights and presenting the results. 
Then, having the results of weighing leveis against discharges, the choice of the most 
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appropriate ones m u t  be made by means of an agreement between aU the parts with 
interests involved. The code to perfonn these computations is already dt ten  and the 
resuits should be published shortly. 
O The rnultiobjective optjrnixntion that would add the discharge targets to the already 
computed storage level targets must dso include the correlation between the storages 
and discharges in a multiobjective opthbation the impact of the variables in the 
objective function that present covariance between themselves should be studied 
carefully. For the lakes case, this is very intuitive because levels and discharges fiom 
the lakes are intimately correlated. The reduction of leveis variance in Lake Superior 
is associated with an increase of the variance for the discharges fiom the same Lake. 
Moreover, as the three intermediate lakes are not controlled, this affects directly the 
levels variance for the three downstream ones. It would be of interest to investigate 
M e r  the existing correlation patterns between the levels and discharges for the 
entireîy of the system, Le., the five Iakes. For a more thorough assessment on how the 
policies would benefit the interest groups, it would be necessary to evaluate the 
policies for a fidi controlled system, that is to say, by adcimg controls to lakes 
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Appendix A Great Lakes Case Study Algoriduns 





Stage 1 Stage 2 
I 1 
PDAg 1 PDAg 2 
1 I 
NetBasSup 1 NetBasSup 2 
I I 
LRegrAn 1 LRegrAn 2 
I I * + 
GetDisch 1 GetDisch 2 
; 
StDynProg 
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Observation: The computation of the Principal Components Analysis in the Study Case was 
performed for checkhg purposes only. As there are only two regulated controis the use of it for 
detemiining the most appropriate combination for the aggregation becomes unnecessary. 
Great Lakes Algorithm: 
Main Driver + consolidated 
calls two subroutines + LakSim 
+ AggrDec 
Subroutine lnpLak 
Provides the input of the general data, according to what foiiows. 
3 Monthly recorded and derived daîa 
* Beginning-of-Period (BOP) levels (fi.) 
* Mean montbiy outfiows (tcfs-month) 
* Mean monthly NBS (tcfS-rnonth) 
The data above refm to lakes Superior, Michigan-Huron, St. Clair, Erie and Ontario. The 
collection period is from 1900 to 1973 (IGLD 1955). AU inform8tion cornes fiom the WC repoft, 
"Regdation of Great Lake Water Leveis", December 1973, available at the UW Library, Davis 
Centre. Most of the data is in Appendices to the main volume. 
From this infodon, the 1000 year synthetic NBS is obtained for the deseasonalized data as 
described in Hipel and M c L d  (1994), p. 465. The time Senes are computted in two 
fonnuiations: 
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1. Multivariaîe autoregressive model with lag 1 (AR 1). 
2. Periodical rnultivariate autoregressive model with period equal to one year (PARI ). 
* Matlab routines employed are fiom the System Identification Toolbox. Main functions are: 
arx, ranbi, and idsim. 
* Means and standard deviations for the NBS's, including two aggregate lakes (preprocessing - 
4 most downstream lakes and 4 most upstream lakes) are calculateâ as weil. 
* The subrou~e  that cornputes the synthetic data is cailed HistAR. 
* Reading the relationship between an increase (or decrease) of one foot in lake elevation and 
the corresponding average monthly discharge. The relationship is hear because of the large 
area of lakes and relative smaii variations in lake levels. 
3 Constants derived fiorn the Manning coefficients employed in the Middle Lakes Routing 
Model. 
O kapal -73.515 
O kapd - 177.286 
O kapa3-3665 
The vaiues above were obtained kom "Regulation of Great Lakes Water Levels", Appendix B, 
Vol. 2,7 December 1973, p. B-9. 
Definition of maximum and minimum flow limiîations. 
O Obtained fiom "Regulation of Great Lakes Water Levels", Appendix G, 7 December 
1973, pp. G-42, G-114. 
DeErnition of  maximum and minimum level limitations. 
O Values obtained ftom "Levels Reference Study, Great taLes - St Lawrence River 
Basin", Levels Reference Study Board, March 3 1, 1993. These are values used as 
Ba~iso~Comparison, and were used to compute the probabilities of exceedance, 
dehed as the occmence of levels below or above these ceferences. 
s Definition of  range of operation as the diffaence between the maximum and minimum levek. 
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a Definition of connecting channel ice and weed retardaiion. Given in mean historical values, in 
tcfs-month. Assumed the detdnist ic  values, given the approximation character of those 
measurements. 
O foriakeSt.Clair 
O for Detroit River 
O for Niagara River (only one that includes weed retardation) 
O for Ontario outlet 
Subroutine LakSim 
Performs simuiation of the monthly operation for the 5 Lakes as dehed by the IJC in its 
reports. The historical data for the Net Basin Supplies (NBS), registered levels, registered 
outflows are also taken fiom theses reports. 
Data input for the 1000 year monttily simulation and the general input comes fiom the 
foiiowing subroutine. 
calls InpLak, which has the historical information. 
Definition of starting levels for the simulation Adopted those fiom bbBasissf-Comparison, 
Great Lakes - St. Lawrence River System, NOAA Technical Metnorandum, ERL GLREL- 
79", by D.H. Lee (ed.), A p d  93. 
O Lake Superior - 600.39 ft. 
O Lakes Michigan-Huron - 577.92 fi. 
O Lake St CIair - 572.84 ft. 
O Lake Erie - 569.99 A. 
O Lakeûntario-244.07fi. 
* These levels refer to the month of January. 
3 Assumed diversions, to and fiom the lakes, used h e d  montMy values, in tds-month. 
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1.  To lake Superior 
Long Lac and Ogoki diversions - 5.0 tcfs-month 
2. From lake Michigan 
Chicago Sanltary and Ship Canal - 3.2 tcfs-month 
3. From lake Erie 
Welland Canal diversion - 7.0 tcfs-month 
-. cal1 three subroutines with the simulation of 
* Lake Superior (controlled) 
* Middle Lakes; Michigan-Huron, St. Clair, and Erie (uncontrolled) 
* Lake Ontario (controiied) 
3 Computation of the statistics like mean, maximum and minimum values for levels and 
outfiows, existence or not of spills, probabilities of exceedance 
Cornputhg Principal Componwt Andysis (PCA), based on the objective fiinction, namely, 
annuai cumulative sum of monîhiy deviations from the storage targets, given in levels (fi). 
Simulates the present operation of Lake Superior. 
= Computation of Lake Superior d e  flow for the compensatiog works accordhg to Regdation 
Plan 1977. Based on the algorithm presented by E. Loucks et al., in "Diversion of Great Lakes 
Water, Part 1: Hydrologie impactsy', Febniary 1987. Appendix 4, p. 59. 
-. Initialization 
O Computation of the maximum possible outaow h m  the compaisating works. 
Outfrow, = (260 1.0 * (0.944~ -560.292)A15) * 0.00 1 
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The result given in tcfs-month, where x is the average level (for sake of simplicity, it was 
assumed the level at BOP). From "Great Lakes Diversions and Consumptive Uses", 
Appendix B - Cornputer Models. Report to the WC, Septaber 198 1. 
a First Step - Computing the basic d e  flow with the balance equaiion: 
= Q,aup +4(S, - S, ) - - H, IR, 1 
where: 
Qbdc - basic d e  flow, 
A - statistically derived constant - adopted the "best" one, as defined in "Regulation of Great 
Lakes Water Levels", Appendix B, Lake Regulation, 7 December 1973, p.B-40, qua1 to 200 
tcfs/Â. 
&,, - histoncal average outfiow, computed fiom the data collection period, 
Vur[S, ] 
R,* = - 4 and H, are the estimated monthiy h i ~ t o n d  variances for water levels at lakes 
v a v ,  1 
Superior and Michigan-Huron respectiveiy, 
S, H, - target levels for lakes Superior and Michigan-Huron, also defineci as the estimated monthly 
historical averages. 
Sb H, - BOP water levels. 
The adjustment to the historical average outflows cornes fiom the simple linear relationship: 
The relationship above tries to bring the relative water levels fiom both Iakes to the same situation 
with regard to the average historical ones and withia the natural ranges. 
The constant A is obtained fiom computer simulation, aiming at obtaining the best performance 
considering the total benefit fiom the multiple objectives that are power gendon, navigation, 
both iakes and Erie shores. The other tested values were 50, 100 and 300 tcfdfl. 
a Second Step - Checking the flow limitations 
O The difference Born ptaious month outflow mut  not exceed 30 tcfs-month 
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O The absolute maximum and minimum summer outflow is computed adding 65 @s- 
rnonth to the computed maximum allowable outflow. 
O The contingency plan States that if the outfiow is iess than 65 tcfi-monfh, only 55 
rnust be reteased in order to speed up the remvoir replenishment process. 
3 Third Step - Use of the balance equation to compute the End-of-Period (EOP) level. For sake 
of simplicity, no average water levels were employed. If the maximum or minimum level 
constraints were Molated, no restriction was imposed, but the occmence was registered for 
later computation of the pro babilities of exceedance. 
s Perfonns the Middle Lakes, i.e., Michigan-Huron, St. Clair, and Erie, Routulg Model. As al1 
three have uncontroiled outaows, these and the levels are obtained fiom a non-linear 
relationship composed by a systern of six equations and six unknowns. 
1. Inputs to the problem 
A. BOP lake elevations 
1. Lid  - Lake Michigan-Huron water level, 
2. Li, - Lake St. Clair water level, 
3. L1, - Lake Erie water level. 
B. Waîer supplies to the lakes 
1. TOI& - Lake Michigan-Huron total water supply, 
2. NB&- Lake St. Clair NBS, 
3. NBS,, - Lake Erie NBS. 
C. Monthly ice and weed retardation 
1. RetA - St Clair River ice retardation, 
2. Ret, - Detroit River ice retardation, 
3. Reter - Niagara River ice and weeû retardation. 
II. Output 
A. L2& L2, L2, - EOP lake elevations, 
B. Oufmhr Outm Out, - monthiy mean outflows 
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C. Dlff& DI& DI& -ciifference between BOP and EOP lake elevations for the 
current month. 
Constants used 
A. wASup - volume of water equivalent to one foot of water over the lake Superior 
area (given in tcfs-month), 
B. w A M H  - volume of water equivalent to one foot of water over lake Michigan- 
Huron area (te@-month), 
C. wAStC - volume of water equivalent to one foot of water over the lake St. Clair 
area (tefi-month), 
D. wAErie - volume of water equivalent to one foot of water oves the lake Erie area 
(tcfs-month), 
E. wAOnt - volume of water equivalent to one foot of water over the lake Ontario 
area (@-month). 
F. kapal - constants derived using connecting channel geometry, Manning 
coefficients, roughness, and configuraiion for St. Clair River, 
G. kapa2 - same as above for Detroit River, 
H. kapa3 - same as above for Niagara River. 
1. N - number of time steps in a month, which is ihe simulation time step. Used 40. 
J. It - fixed number of allowed iterations to converge. Used 5, although other 
researchns used only 3. But differently fiom ours, their simulation time step for 
lakes Erie and Ontario was equivalent to a week, or a quarter of a month. 
IV. Set of non-hear quations employed: 
Tot, L2, = Ll* + 
N * w M  
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1 1 
Out, = kapa2 *(- (LI ,  + L2,  - L1, - ~ 2 , ) ) ! ' ~  * ( - (L I ,  + L2,) - 548.49)* - Ret, 
2 2 
I 3,. .' 
Out, = kopa3 * (-(LI, + L 2 , )  - 556.25),'2 + 7000 - Rer, 
2 
T o t ,  - Out, 
L 2 ,  = L I ,  + 
N * w W  
Out, + NBS, - Out, 
L2, = L1, + 
N * wAStC 
Out, + NBS, - Out, 
L2, = LI, + 
N * wAErie 
end of iteration 
C. The EOP water levels are reached after N steps of the above iteration and the 
mean outfiows were computed fiom the average of the N values obtained in 
iteration II.  
V. The outfiows are checked against the maximum and minimum histoncdly registered 
extreme vdues, that are assumed to be the references for the 1000 year simulation. 
VI. The EOP water levels are checked against the maximum and minimum historically 
registered extceme values, that are assurned to be the references for the 1000 thousand 
year simulation and for the computation of probabilities of exceedance. 
The 7000 cfs-month figure that appears in one of the equations refers to the diversion Born 
Lake Erie. 
Ail the values are given in cfs-month, instead of tcfs-rnonth, that were the nile for the rest of 
the computations. 
Pesforms the computation of Lake Ontario nile flow according to Plan 1958A, i.e., it does not 
take into considerarion the nomlization as prescribed by Plan 1958D, which is currently in 
operation 
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Fint Step - Computing the basic rule flow using the relationship present in "Regulation of 
Great Lakes Water Levels", Appendix B, Lake Regulation, report to the WC, Vol. 1 (of 3), p. 
B-40, 7 December 1973. 
The following relationship was employed to compute the basic d e  flow 
(EOP, - Tg,)80+(EOP,, - Tgde)105 
Qw = 2OO( ) + AvOut, 185 
w here 
QbpriC - basic d e  flow, 
EOP,, - monthly end-of-period Ontario water level, 
Tg,, - target water level for lake Ontario, given by the estimate of historical mean level, 
EOPeA, - monthiy end-of-period Erie water level, 
T g ,  - mget wata level for Lake Erie, given by the estimate of histoncal mean level, 
AvOur,, - long term mean pre-project' lake Ontario outfiow. 
* Second Step - Check for flow limitations 
1. The difference in discharge fiom previous month must not exceed 20 te-month. 
2. Check against ailowed maximum and minimum outflows. 
3. If necessary, proceed to the aecessary adjustments 
=> Third Step - Use of balance equation to compute the EOP level. . For sake of shpiicity, no 
average water levels w m  employed. If the maximum or minimum level constraints were 
violated, no restriction was imposed, but the occurrence was r e g i s t d  for later computation 
of  the probabüities of exceedance. 
Subroutine Aggr-Dec 
This subroutine defines the main inputs to the optimization part of the Grear Lakcs Case Stuây 
and thm calis the subroutines with the Two-Stage SDP. Finaily, the p c r f i c e  of the 
derived release policies are sssessed by long-term simulation, with 1000 year Length on a 
monthly timc step. 
' The outiet conditions are those c8nin$ M o r e  the rrgulition of Me Oaario, Le., kfon the ycar of 1955. 
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tnputs 
Number of seconds in each month, 
Number of dismete intervals for the NE3S's, 
Number of discrete intervals for the state vector (storage), 
Number of discrete intervals for the accessory outside state vector, defùied for States located 
beyond the normal range of operation, as recommended by the UC, 
Number of discrete intervals for the decision vector (release). 
First Step - cal1 the subroutine that performs the fkst stage two-level optimization, Stagel. 
Second Step - cal1 the subroutine that perfoms the second stage two-level optimization, Stage 
2. 
Third Step - cal1 the subroutine that perfom the 1000 year simulation of the system on a 
monthIy basis, using the derived operation policy. 
Fourth Step - Computation of the performance statistics. 
Subroutine Stage 1 
* Performs the aggregation o f  lakes Michigan-Huron, St. Clair, Erie and Ontario. Transforms all 
units in volume, the discharges being volume+month. Lake Superior whose rule curve will be 
based on its state and the state of the aggregate do- resewoir. 
Cails subroutines which provide the input to the optimization and are descnbed in the 





a Definition of the aggregation coefficients, that wiU be used in the objective fimaioo. This 
function mhhizes the square rwt of  the squareci distances h m  the -et lcvek, measrPad 
in feet Because, as mentioned above, the working unit is volume, ti"misf0rmation is needtd 
and iduences the choice the w o n  coefficients. 
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=- The major assumption adopted in this case is that ail the aggregated reservoirs are 
proportionally equally med (or emptied), in level terms. In other words, the rate of increase 
or decrease in water levels is the same for ail the aggregated reservoirs. 
a in this case, we transfonned the concept of potentid energy to potential storage. While in 
Turgeon, ANanitidis and Rosing and Ponnambalam, the coefficients were function of the 
hydroelectric plant or irrigation capability, directly related to the discharges corn the 
reservoirs, here they are function of their capacity of storing water. The coefficients, as was 
the case with the previous authors, are functions of the physical features of the system. 
s FoUowing the idea above, the release fiom lake Superior, the most upstream and non- 
aggregated reservoir, has to be aggregated when entering the aggregated part of the system. 
However, as the water will travel through the connecthg channels, now aggregaîed in just a 
large one, it is necessary to account for the physical characteristics of al1 four downstream 
channels. Therefore, a linear relaîionship between the monthly maximum dowable outfiow s, 
normalized by the same feanire fiom lake Superior outlet is ernployed. 
Cd the Two-Level SDP optimization. 
Subroutine PDAg1 
a Cornputes the joint conditional distribution of probabilities of the Great Lakes synthetic 
NBS 's in a specific month. There are two types of routines, one the ARX1, Le., multi-variaîe 
autoregresive mode1 with monthiy time lag equal to 1, and anoher for the PARX1, with a 
time lag equal to the year cycle. 
First Step - Aggregaîe the NBS for the four most downstream laices. 
Second Step - Obtain the maximum and the minimum values fiom the syndietic NBS's for 
hice Superior and the aggregated one. Done on a monthly basis. 
a Third Step - Get the ranges of variation and subdivide them into classes. 
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a Fourth Step - Deme the search bounds for the classes. 
3 F i f i  Step - Obtain the conditional fiequencies and median values for the NBS's for each of 
the ciass as defked above and for each and every month. 
a Sixth Step - Witb the information obtained in the previous step, compute the conditional 
probabilities. These can be deked as follows. Given that in a given month the NBS for lake 
Superior is in a specified class, get the probabilities of the occurrence of aü ciasses in the next 
epoch according to what was established in the tirne series model. For instance, in an 
autoregressive model of lag 1, in the next month. in a periodical ARXl, for the same month in 
the next year. 
Subroutine NetBasSupl 
This subrouthe simplifies the information on conditional distribution of probabilities 
computed in the previous step of the calculations. 
a It gets the probabilities of the expected NBS's, reducing the size of the conditional 
probabilities and expected means matrices to a mon mauageable size. Basically, it is another 
pre-proccssing step focusing at diminihg the computing time for the two-level SDP routine. 
From the just mentioned matrices it gets the expected values fiom the medians and their 
conditional probabilities. Trrmsforms matrices of conditional probabilities into vcctors. 
Subroutine LRegrAnl 
s Perforrns the regression d y s i s  for the NBS for the aggregated lake. Lake Superior is the 
chosen independent variable because of its upstream situation end import in the optimiPition 
part. The releas policies computed in the first stage of the optimizaton wül eventually be 
used in its operation M e  die policies for the aggregated lake are not used. Only its 
aggregated state has practical utility. 
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The linear regression coefficients are obtained for each and every month o f  the year after 
deseasonalking the synthetic time series data 
3 The assumption valid here is the same for the rest of the work. Because al1 five lakes are in the 
same catchment area and therefore subject to similar clirnaiic idiuences, we consider high 
spatial correlaîion between them. This assumption reduces the complexity of the problem 
affectkg positively the computation time without jeopardizing the precision of the 
optimization. 
3 This subroutine cornputes the aggregated discharge from the aggregated downstrarn lake. 
This approximation has to be done because of the four lakes that compose the aggregated one, 
only one, lake Ontario is regulated. The three others are unregulated. Thus, they are directly 
dependent on the discharges fiom Superior and th& difference in water levels. An important 
simphfjmg assumption here, already employed in this work, is the consideration of ail 
dowuStream lakes proportionaily equaiiy filled 
s For the given discrete set of levels and discharges fkom lake Supexior and fiom each o f  the 
lakes that compose the aggrcgaîed dowastream one? the nonlinear system of equîïons for the 
middle iakes is solved and the basic d e  flow fiom lake Ontario is cornputed using the 
algorithm explainecl in subroutines MidLak and LakOnî. These discharges and leveis are then 
aggregated and fiom this information we obtain the aggregate levels and discharges h m  the 
aggregated lake conditiond on the levels and discharges fiom lake Superior. Hem is whac the 
importance of the assumption mentioned in the paragraph above appears. If that consideration 
is not observed the aggtegated states and discharges do not match with those uscd in the two- 
lm1 SDP optimizaîion. 
s In the test program, only this type of d e  flow was used For a more sophisticated rnoâei, 
once the release policies are obtained and lake Superior and Ontario have their operation 
policies defineci by the state of the entire system, it wodd be advisabte to repeat the 
opthkation p a  using the just obtained polîcy of operation. The optinvzation part becornes 
an iterative process too. 
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Subroutine StDynProg 
3 Cornputes the steady-state long-tenn operation policies for two reservoirs, Le., the two-level 
optimization. For the Great Lakes Case, one of the reservous, either the mon downstream or 
the most upstream is always aggregated. One of the reasons for that is the fact that only lake 
Superior and lake Ontario are presently reguiated and are placed in the extremities of the 
system. Lakes Michigan-Huron, St. Clair and Erie are unreguiated. Another reason is that with 
this approach we avoid having local policies for lake Chtario, what would be the case in the 
previous methodology. This is possible because of the specific coafiguration of the Oreai 
Lakes Systern.. 
s ïûe  convergence to the optimal values is fdtated in this aigorithm with the use of White's 
Iteration Method. Another feaîure of the algorithm is having the reservoirs disposecl in series. 
a Two subrou~es make use of this one. They are Stage1 and Stage2. The SDP routine is 
adapted to suit the specific wmputaiional dernands of bot. of them and most of its 
functionality shares cornmon parts. 
* Initiakation 
Assignment of the states and decision vectors. One characteristic of this subroutine is that only 
one reservoir has discharge polis, to be analyzed. The other reservoù, always the agpgated one, 
bas its release dependeni on the state and discharge of the other one and its own state. The 
simplifjmg assumption h m  is having this conditional discharge detaministk Uistead of 
stochastic. This reduces drastically the cornputahon time and as this discharge cornes flom the 
aggregateâ resewoir, it has already been approximaîed in other computationai instances. 
For the optimiraron of  lake Supexior, when its range of the states goes beyond its full 
capacity, the system is aiiowed to spiU end this amount of wata is conveyed by the 
corn* charnel to the dowflstremn resewoir. However, we assumeci that the aggregateà 
reservoir, composeci by the non-regulated ones in its xmjority, diis event is not puss1Ible. 
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=> The SDP optirnization proceeds similarly for Stage2, the major differmce being the 
aggregated reservoir placed upstream and the non-aggregated one, lake Ontario being the most 
downstream one. 
Subroutine Stage 2 
Performs the aggregation of Iakes Superior, Michigan-Huron, St. Clair, and Erie. Transforms 
al i  uni& in volume, the discharges being volume-month. Lake Ontario nile cuve will be based 
on its state and the state of the aggregated upstream reservoir. 
a C d s  subroutines which provide the input to the optimization and are describeâ in the 
following pages. They are: 
Obs: Because the procedure for the subrou~es above is quite equivalent to thaî described in the 
set for Stage 1 we wïli omit their exphnation. The Merence is that here the four most upstrm 
lakes are aggregateû and Lake Ontario is the one to have its release policy dehed with respect to 
the state of the system. 
Definition of the aggregation coefficients, that will be used in the objective fiinction. This 
function minllnizcs the square root of the squared distances nom the target levels? measured 
in feet. Because, as rnentioned above, îhe working unit is volume, transformation is neeâed 
and influences the choice the aggregation coefficients. 
The major assumption adopted in this case is t h  al1 the aggregaîed resemoirs are 
proportiody equally filied (or emptied), in level tcmis. in other words, the rate of inmase 
or decrease in water levels is the same for ali the aggregaSed reservoirs. 
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Contrary to what happened in Stage 1, the release fiom the aggregated Lake, the most 
upstream reservoi., has to be disaggregated when enterhg the non-aggregated part of the 
system. However, as the water has iravelled through the aggregated co~ecting channels, now 
in just a large one, it is necessary to account for the physical char acte ris tic;^ of the single 
downsttrearn channe1. Therefore, a linear relaîionship between the rnonthly maximum 
allowable outflows, n o d i a x i  by the aggregated capacity of the counecing channels for the 
four upstream ones, is employed. 
s Call the Two-Level SDP optimization. 
Simulation: 
Once the obtained the state-àerived re1ease policies the operaiion of the Great Lakes is siniulated 
for long-temn operation, using time-step equal to one month during LOO0 years. The resuits 
presented in Chapter 4 are ali computed fiom this simulation results. 
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Appendix B - Justification for the methodology employed: 
From "Regulation of Great Lakes Water Levels", main report, December 1973, in Section 14, we 
adopted the findings and conclusions fiom that work group to fundament our approach to solving 
the Great Lakes Case Study. The main items are reproduced below. 
Findings 
There are three categories of water level fluctuations on the Great Lakes: short period, 
seasonal and long terni. 
The large storage capacities and restncted outfIow characteristics of the Great Lakes are 
highiy effective in providing a nahually regulated system. 
The mean levels and outflows of the lakes will change progressively with tirne as a result 
of: 
3.1. The steadily increasing consumptive use of water in the basin, and 
3.2. The nearly imperceptible movement of the eaah's crust in the region of the Great 
Lakes basin. 
To the extent that the lakes already possess a high de- of natural regulation and 
artificiaily regulated by meâns of the works at the outîets of Lake Superior and Lake 
Ontario, only maIl improvements are practicable without costly regdatory works and 
remedial masures. 
A new regulation plan for Lake Supdor, SO-901 (a plan that maintains regdation only 
for the most upstream and downstream lakes, Superior and Ontario), can be expected to 
yield mal1 long-tenn average mual net benefits to the system at minimal cost. 
Two preliminaxy plans for the combined regdation of Lakes Superior, Erie and Ontario 
exhibit favorable benefitast ratios. 
Regulation of Lakes Michigan-Huron by construction of control works and dredging of 
chsrmels at the5 outlet. Combined with the regdation of Lakes Superior and Ontario, 
wouid not provide benefits c o r n M e  with costs. 
Regulation of ail  five lakes, employing aristing control worLs for LaLes Superior and 
Ontario and newly constructeci works for Lakes Michigan-Huron and Lake Erie, would 
not provide benefits cornensurate with costs. 
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The physical dimensions of the St. Lawrence River are not adequate to accommodate the 
record supplies to Lake Ontario received in 1972-1973 and at the same time satisQ a i l  the 
criteria and other requirements of the UC orders of approval for the regulation of Lake 
Ontario. 
Consûuction of works in the St. Clair and Detroit Rivers to compensate hydraulically for 
the rernaining effect of the 25 and 27 foot navigation project would result in increased 
shoreline damage fiom higher lake levek. 
Better and faster detenninaîion of basin hydrologic reçponse will allow improvement in 
regdation. 
The most promising measures for minimiPng friture damages to shore property interests 
are strict land use zorung and structural setback requirements. 
Conclusions: 
S m d  net benefits to the Great Lakes system would be achieved by a new regdation plan for 
Lake Superior which takes into consideration the levels of both Lake Superior and Lakes 
Michigan-Huron. 
ReguIation of Lakes Michigan-Huron by the construction of works in the St. Clair and Detroit 
Rivers does not warrant any f.urther consideration. 
F d e r  study is needed of the alternatives for regulating Lake Erie and improving reguiation 
of Lake Ontario, taking into account the fidl range of supplies received to date. 
The hydrologic monitoring network of the Great Lakes basin should be progressively 
improved. 
Appropriate authonties should act to i d t u t e  land use zoning and structurai setback 
requirements to reduce future shoreline damage. 
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Appendix C - Input Data to the Great Lakes Case Study: 
For the Sirnuiarion as reported by the IJC and Optimization and Simulation as defined in 
tbis work: 
Total Number of Yean for the historical tirne series: 74 (1 900- 1973 up to the month of  June) 
Total Number of Y eus for the synthetic time series: 1 O00 
Number of Epochs (months) considered in a year cycle: 12 
Average rnonthly flow assurned for the diversions (tefi): 
Diversion to Lake Superior: 5.000 
Diversion fiom Lake Michigan: 3.200 
Diversion kom Lake Erie: 7.000 
Historical Mean Values for the Net Basin Supplies to the lakes: 












Lake Superior Lakes Michigan-Huron Lake Saint Lak Erie Lake Ontario 
Clair 
-12.99 55.18 6.15 22.99 31.91 
8.99 86.78 6.76 29.77 35.55 
42.73 178.89 8.34 68.88 73.41 
148.59 283.74 7.8 1 65.42 92.3 1 
191.50 255.61 6.46 44.19 60.00 
158.72 208.3 1 4.50 26.8 1 4 1.26 
131.32 132.15 3 -75 2.16 24.73 
100.22 49.97 2.14 -15.92 7.34 
75.32 29.19 1.68 -22.48 2.48 
36.97 -1.16 1.60 -24.95 5.19 
14.92 30.26 1.73 -9.47 16.36 
m24.40 25.62 4.33 11 -58 22.55 
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Historical Standard Deviation Values for the Net Basin Supplies to the lakes : 
Mon th 












Lake Superior Lakes Michigan-Huron Lake Saint Lake Erie Lake Ontario 
Clair 
The two types of Synthetic Time Series employed in this case: 
1. Multivariate Contemporaneous Autoregressive (MCAR) Modei of Order 1. The 
correspondhg matrix of the delay order follows. : 
Lake Lakes Michigan- Lake St. Lake Lake 
Superior Huron Chir Erie Onturio 
Lake Supetior 1 O O O O 
Lake Michigan-Huron O 1 O O O 
Lake S1. Clair O O 1 O O 
Lake Erie O O O 1 O 
Lake Ontano O O O O 1 
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The corresponding coefficients for the polynomial in the delay operator of the order as defined by 
the table above were computed considering the nonnaiization by the standard deviaîion as 
descnbed in Hipel and McLeod (1  994), pg. 465. These coefficients were caicdated using least- 
squares estimates and for the disturbance it was assumed Gaussian noise with p = 0.00. The AR 
parameter matrix, d+, wili be a diagonal one h a h g  the elements below as the non-zero elements: 
Lake Strpenor Lakes Michigan-Huron Lakes Sr. Clair Lake Erie Lake Ontario 
From the coefficients above the Synthetic Mean Values for the Net Basin Supplies to the lakes 
were: 
Lake Superior Lakes Michigan- Lake Si. Clair Lake Erie Lake Ontario 
Huron 
-13.17 56.79 6.2 1 25.20 32.8 1 
9.34 87.5 1 6.83 29.74 35.57 
40.32 177.43 8.26 68.54 73.12 
147.89 287.12 8.0 1 66.03 93.36 
190.33 253.88 6.70 43.79 59.93 
161.09 208.54 4.42 25.82 40.64 
129.90 133.15 3.83 2.29 24.78 
i 00.08 48.19 2.32 -15.56 5 .O8 
74.64 28.76 1.59 -2 1.94 2.92 
35.36 -2.47 1.62 -25.34 7 .O2 
14.45 30.63 1.77 -9.9 1 16.25 
-23.47 28.3 1 4.37 12.28 22.73 
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Lake Superzor Lakes Michigan- Lake Si. Clair Lake Erie h k e  Ontario 
Huron 
25 .O6 5 1.19 7.12 37.3 1 22.66 
27.84 44.74 6.6 1 28.1 1 19.00 
40.4 1 73.54 6.79 30.26 27.30 
50.54 84.8 1 7.47 30.72 28.52 
57.65 8 1.97 6.36 26.25 24.37 
52.19 64.44 4.40 20.4 1 17.86 
40.55 5 5.49 4.72 16.9 1 14.95 
43.33 59.16 3 .90 14.17 12.07 
5 1.23 66.08 3.38 18.30 12.29 
45.26 72.53 3.32 19.75 17.23 
38.85 62.20 3.40 21.17 18.16 
29.58 63.46 5.81 28.3 5 20.97 
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Mean Monthly NBS and respective Standard Deviatioas for the Aggregate Lakes used in the 
Aggregaîion Method. Aggregated Lake 1 is composed by Lakes Michigan-Huron, St. Clair, Erie, 
and Ontario. Aggregated Lake 2 by Lakes Superior, Michigan-Huron, St. Clair, and Erie: 
Month 






J ~ Y  





Aggregated Lake I Aggregated Lake 2 
Mean Sfandard Deviation Mean Srandurd Devia fion 
12 1 .O0 94.23 75 .O2 90.67 
159.64 79.6 1 133.42 80.49 
327.35 113.47 294.56 115.42 
454.53 125.42 509.06 134.99 
364.30 115.99 494.70 133 .O3 
279.4 1 89.46 399.86 1 10.20 
164.05 77.77 269.17 92.74 
4 1.97 76.00 135.03 96.02 
1 1.33 85.47 83.05 109.27 
-21.12 97.4 1 9.17 1 1 1.82 
38.73 88.76 36.94 99.71 
67.70 99.16 2 1 .50 99.52 
in the optimization part, fht stage, the aggregateâ NBS for the downstrram lake was givai by 
means of multivariak linear regession that associateà them with Me Supcrior ïalues. 'Ihe values 
employed are shown below. 
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Srage 1 : Monthly regression coefficients Stage 2 : Monthly regression coefficien~ 

























2. Penodical Multivariate Contcmporaneous Autoregressive Model of Order 1. The difference 
from the model above stems fiom the fact that instead of having just one MCAR model for 
the entire cycle, 12 MCAR's , each one relating to one month of the year, are generated. The 
comsponding input matrices foiîow, but as they are the same for di the montfis, we will show 
just one, diat is exactly the same as the previous one: 
Lake Lakes Michigan- Lake SI. Lake Lake 
Superior Huron Clair Erie Ontario 
Lake Superior 1 O O O O 
Loke MichgmHuron 0 1 0 O O 
Lake St. Clair O O 1 O O 
Luke Erie O O O 1 O 
Lake Ontario O O O O 1 
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For more information on these types of time series models the reader is refmed to Hipel and 
McLeod ( 1994). 
The corresponding coefficients for the poiynomiai in the delay operator of the order as definecl by 
the table above were also computed considering the nonnalization by the standard deviation as 
mentioned in the previous item, but the computations were repeated for each month of the year. 
The criteria for the calculation of the coefficients and the disturbances is the same as in item 1. 
The table of the coefficients follows. 
Lake Superior Lakes Michigan-Huron Lake Si. Clair Lake Erie Lake Ontario 
January 0.0786 0.0072 O. 1814 O. 1536 0.0653 
February -0.0035 -0. L 799 0.2047 0.2 143 -0.0628 
March 0.02 16 O. 1086 0.4 163 -0.0262 -0.0408 
April 0.0808 0.101 1 0.2258 -0.1911 -0.1298 
May 0.0989 0.0 187 0.3009 0.0585 -0.0547 
June 0.0989 0.1716 0.6235 0.074 1 O. 1779 
J ~ Y  -0.1 152 0.2498 0.4849 0.0346 O. 1649 
August 0.0138 -0.03 19 0.5592 -0.0 186 0.079 1 
Septernber 4.0425 -0.1688 0.5242 O. 1383 0.0028 
Ocîober 0.0722 -0.0564 0.36 14 0.0749 0.2 130 
November -0.0630 -0.02 17 0.2645 0.0708 0.33 14 
December -0.1294 0.1170 O. 1458 0.0245 0.0769 
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The use of the coefficients above led to the following Synthetic Mean Values for the Net Basin 














Lake Superior Lakes Michigan- Lake Sf. Clair Lake Erie Lake Onrurio 
Huron 
- 13.45 54.1 182 5.9859 22.10 30.92 
7.66 86.30 7.24 28.67 34.67 
42.94 177.84 8.37 68.64 72.78 
149.5 1 287.04 7.87 66.50 92.58 
191.80 257.53 6.6 1 44.90 61.15 
157.36 208.12 4.08 27.22 4 1.78 
131.1 1 132.26 3.67 2.47 25.14 
10 1.06 49.92 1.91 - 16.29 7.20 
77.97 29.8 1 1.79 -22.7 1 2.96 
38.06 O. 13 1.43 -25.07 4.99 
16.16 30.88 1.7 1 -9.20 16.1 1 
-24.72 24.30 4.50 11.11 22.59 
Synthetic Standard Deviation Values for the Net Basin Supplies to the lakes : 
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Lake Superior Lakes Michigan- Lake St. Clair Lake Erie Lake Ontario 
Huron 
35 37 52.78 7.19 36.5613 22.0903 
27.86 46.04 6.70 28.40 19.29 
42.64 76.76 7.66 3 1.47 27.90 
50.76 82.98 7.65 31.32 28.59 
58.47 85.18 6.43 24.88 25.2 1 
5 1.87 66.28 4.57 20.57 18.93 
39.82 53 .O3 4.27 17.41 14.6 
40.90 60.71 3.68 14.34 12.66 
53.39 67.77 3 .29 19.14 12.23 
46.43 69.81 3 .29 19.66 16.48 
38.22 63.68 3.40 20.3 1 18.23 
29.33 63.79 6-00 27.97 20.63 
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Mean Monthly NBS and respective Standard Deviations for the Aggregate Lakes used in the 
Aggregation Method. Aggregated Lake I is composed by Lakes Michigan-Huron, St. Clair, Erie, 
and Ontario. Aggregated Lake 2 by Lakes Superior, Michigan-Huron, St. Clair, and Erie: 
Month 












Aggregated Lake 1 Aggregated Lake 2 
Mean Standard Deviation Mean Standard Deviation 
in the optimization part, second stage, the aggregattd NBS for the upstream lake was given by 
means of muitiV8fiaîe linear regession that associami them with the lake Ontario values. Below 
we show the values employed. 
To change the level of each of the foliowing lakes by one foot in a one month perioâ, the 
necessary amount of water to be stored or withdrawn is: 
Lake Superior 337,800 cfs-months 
Lakes Michigan-Huron 480,800 cfs-month 
Lake St, Clair 4,600 fis-rnonrhs 
Lake Erie 105,200 cfs-month 
Lake Ontano 80,000 @s-mnths 
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Fiow retardation due to ice formation and aquatic growth: 
Below are presented the assumed values of flow retardation due to ice formation, ice jamming and 
aquatic growth (weed retardation). The last item applies ody to Niagara river. Values in tc@- 
months. 












3. Clair River Detroit Niagaru River Sr. Louis River Lake Ontario 
River Ourler 
30.25 12.10 40.00 32.1 1 6.77 
3 7.68 10.27 47.00 25.19 9.87 
16.29 4.3 2 34.00 7.6 1 5.49 
3.15 1.16 49.00 4.47 0.00 
O. 19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 15 .O0 O .O0 0.00 
0.00 0.00 5 1.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 O O0 39.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 26.00 0.00 0.00 
0 .O0 0.00 16.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 
3.75 5.33 0.00 10.35 0.42 
Data for the lakm regdation: 
Maximum and minimum h w  ümitrrtiom for the four most upstrclun lnLn 
Observation: Used xmcimurn and minimum observeci values as describsd in "Regdation of Great 
Lakes Wata Levels", report to the UC, A p p d i x  O, 1973. 
Mmiirnumflow limitations. Values in tcfs-month. 
O From lake Superior. Those vaiues were used only during the optimUaton part. As 
demonmsted later on, during the simulation of the prcsent operation, the maximum output is 
given as a fimction of the level. To obtain the values that foiiow, we computed the maximum 
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possible outflow fiom the given formula assuming the highest admissible levei, i.e., before the 
cornpensating works start to spill. 
O From Michigan-Huron. See reference above, page G-42. S i d o n  in Saint Clair River 
acwrding to 1 970 hydraulic conditions. 
O From lake Saint Clair. Situation in Detroit River according to 1970 hydraulic conditions. 
O From lake Erie. See referred appendix, page G-114. Situation in Niagara River. Assumed 
maximum during period 1900- 1 967, as specified in the regdations. 
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Si. Marys River S .  Clair Detroit River Niagara River Luke Onturio 
River Outlet 
85.00 2 10.00 2 10.00 25 1 .O0 220.00 
85.00 2 10.00 2 10.00 25 1 .O0 260.00 
85 .O0 2 10.00 2 10.00 25 1 .O0 280.00 
85.00 2 10.00 2 10.00 25 1 .O0 3 10.00 
142.38 2 10.00 2 10.00 25 1 .O0 3 10.00 
142.38 2 10.00 2 10.00 25 1 .O0 3 10.00 
142.38 2 10.00 2 10.00 25 1 .O0 3 10.00 
142.38 2 10.00 2 10.00 25 1 .O0 3 10.00 
142.38 2 10.00 2 10.00 25 1 .O0 3 10.00 
142.38 2 10.00 2 10.00 25 1 .O0 3 10.00 
142.38 2 10.00 2 10.00 25 1 .O0 3 10.00 
85 .O0 2 10.00 2 10.00 25 1 .O0 3 10.00 
Minimum flow limitations. Values in tqs-monfhs. 
O From lake Superior. Those values were used only during tht optimization part. 
O From Michigan-Huron. See reference above, page G-42. Situation in Saint Clair Riva 
according to 1970 hydrauiic conditions. 
O From lake Saint Clsir. Situation in Detroit River accordhg to 1970 hydraulic conditions. 
O From lake Erie. See referred appendix, page G-114. Situation in Niagara River. Assumd 
minimum during perîod 19004967, as spocificed in the ~ 0 1 1 s .  
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SI. Matys River Sr. Clair Deiroii River Niagara River Lake Ontario 
River Outlet 
5 5 .O0 152.00 152.00 1 16.00 2 10.00 
55.00 152.00 152.00 1 16.00 207.00 
55.00 152.00 152.00 1 16.00 204.00 
55.00 152.00 152.00 1 16.00 188.00 
55.00 152.00 152.00 1 16.00 188.00 
55.00 152.00 152.00 1 16.00 190.00 
5 5 .O0 152.00 152.00 116.00 193 .O0 
55.00 152.00 152.00 1 16.00 1 93 .O0 
55.00 152.00 152.00 1 16.00 193 .O0 
5 5 .O0 152.00 152.00 1 16.00 193 .O0 
55.00 152.00 152.00 116.00 198 .O0 
5 5 .O0 152.00 152.00 116.00 2 10.00 
Assumeâ target levels for the lab: 
Values computed according to what is presented in "Great Mes Diversions and Consumptive 
Uses", Appendix B, Cornputer Models, 1981. This document specifies tb the "desircd" targets 
for the lakes levels are the estimates of the mean historical ones. Therefore, we computed the 
average ones for the basic data, presented in "Regulation of  Great Lakes Water Levels", Appendix 
B, Coordinated Basic Data, Vol. 2, 1973. 
The period, alnady mentionex& is fiom 1900 to 1973. As the informati011 for the year of 
1973 was incomplete, going until the month of June, the average are for 1900-73 fiom Januaiy to 
June and 1900-72 to the remIiining montfis. 
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Lak Lakes Michigan- LakeSt. Clair Lake Erie Lake Ontario 
Superior Huron 
600.40 577.6 1 572.60 569.69 243 .90 
600.16 577.64 572.00 569.64 244.02 
600.00 5 77.63 572.10 569.66 244.12 
599.94 577.75 572.83 570.1 1 244.54 
600.15 578.10 573.2 1 570.60 245.19 
600.54 578.33 573.45 570.85 245.46 
600.79 578.57 573.55 570.87 245.5 1 
600.95 578.6 1 573.55 570.76 245.29 
601.01 578.53 573.44 570.5 1 244.90 
600.99 578.3 1 573.30 570.24 244.49 
600.86 578.09 572.8 1 569.9 1 244.2 1 
600.69 577.92 572.56 569.74 244.07 
Maximum and Minimum suggcsteà levcls 
Either in the simulation of the Present Operation and in the Proposed one, it was expected that the 
leveis of the lakes rem& within the reference values shown below. Whenever it was not possible 
to maintain the desired range of operation, due to drought or high net basin supplies, that moment 
was considered as an exceedance. Therefore, we have two types of exceedances: above the desired 
levei and below it. Because of the peculiar characteristics of the lakes operation, levels above the 
desired ones do not necessarily imply in spi11 exception made to Lake Supior. 
Level Lake Superior Lakes Michigan- Lake St Clair Lake Erie Lake 
Huron Ontario 
M d u m  601.86 581.59 576.56 573.63 247.32 
Minimum 598.68 575.13 570.84 568.02 24 1.66 
Range 3.18 6.46 5.72 5.61 5.66 
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State Discretization: 
For optimizatioa purposes, a minimum level was tentatively found to serve as a reference. The 
levels show below represent the empty reservoir state for the five lakes. The justification for that 
is the minimal quantity of volume that affects level and flow variations when relative to the 
absolute total volume considered. The stochastic dynarnic programming produre  requires that 
all the variables assume the same unit. Therefore, it was estabfished that volume, given in fcJ 
became the working unit For the sake of consistency, the decision is the volume dischargeci in the 
timestep, a month. 
Lake Superior Lak Michigan Lake SI. Clair Lake Erie Lake Ontario 
596.136 569.962 566.264 563.532 237.132 
Note: Values given infl. 
Also, it was ndmitted thai the volumes assumed values beyond those comesponding to the 
maximum allowable level. If oaly the desirable rangs were employed, the ophimiion wodd not 
converge because of occurrence of infwible mes. This is necessary to consider whcn ail the 
optimal paths pass through a state that is technicaiiy considemi as infeasible. In the fist 
o p t h h i o n  stage, for lake Superior, the amount of volume that spilled was d d e r e d  as 
ex-ternalized f?om the system anci, as a resulc lost. For the other lalies, oscillation beyond the 
auxhum level, was not considered. in the second stage, the up- aggregated lake, that 
includes Lake Superior, did not extenializt the spi& duc to the relative contribution of Lake 
Superior to the total aggregated volume. It can be infmed fiom the table below that whai ai l  the 
levels are at the minimum desirable levei, shovm above, the lakt already bas 8ccutlulaîeci some 
minimum volume. There is somt margin of operation beyond the maximum dtsirable, tw. Had 
not these measures taken, the iterations would not converge. 
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First Stage: 
O Lake Superior 
Month Volume at Minimum Volume at Maximum Total Capacity Considered 
Desirable Level Desirable Level in the Optiniization 












O Aggregaied Lake: 
Montfi Volume a& Minimum Volume at Maximum Total Capacity Considered 

























Desirable Level in the Opthkation 
20 129.00 24603 .O0 
18344.00 22420.00 
20 129.00 24603 .O0 
19480.00 23809.00 
20 129.00 24603.00 
19480.00 23809.00 
20 129.00 24603.00 
20 129.00 24603.00 
19480.00 23809.00 
20 129.00 24603 .O0 
19480.00 23809.00 
20 129.00 24603 .O0 
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Second Stage: 
O Aggregated Lake: 
Month Volume at Minimum Volume at Maximum Total Capacity Considereâ 
Desirab1 e LeveI Desirable Level in the Optimization 
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O Lake Ontario: 
Mon th Volume at Mininmm Volume ut Maximum Total Capacity Considered 
Desirable Level Desirable Level in the Optzmization 
Januaty 970.22 2 183.00 2668.10 
Febnrary 884.16 1989.30 243 1.40 
March 970.22 2 183.00 2668.10 
Apd 938.93. 21 12.60 2582.00 
May 970.22 2183.00 2668.10 
June 938.93 2 1 12.60 2582.00 
J ~ Y  970.22 2 183 .O0 2668.10 
August 970.22 2 183 .O0 2668.10 
September 938.93 21 12.60 2582.00 
October 970.22 2183.00 2668.10 
November 938.93 21 12.60 2582.00 
December 970.22 2 183.00 2668.1 O 
Appendix D 
North American Great Lakes Studjt Case 
Transition Probabilities for the NBS 
Appendix D Transition Probabilities for the NBS 
Appendix D - Transition Probabilities for the Net Basin Supplies: 
These transition Probabilities were computed only for the 2-level optimization part, i.e., always 
considering one lake aggregated and one not. Below are presented the two studied cases: the 
MCAR 1 and the Periodical MCAR 1. They are subdivided into two other subparts, Stage 1 and 
Stage 2. For instance, in Stage 1, the maximum and minimum values registered for the synthetic 
NBS for Lake Superior are subdivided into 9 classes and their median values is then employed 
with its respective probability of occurrence. The same is done for the aggregated NBS for the 
downstream lake that includes Lakes Michigan-Huron, St. Clair, Erie and Ontario. In Stage 2, the 
order is reversed, i.e., the aggregated Iake now is composed by Lakes Superior, Michigan-Huron, 
St. Clair and Erie and the downstream lake is Lake Ontario. 
MCAR 1: 
Lake Superior 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.0010 0.0040 0.0040 0.0020 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0020 0.0050 0.0170 0.01 80 0.0 100 0.0040 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0060 0.0370 0.0560 0.0500 0.0170 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0020 0.0090 0.0540 0.1030 0.0680 0.0330 0.0060 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0020 0.0080 0.0440 0.0900 0.0930 0.0380 0.0100 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0010 0.0050 0.0220 0.0480 0.0420 0.0210 0.0030 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0070 0.0190 0.0160 0.0120 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0050 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Mediun Values 0.00 48.60 -33.1 1 -4.12 26.06 51.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 
64.41 -50.38 -25.65 2.51 20.63 44.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -47.08 -21.51 3.19 26.41 45.86 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-64.52 -43.93 -20.23 0.37 24.38 47.07 71.01 0.00 0.00 
-73.39 42.64 -20.67 0.84 25.75 46.37 75.15 116.80 0.00 
-88.55 -51.87 -21.27 4.63 25.61 48.00 73.79 0.00 0.00 
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Probabilities 0.0010 0.0010 0.0020 0.0010 0.0020 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0020 0.0040 0.0070 0.0080 0.0060 0.0070 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0050 0.0 190 0.0250 0.0670 0.04 10 0.0 180 0.0070 0.0020 0.00 10 
0.0050 0.0280 0.0580 0.1070 0.0830 0.0430 0.0150 0.0010 0.0000 
0.00 10 0.0 1 O0 0.0520 0.0890 0.0800 0.0330 0.0 190 0.0020 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0090 0.0 130 0.04 10 0.03 10 0.0240 0.0 100 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 0.0060 0.0080 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Median Values -60.21 -27.00 8.32 37.76 56.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-76.68 -26.58 2.02 31.13 62.91 87.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-48.98 -29.72 4.15 27.06 59.11 87.50 120.24 139.25 168.33 
-55.09 -24.09 6.49 30.34 61.13 88.02 118.46 145.27 0.00 
-61.19 -22.69 0.54 28.52 58.99 89.67 117.99 154.92 0.00 
0.00 -31.04 2.22 32.97 60.78 88.75 121.01 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 9.71 39.19 69.02 86.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 113.12 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.0020 0.0010 0.0020 0.0060 0.0020 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0040 0.0140 0.0190 0.0190 0.0090 0.0050 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0030 0.0050 0.0240 0.0430 0.0510 0.0220 0.0080 0.0040 0.0000 
0.0020 0.0140 0.0380 0.0780 0.0930 0.0590 0.0310 0.0040 0.0000 
0.0020 0,0040 0.0320 0.0610 0.0720 0,0520 0.0260 0.0020 0.0000 
0.0020 0.0050 0.0120 0.0240 0.0350 0.0310 0,0130 0.0050 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0020 0.0030 0.0070 0.0240 0.0120 0.0040 0,0000 0.0000 
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Median Values 0.00 49.49 83.80 121.81 157.40 187.12 212.90 0.00 0.00 
0.00 27.08 87.01 128.38 152.23 193.63 223.67 255.98 0.00 
14.03 39.98 83.00 123.01 157.39 188.54 215.49 273.47 0.00 
0.86 47.13 85.01 123.66 154.29 190.81 228.85 263.74 0.00 
0.34 49.26 89.14 120.38 159.19 192.58 231.41 261.07 0.00 
5.10 31.65 84.21 117.65 152.79 188.31 223.30 260.16 0.00 
0.00 34.05 97.06 114.89 156.93 196.12 224.35 0.00 0.00 
0.00 51.92 0.00 115.28 162.18 0.00 222.77 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 187.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 
April 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.0040 0.0030 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0040 0.0120 0.0160 0.0040 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0070 0.0180 0.0280 0.0440 0.0200 0.0070 0.0000 
0.0070 0.0260 0.0610 0.0600 0.0570 0.0220 0.0030 
0.0070 0.0200 0.0750 0.1030 0.0590 0.0310 0.0030 
0.0040 0.02 10 0.0410 0.0620 0.0440 0.01 10 0.0050 
0.0030 0.0060 0.0200 0.0250 0.0250 0.0080 0.0010 
0.0000 0.0010 0.0020 0.0060 0.0030 0.0030 0.0010 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Median Values 0.00 107.21 134.05 192.5 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 102.07 144.26 186.43 226.61 287.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 
62.56 105.67 151.96 194.60 231.28 281.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 
56.78 104.92 147.67 197.24 230.69 283.73 320.20 0.00 0.00 
66.21 102.59 150.48 196.69 237.70 279.82 322.23 370.60 405.33 
60.78 108.69 150.90 200.11 230.25 280.55 320.15 0.00 0.00 
75.73 119.26 145.81 197.77 241.88 288.79 316.17 386.79 0.00 
0.00 108.91 144.63 197.39 238.21 279.22 314.34 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Probabilitzes 0.00 10 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0090 
0.00 10 0.0 130 
0.0030 0.0080 
0.0000 0.0100 














Prubabilities 0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 0.0010 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0020 0.0050 0.0 120 0.0 130 0.0060 0.0020 0.00 10 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0010 0.0160 0.0360 0.0420 0.0340 0.0090 0.0050 0,0000 0.0000 
0.0050 0.0260 0.0560 0.0870 0.0530 0.0190 0.0040 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0040 0.0 180 0.0570 0.09 10 0.08 10 0.0230 0.0060 0.00 10 0.00 10 
0.0000 0.0130 0.0310 0.0650 0,0560 0.0170 0.0070 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0030 0.0150 0.0250 0,0220 0.0070 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 0.0030 0.0060 0.0030 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 
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Median Values 0.00 0.00 106.23 
3 1.77 69.20 88.28 
29.96 67.12 94.65 
25.95 62.59 97.96 
16.25 63.26 95.83 
0.00 64.75 96.03 
0.00 65.75 94.20 
0.00 0.00 94.42 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.0020 0.0040 0.0030 0.0020 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0020 0.0070 0.0100 0.0260 0.0200 0.0150 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0020 0.0050 0.0380 0.0630 0.0540 0.0420 0.0060 0.0020 0.0010 
0.0010 0.0190 0.0430 0.0770 0.0940 0.0650 0.0240 0.0040 0.0000 
0.0010 0.0 1 10 0.0390 0.0570 0.0720 0.0590 0.0 180 0.0030 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0060 0.0210 0.0320 0.0150 0.0050 0.0010 0.0000 
0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0070 0.0070 0.0080 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0010 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Probabiiities 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0040 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
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Median Values 0.00 -12.44 0.00 0.00 88.58 113.60 
-69.19 -27.25 17.51 46.51 101.19 134.73 
-53.27 -22.24 16.45 49.40 94.61 130.58 
-86.17 -17.93 16.55 53.46 89.16 125.64 
-56.48 -20.44 18.29 52.73 90.00 129.75 
-72.78 -35.90 17.88 54.44 90.06 129.15 
0.00 -7.90 12.85 53.30 91.28 125.30 
0.00 0.00 9.98 55.75 86.92 130.75 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.0020 0.0010 0.0030 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0050 0.0110 0.0130 0.0100 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0020 0.0050 0.0280 0.0570 0.04 10 .0.0240 0.0050 0.00 10 0.0000 
0.0020 0.0230 0.0500 0.0780 0.0690 0.0350 0.0 100 0.00 10 0.0000 
0.0030 0.0160 0.0470 0.0830 0.0760 0.0490 0.0160 0.0030 0.0000 
0.0040 0.0060 0.0300 0.0450 0.0490 0.0260 0.0080 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0010 0.0050 0.0130 0.0100 0.0130 0.00 10 0.0020 0.0010 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0020 0.0030 0.0040 0.0010 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Median Values 0.00 -38.97 -7.00 18.82 58.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -54.37 -7.79 20.12 34-19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-73.97 -50.73 -15.50 21.04 58.35 88.14 133.83 146.70 0.00 
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October 
Median Values 0.00 0.00 -29.23 4.53 49.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-81.47 -52.76 -19.92 2.88 37.80 64.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-76.81 -54.99 -26.54 4.18 32.95 62.15 87.20 116.20 0.00 
-83.36 -50.39 -23.54 5.03 33.46 61.37 97.14 127.69 0.00 
-78.52 -50.06 -21.53 5.03 33.52 63.36 92.45 118.43 142.86 
-82.63 -59.62 -22.52 6.61 34.00 62.43 88.03 0.00 0.00 
0.00 49.93 -20.96 3.97 27.50 60.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.90 33.61 61.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 4.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
November 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.0020 0.0030 0.0030 0.0030 0.0020 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0010 0.0070 0,0080 0.0190 0.0180 0.0080 0.0040 0,0000 0,0000 
0.0040 0.0110 0.0250 0.0410 0.0540 0.0320 0.0050 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0010 0.0150 0.0410 0.0800 0.0890 0.0390 0.0180 0.0060 0.0000 
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Median Values 0.00 -76.2 1 -6 1.69 -39.55 -17.24 13.76 26.60 0.00 
-98.35 -75.12 -57.59 -36.06 -12.93 3.79 25.1 1 0.00 
-102.19 -81.65 -58.01 -37.61 -17.94 8.26 26.65 44.23 
-93.78 -79.49 -60.22 -35.82 -17.16 3.55 23.21 52.21 
-96.00 -81.96 -56.44 -34.91 -15.07 6.68 31.13 54.31 
-94.53 -79.1 1 -59.96 -36.23 -17.06 3.44 31.15 0.00 
0.00 -81.71 -52.96 -36.87 -17.05 2.23 34.24 47.27 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -18.13 5.36 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.08 0.00 0.00 
Probabiliries 0.0000 0.0010 0.0010 0.0030 0.0030 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0020 0.0040 0.0180 0.0160 0.0100 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0070 0.0310 0.0330 0.0360 0.0220 0.0040 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0070 0.0100 0.0460 0.0620 0.0790 0.0370 0.0110 0.0030 0.0000 
0.0020 0.0210 0.0470 0.0840 0.0840 0.0380 0.0210 0.0030 0.0000 
0.0020 0.0090 0.0270 0.0550 0.0450 0.0280 0.0100 0.0010 0.0010 
0.0010 0.0050 0.0080 0.0150 0.0200 0.0040 0.0050 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0010 0.0020 0.0050 0.0030 0,0010 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 
Medîan Values 0.00 -58.98 -36.14 -21.71 -2.47 16.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -58.07 -34.29 -22.96 -4.79 16.99 39.99 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -54.09 -38.49 -20.82 4.44 18.98 3 1.33 56.20 0.00 
-80.05 -59.13 -40.02 -22.59 -3.05 14.58 31-31 45.14 0.00 
-74.55 -55.51 -38.83 -21.27 -3.81 13.63 34.84 53.07 0.00 
-71.90 -56.90 -40.83 -22.44 -4.05 14.30 30.72 46.92 63.64 
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Aggregated Lake 
January 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0010 0.0020 0.0080 0.0100 0.0050 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.00 10 0.01 80 0.0390 0.0400 0.0 160 0.0020 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0060 0.0430 O. 1530 O. 1460 0.0430 0.0090 0.0000 
0.0000 0.00 10 0.0280 0.1000 O. 1200 0.0750 0.0160 0.00 10 
0.0000 O.OOI0 0.0040 0.0170 0.0420 0.0340 0.0020 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0060 0.0030 0.0020 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 10 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Median Values 0.00 0.00 0.00 71.76 178.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-119.55 -56.79 32.33 107.70 173.45 227.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -18.2l 26.70 11 1.34 187.84 261.40 339.89 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -48.77 29.56 115.15 179.64 254.40 332.80 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -58.63 39.54 112.38 182.77 256.33 317.64 395.89 0.00 
0.00 -18.97 48.23 121.42 192.86 264.12 367.77 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 1 1  1.91 204.80 250.71 327.01 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 291.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Probubilities 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0030 0.0030 0.0040 0.0000 O.OOl0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0060 0.0250 0.0370 0.0270 0.0050 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0010 0.0090 0.0770 0.1210 0.0850 0.0230 0.0060 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0080 0.0590 0.1450 0,1020 0.0410 0.0050 0.0000 0.0000 
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Median Values 0.00 0.00 0.00 253.66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 115.69 142.14 292.94 0.00 530.79 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 86.63 185.32 268.99 387.74 533.39 613.06 0.00 0.00 
9.49 110.90 205.01 291.65 384.43 483.99 590.88 0.00 0.00 
0.00 109.24 192.06 292.63 404.57 487.70 621.09 0.00 0.00 
0.00 109.01 183.48 295.57 395.76 505.1 1 619.50 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 164.62 309.93 394.18 472.69 590.87 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 511.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000.00 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 10 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0010 0.0050 0.0190 0.0030 0.0030 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0080 0.0400 0.0670 0.0470 0.0180 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0010 0.01 10 0.0470 0.1350 0.1200 0.0390 0.0030 0.0010 0,0000 
0.0000 0.0020 0.0350 0.0920 0.1100 0.0440 0.0130 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0010 0.0090 0.0300 0.0330 0.0290 0.0030 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 0.0090 0.0060 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
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Probabiiities 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 10 0.0000 
0.00 10 0.0030 0.0060 0.0050 
0.0000 0.0080 0.0340 0.0490 
0.0010 0.0070 0.0610 0.13 10 
0.0000 0.0070 0.0330 O. 1 140 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0 1 10 0.04 1 O 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0050 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 10 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
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Medtan Values 0.00 0.00 172.49 224.56 
0.00 70.1 1 144.32 237.93 
0.00 82.01 164.74 227.44 
0.00 59.28 152.01 230.62 
0.00 91.92 154.43 233.45 
0.00 74.34 160.29 254.37 
0.00 55.06 113.62 254.96 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
June 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0,0000 0.0020 0.0030 0.0080 0.0060 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0010 0.0060 0.0230 0.0400 0.0490 0.0090 0,0000 0.0000 0,0000 
0.0010 0.0080 0.0420 0.1010 0.1320 0.0420 0.0090 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0050 0.0220 0.0920 0.1300 0.0710 0.0140 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0090 0.0360 0.0540 0.0400 0.0090 0.0020 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0060 0.0130 0.0080 0.0040 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 ~.OOOO 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Median Values 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -14.33 45.01 111.08 167.35 248.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-101.34 -16.02 53-84 118.79 175.57 245.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-96.34 -10.28 48.12 118.84 177.45 252.94 316.27 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -37.76 48.40 116.77 184.31 254.41 329.35 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 55.05 118.55 191.85 258.43 323.65 410.98 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 129.27 204.67 272.59 316.47 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 250.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Probabilities 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0,0000 0.00 10 0.00 10 0,0050 0.0 1 10 0.0030 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.00 10 0.0 1 10 0.0330 0.0370 0.0 160 0,0000 0.00 10 0.0000 
0.00 10 0.0020 0.0200 0.0790 O. 1200 0.0530 0.0070 0.00 10 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.02 10 0.0980 O. 1460 0.0940 0.0230 0.0020 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0010 0.0080 0.0340 0.0600 0.0510 0.0180 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0050 0.0180 0.0090 0.0030 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Median Values 0.00 0.00 0.00 -52.89 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -170.57 -79.26 -3.63 38.87 104.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -192.12 -96.97 -37.68 41.04 114.04 0.00 239.59 0.00 
-260.94 -161.60 -88.76 -21.61 44.56 107.23 181.22 257.91 0.00 
0.00 0.00 -85.74 -18.98 46.22 114.94 178.04 265.55 0.00 
0.00 -149.2 1 -90.63 -22.04 46.59 12 1.73 189.94 26 1.75 0.00 
0.00 0.00 -74.93 -12.13 39.76 139.81 223.17 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 62.55 130.92 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Probabiliries 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0050 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 t 0 0.0080 0.0 1 10 0.0200 0.0 170 0.0050 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0120 0.0470 0.0800 0.0780 0.0350 0.0030 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0030 0.0080 0.0520 0.1320 0.1220 0.0640 0.0120 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0030 0.0220 0.06 10 0.0720 0.0460 0.02 10 0.0020 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 0.0130 0.0160 0.0130 0.0060 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0020 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
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Medzan Values 0.00 0.00 -74.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 -50.78 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-238.95 -171.10 -85.07 -36.35 46.16 109.49 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -178.43 -102.09 -29.93 43.10 110.68 193.21 238.76 
-225.55 -18 1.85 -93.50 -27.54 37.76 1 15.92 180.52 0.00 
0.00 -148.86 -90.98 -20.72 43.52 109.31 180.25 248.81 
0.00 0.00 -91.26 -18.51 47.59 113.36 166.68 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 -34.43 70.78 112.53 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Probabiiities 0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0020 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0100 0.0100 0.0090 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0030 0.0240 0.0440 0.0510 0.0080 0.0060 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0030 0.0120 0.0500 0.1040 0.1010 0.0340 0.0070 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0010 0.0070 0.0290 O. 1030 O. 1030 0.05 10 0.0 130 0.0000 0.0000 
0,0000 0.0050 0.0150 0.0410 0.0680 0.0280 0.0080 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0130 0.0150 0.0120 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
October 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.00 10 0.0000 0.00 10 0.0020 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 
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Median Values 0.00 -183.07 0.00 35.93 49.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -160.07 -99.89 -2.58 68.17 137.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -163.76 -66.40 -6.97 83.91 148.94 249.67 0.00 0.00 
-250.89 -159.41 -73.83 4.58 78.82 161.57 265.48 345.14 0.00 
-229.98 -156.53 -70.46 8.56 79.67 162.67 238.55 338.37 0.00 
0.00 -147.73 -82.41 0.77 79.81 174.46 243.79 364.71 0.00 
0.00 0.00 -67.56 11.30 89.69 178.80 251.77 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 103.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
November 
Median Values 0.00 0.00 -6.40 34.72 0.00 227.46 0.00 0.00 O 
-222.22 -125.25 -84.76 16.31 142.52 218.77 0.00 0.00 O 
0.00 -125.16 -48.06 31.48 113.33 208.92 0.00 0.00 O 
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December 
Median Values 0.00 0.00 0.00 119.92 146.66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 -13.53 72.08 166.86 239.39 0.00 451.11 0.00 
0.00 -95.50 3.99 86.88 179.20 246.31 406.09 0.00 0.00 
-199.38 -79.70 4.56 82.55 173.41 261.79 342.17 0.00 0.00 
-194.63 -90.39 5.16 83.44 176.83 266.50 361.02 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -129.89 -9.82 77.52 172.71 279.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 -134.80 13.69 77.84 155.04 299.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 78.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
To improve the speed of computations, each of the monthiy probability matrix above was 
consoiidated in just one vector of conditionai probabilitits as presentad below: 
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Now, employing the idonnation above, and consistent with the aggregation methodology as 
desaibed by Turgeon (19 ) and briefly reviewed in Chapter 4, the aggregated NBS is therefore 
utilized in iinear regression fashion with respect to Lake Superior. The monthly lin= regmsiou 
coefficients are: 
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A p d  
May 
June 
J ~ Y  





The comesponding NBS for the aggregated lakes becomes: 
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Median Values 0.00 0.00 -2.66 0.00 -14.19 0.00 
0.00 0.00 -14.19 -8.23 -13.42 -5.18 
-27.84 13.25 -14.86 -17.76 -6.29 -8.84 
0.00 -2.34 -7.42 -18.08 -12.75 -7.48 
-19.73 -10.05 -9.66 -13.81 -12.94 -1.56 
-45.95 -23.90 -17.86 -12.53 -5.26 -16.2 1 
0.00 6.07 -15.90 -10.70 -5.28 -15.44 
0.00 0.00 -21.97 16.26 -16.1 1 -6.78 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.13 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0040 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0010 0.0040 0.0070 0.0070 0.0060 0.0020 0.0000 0.0010 
0.0000 0.0040 0.0080 0.0260 0.0290 0.0250 0.0080 0.0030 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0090 0.0260 0.0591 0.059 1 0.0470 0.02 10 0.0070 0.0040 
0.0020 0.0050 0.0270 0.062 1 0.080 1 0.060 1 0.03 10 0.0090 0.0000 
0.0030 0.0040 0.0250 0.0531 0.0611 0.0400 0.0250 0.0030 0.0030 
0.0010 0.0040 0.0060 0.0190 0.0270 0.0270 0.0120 0.0030 0.0020 
0.0000 0.0010 0.0060 0.0030 0.0080 0.0060 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0,0000 0.0010 0.0020 0.0020 0.0040 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 
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Mar ch 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0090 0.0080 0.0040 0.0040 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0080 0.0 150 0.0 160 0.0200 0.0 100 0.0020 0.0000 
0.00 10 0.0080 0.0 100 0.057 1 0.08 11 0.055 1 0.0 160 0.0020 0.0010 
0.00 10 0.0 100 0.02 10 0.067 1 0.100 1 0.083 1 0.0260 0.0070 0.0000 
0.0010 0.0070 0.0210 0.0551 0.081 1 0.063 1 0.0190 0.0040 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0020 0.0050 0.0240 0.0220 0.0200 0.0050 0.0020 0.0010 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0040 0.0020 0.0070 0.0040 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0010 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 
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Median Values 0.00 0.00 250.57 169.80 183.22 128.34 113.35 0.00 0.00 
0.00 207.17 198.60 197.95 200.39 169.80 129.69 0.00 0.00 
208.32 198.59 181.19 188.39 198.25 195.79 208.69 0.00 0.00 
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June 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000' 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0040 0.0060 0.0040 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0010 0.0040 0.0100 0,0170 0.0240 0.0290 0.0030 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0010 0.00 10 0.0270 0.071 1 0.0771 0.0571 0.0080 0.00 10 0.0010 
0.0000 0.0070 0.0320 0.0821 0.135 1 0.0761 0.0190 0.0040 0.0000 
0,0000 0.0020 0.0160 0.0541 0.0841 0.0470 0.0190 0.0060 0.0000 
0.0010 0.0000 0.0030 0.01 10 0.0220 0.0120 0.0040 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0040 0.0040 0.0030 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Median Values 0.00 0.00 0.00 254.68 249.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 163.79 180.00 215.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 
141.71 133.09 164.67 137.12 160.63 154.58 178.07 0.00 0.00 
lû4.05 61.75 174.1 1 142.52 161.42 163.60 154.21 156.39 222.84 
0.00 186.29 172.22 152.35 168.13 156.13 161.83 139.24 0.00 
0.00 187.48 141.35 146.50 150.46 168.87 175.68 202.00 0.00 
97.13 0.00 140.26 152.50 171.63 190.02 165.49 120.26 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 148.35 255.78 186.23 217.18 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 217.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Seprem ber 
Median Values 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.43 
0.00 0.00 0.00 123.20 20.75 
0.00 0.00 51.82 43.10 77.19 
0.00 61.64 82.32 75.61 77.64 
76.73 74.38 91.82 93.84 75.61 
103.90 69.56 87.60 73.56 77.19 
0.00 145.00 79.76 89.49 84.04 
0.00 53.20 61.97 58.93 97.00 
28.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 103.71 
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Mediun Values 0.00 0.00 103.14 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 103.14 
0.00 0.00 0.00 86.48 
0.00 0.00 48.89 55.56 
90.77 -21.82 68.26 33.17 
0.00 64.85 33.07 40.28 
0.00 0.00 55.92 17.1 L 
0.00 0.00 3.58 40.02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
November 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0,0000 0.0010 0.0020 0.0060 0.0020 0.0010 0.0000 0.0010 
0.0010 0.0010 0.0020 0.0100 0.0 120 0.0150 0.0100 0.0020 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0020 0.0120 0.0400 0.0631 0.0651 0.0280 0.0050 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0030 0.0100 0.063 1 O. 106 1 0.0861 0.0450 0.0050 0.0000 
0.0010 0.0040 0.0210 0.0691 0.0811 0.0571 0.0190 0.0050 0.0010 
0.0000 0.0030 0.0050 0.0240 0.0410 0.0300 0.0140 0.0000 0.0010 
0.0010 0.0000 0.0010 0.0040 0.0070 0.0030 0.0010 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0~0010 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 
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Decernber 
Aggregated Lake 
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Probabilities 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0000 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0010 0.0030 0.0100 0.0090 0.0030 0.0040 0.0010 0.0000 
0.00 10 0.0020 0.0 130 0.0270 0.0230 0.0 180 0.0090 0.00 10 0.0000 
0.00 10 0.0 100 0.0230 0.06 1 1 0.076 1 0.0460 0.0190 0.0070 0.00 10 
0.0000 0.0070 0.0200 0.072 1 0.086 1 0.075 1 0.0320 0.0080 0.0030 
0.0020 0.0050 0.0210 0.0440 0.0711 0.0551 0.0200 0.0050 0.0020 
0.0000 0.0010 0.0070 0.0 170 0.0320 0.0 190 0.0080 0.0040 0.00 10 
0.0000 0.0010 0.0020 0.0090 0.0090 0.0040 0.0050 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0070 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 









Probabilities 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0010 0.0000 0,0010 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0010 0.0040 0.0110 0.0120 0.0040 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0010 0.0020 0.0080 0.0380 0.0360 0.0260 0.0070 0.0000 0.0010 
0.0000 0.0070 0.0270 0.069 1 0.0891 0.056 1 0.0200 0.0080 0.0000 
0.00 10 0.0090 0.0360 0.082 1 0.089 1 0.0641 0.0200 0.0020 0.0000 
0.0010 0.0090 0.0300 0.0541 0.0601 0.0370 0.0130 0.0020 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0030 0.0090 0.0220 0.0140 0.0110 0.0020 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0000 0,0000 0.0020 0.0030 0.0050 0.0050 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Median Values 0.00 0.00 0.00 148.60 21 1.88 0.00 147.78 0.00 0.00 
0.00 144.41 138.61 135.53 148.97 209.10 232.78 0.00 0.00 
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March 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0,0010 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0080 0.0030 0.0050 0,0010 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0020 0.0040 0.0130 0.0160 0.0220 0.0080 0.0020 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0020 0.0 130 0.0290 0.05 11 0.055 1 0.0220 0.0060 0.00 10 
0.00 10 0.0040 0.0 170 0.0% 1 0.0891 0.068 1 0.0370 0.0 140 0.0000 
0.0020 0.0060 0.0 140 0.0430 0.078 1 0.085 1 0.04 10 0.0 130 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0150 0.0290 0.0400 0.0340 0.0230 0.0020 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0060 0.0100 0.0150 0.0080 0.0030 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Medianvalues 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.52 435.51 153.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 350.49 0.00 217.52 330.04 260.59 265.26 0.00 0.00 
0.00 380.30 327.64 255.25 354.83 327.40 342.73 190.71 0.00 
0.00 490.93 279.94 358.23 325.91 310.07 281.77 324.53 356.26 
400.30 324.14 329.05 321.32 312.99 342.84 335.72 333.15 0.00 
373.62 400.56 339.81 311.52 346.42 322.66 285.17 360.61 0.00 
0.00 0.00 336.27 340.69 320.81 326.33 286.08 379.47 0.00 
0.00 0.00 413.78 287.22 323.54 339.73 312.31 400.36 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 153.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0070 0.0100 0.0050 0,0010 0.0010 0.0000 
Appendix D Transition Probabilities for the NBS 293 
Median Values 0.00 572.95 0.00 242.86 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 350.63 516.09 416.50 387.11 327.18 617.71 
0.00 345.58 490.65 434.55 448.24 434.84 438.84 477.42 
0.00 410.14 481.95 449.64 447.84 454.55 448.05 470.07 
555.70 543.87 428.69 442.98 458.90 456.89 471.04 423.25 
462.10 396.51 481.95 454.54 432.93 435.10 470.95 357.47 
0.00 416.41 432.89 429.05 429.35 493.51 486.75 565.18 
0.00 0.00 469.62 442.99 401.76 444.96 582.61 602.85 
0.00 0.00 572.950.00 372.230.00 0.00 0.00 
Medianvalues 0.00 0.00 0.00 438.91 436.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 545.44 352.04 368.05 420.78 436.87 430.88 349.79 0.00 
453.96 365.91 312.18 418.49 372.16 442.59 382.84 330.20 405.36 
Appendix D Transition Probabilities for the NBS 294 
June 
Median Values 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 346.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
173.52 326.16 360.54 319.05 339.10 315.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 253.58 297.52 290.48 238.08 306.24 330.83 0.00 0.00 
0.00 169.90 266.35 293.09 251.51 285.36 201.76 266.38 256.66 
177.69 317.91 268.95 280.91 256.94 292.73 298.64 335.71 0.00 
0.00 200.28 295.60 261.80 266.35 256.66 316.67 285.81 0.00 
0.00 266.83 193.23 308.23 280.03 294.56 227.98 342.09 0.00 
0.00 0.00 173.52 305.36 304.14 353.56 267.62 370.99 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 353.560.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Probabzlities 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0010 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 10 0.0020 0.0070 0.0050 0.0 100 0.0040 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 
Appenduc D Transition Probabilities for the NBS 295 
Median Values 0.00 159.13 0.00 0.00 
46.17 161.19 169.96 114.84 
28 1.14 194.54 159.69 164.43 
0.00 160.03 198.79 164.92 
36.81 160.70 162.5 1 170.06 
0.00 201.62 177.76 191.00 
0.00 183.03 203.88 198.99 
0.00 0.00 192.57 143.89 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 10 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 10 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0020 0.0000 0.0050 0.0020 0.0020 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0070 0.0170 0.0310 0.0270 0.0120 0.0050 0.0010 
0.0010 0.00 10 0.0290 0.0490 0.0761 0.0360 0.0270 0.0080 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0030 0.0230 0.0691 0.0901 0.081 1 0.0330 0.0080 0.0030 
0.0010 0.0010 0.0220 0.0531 0.0641 0.0430 0.0280 0.0030 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0010 0.0170 0.0260 0.0360 0.0230 0.0140 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0010 0.0040 0.0020 0.0070 0.0090 0.0030 0.0040 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0010 0.0010 0.0000 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 
Median Values 0.00 0.00 102.56 0.00 0.00 -3.09 -22.98 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 184.43 76.76 0.00 74.26 -22.98 -29.02 0.00 
0.00 0.00 -27.21 61.61 30.63 72.84 25.42 17.52 57.70 
Appendix D Transition Probabilities for the NBS 296 
Probabilities 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 10 0.00 10 0.0030 0.00 10 0.0000 0.00 10 0.0000 
0.00 10 0.0000 0.0020 0.0040 0.0 140 0.0 1 10 0.0020 0.0020 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0050 0.0080 0.0220 0.0260 0.0250 0.0120 0.0120 0.0000 
0.00 10 0.0050 0.0 190 0.050 1 0.061 1 0.0490 0.0280 0.0 120 0.0020 
0.0010 0.0060 0.0250 0.0581 0.0841 0.052 1 0.0280 0.0 1 10 0.0030 
0.0020 0.0070 0.0270 0.051 1 0.0501 0.0440 0.0290 0.0080 0.0000 
0.0020 0.0030 0.0170 0.0300 0.0290 0.0240 0.0160 0.0030 0.0010 
0.0000 0.0030 0.0100 0.0100 0.0150 0.0090 0.0030 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0000 0.0040 0.0040 0.0000 0.0020 0.0000 










Probabilities 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 0.0090 0.0090 0.0030 0.0030 0.0010 0.0000 
Appendrx D Transition Probabilities for the NBS 297 
Median Values 0.00 0.00 0.00 -68.05 0.00 0.00 -36.43 0.00 0.00 
0.00 74.99 0.00 -26.21 -68.05 -71.72 31.76 167.06 0.00 
0.00 -17.95 -51.78 -62.42 -24.55 -4.08 78.51 44.13 0.00 
74.99 -71.85 4.54 -22.61 -36.18 -12.73 -53.69 -23.14 0.00 
98.80 -44.10 -1 1.19 -39.63 -17.95 -20.54 -34.45 -25.61 0.00 
0.00 -3.72 25.09 -24.32 -36.66 -21.38 -28.19 -20.54 -143.14 
0.00 2.86 -46.27 -35.22 -63.49 -7.85 5.43 12.01 3.66 
0.00 0.00 -37.95 -48.84 26.88 -82.77 -18.42 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -60.14 -68.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 
November 
Median Values 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 61.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 3.90 -31.06 77.41 61.26 79.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 
80.88 68.88 0.13 3-13 57.43 18.39 51.34 72.22 0.00 
Appendix D Transition Robabilities for the NBS 298 
December 
Probabifities 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0010 0.0060 0.0070 0.0000 0.0010 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0080 0.0130 0.0150 0.0170 0.0090 0.0010 0,0000 
0.0020 0.0020 0.0080 0.0330 0,058 1 0.053 1 0.0 150 0.0070 0.00 10 
0.0020 0.0030 0.0 170 0.05 I I O. 102 1 0.0801 0.03 10 0.0 150 0.0020 
0.0000 0.0050 0.0170 0.04 t 0 0.077 1 0.08 1 1 0.0450 0.0 100 0.0020 
0.0010 0,0010 0.0060 0.0300 0.0360 0.0350 0.0240 0.0060 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0030 0.0190 0.01 10 0.0100 0.0010 0.0000 
0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0060 0.0030 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 










North Amen'can Great Lakes Study Case 
Oufflows 
Appendiv E Great Lakes Outflows 
Appendix E - Great Lakes Oufflows 
Average Outflows in the Lakes Connecting Channels 
1. Results for the Simulation of the Great Lakes Operation as defined by the IJC, 
Cornparison Between Historical and Synthetic NBS: 
Figure E - 1 Lake Superior, Simulation with Historical and Synthetic Net Basin Supplia 
Figun E - 2 L a k  Michigan -Huron, Simulation with Historid and Synehetic Net Basin 
Suppües 
Appendix E Great Lakes Ouîflows 30 1 
Figure E - 3 Lake Si. Clair, Simulation Ath Historienl and Syntbetic Net Basin Suppüa 
Figure E - 4 Lake Erk, Simulation with aisiorid and Synthetic Net BPsio Suppîics 
Appendix E Great Lakes Outflows 
Figure E - 5 Lake Ontario, Simulation Mtb Hhtorical and Synthetic Net Basin Supplies 
2. Comparison between IJC's Operation and Steady-State Optirnization using 
aggregation: 
Results obtained for Synthetic NBS 
Lake Suporior - Monîhly Average Ouüiaw and Stindard ôoviatlori 
Figure E - 6 Lake Supdor, Cornparisou Between UC and Op<Lmuition Poiidea 
Appendix E Great Lakes Outflows 303 
Lakas MlctilqanHumn - Monthly Average Outflow and Standard üevlatlm 
Figure E - 7 L a k  Michigan-Huron, Cornparison Behvecn WC and Optirniution Poücia 
Laice S t  Clair - Monmly Avengo Oulllow and Sbndard D.vlaltori 
Figure E - 8 Lake St CWr, Cornparbon Bctween WC and Optimization Policies 
Appendix E Great Lakes Outflows 
Laka M e  - Monthly Awrage Outnow and Standard Daviadon 
Figure E - 9 Lake Erie, Cornparison Befween IJC and Optimization Policies 
I hke  Ontario - Monthly Atmrage O M a w  and Stanâard Dovlation 
F ' i  E - 10 Lake Ontario, Comparison Between WC and Optimization Policies 
